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Abstract

Geological surveys have been made of the Tabar, Lihir, Tanga,

and Feni island groups, which constitute a dominantly alkaline volcanic

chain, roughly parallel, to, and northeast cf, the Tertiary island arc of

New Ireland in northeastern Papua New Guinea. The islands coneist mainly

of Pliocene and Pleistocene lava flows and volcanicladtic deposits, but

pre-Middle Miocene ~olcanic rocks are known in the Tabar Islands. Quartz

trachytes (the only silica-oversaturated rocks of the chain) represent

the youngest extrusive rocks in each island group. Raised Pleistocene

coral reefs form fringing terraces on many of the islands, and Miocene

reef limestone is preserved on Simberi Island in the Tabar Islands.
J

Present-day thermal activity is found in each of the island groups,

but is best developed on Lihir and Feni Islands, where the thermal

areas mostly occupy the calderas of Quaternary volcanoes. Whole-rock

chemical analyses have been compiled for 116 Tabar-to-Feni rocks

(major and trace elements, and, for some 'rocks, rare-earth-element

abundances and 87Sr/86Sr values). Rock-forming minerals in many rocks

have also been analys~d using the electron microprobe. The analysed

alkaline rocks are mainly phonolitic tephrite and trachybasalt, but

mere mafic types are basanite, tephrite, alkali basalt, transitional

basalt, and ankaraIIiite. Clinopyroxene-rich cumulat,e inclusions are

a common feature of some lava flows~
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INTRODUCTION
•,

One of the most cu~ioue features of theCaino2oic g~ology of Papu/3

New Guinea is the caain of dominantly alkaline volcanoes making up the Tabar,

Lihir, Tanga, and Feni Islands off the northeastern coast of New Ireland

(Fig. I). Their alkQline l.. . .1racter was first reported by Giae~srier Cl9,J5h

but the i9lands were neglected by petZ'ologists ·and geologists for more than

fifty years - until 1969, when the late G.A.M. Taylor undertook a geolog5,cal

investigation of them, and collected a suite of rock specimens iv~

petrological study.

The alkaline compositions of most Tabar-to-Feni rocks are the main

petrological feature of interest in this v~lcanic province, as they are in

marked contrast to the dominantly silica-oversaturated character of rocks from

other volcanic provinces in Papua New Guinea. However, another equally

important aspect of Tabar-to-Feni volcanism is the tectonic setting of the

islands. The analysed volcanic rocks are thought to have some chemical

features in common with arc-trench-type rocks, but there is no consensus on

the nature of the tectonic setting in which the magmas originated. All

suggestions made in the literature to date are little more than speculation

(see Johnson 1979 for a review).

Taylor's J969 field study was the first of a series of geological

investigations of the Tabar-to-Feni Islands by the Bureau of Mineral Resources

(BMR) and Geological Survey of Papua New Guinea (GSPNG). Taylor returned to

the islands in 1971, and collected more rock samples. Wallace and Crick then

undertook surveys of the islands, in 1972 and J973, ~s part of the routine

geological mapping of Papua New Guinea at J:250 000 scale. Wallace and

Johnson visited t~e islands in 1974, specific.ally to collect additional rock

samples, as most of Taylor's original specimens had by then been lost(though

thin sections and rock powders of many of them survived).

Many of the rocks collected by Taylor and to a lesser extent, by

Wallace and Crick were analysed routinely for major elements in the egrly

1970s, but in recent years the entire collection of e:ICisting material 1.. s been

subjected to relatively intensive petrological and geochemical investigations 

particula.rly trace-element and isotopic analysis of whole-rock samvles and

electron-microprobe determination of mineral compositions. Interpretation of

these analytical results is still underway, and our aim in this report is

mainly to present analytical data - togethe~ with ~~ological descriptions of
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the islands - as a basis for interpl"-~t:ative reports that are still·in'

~; . I

progress. Some initial interpretations are given in the Dis~ussi?nsecti~~n.

Taylor did not write a report of hi~ early work (be died in AU~';-J~ ~ )972)~,.\
'/'" \

but a preliminary (now o'ltdated) account of the~eology andpetrplogy of\\

the is la.nds was given by Johnson, Wallace, & Ellis ( 1976; see. all:o : Arculus \
i - , ";'/" -;!\ ..... 1' :

Johnson, & Perfit, 1978; Arculus, Johnson, &Chappell.1978:

Arculus & Johnson, 1981; Pe-rfit, Johnson & Chappell, 1981). The results of

an independent petrological ~rt'U.J.y ~f Ambitle Island (one of the Feni Istal1ds)
'., :' ""

~.rere also preEle.:lted by Hemin~ (1979).

geological mapping, rock-sample collection, geological

l.nterpretations, sample... locality idel}tifications(plotti.ng on
, '!

maps, and grid references):

is as follows:

Wallace

A breakdown of responsibilities for the quthors of this ~epo~t
'. . "."

Johnson rock-sample collection, overall compilation and editipgof

report, tabulation of major-element and XRF trace-element

analyses, rock nomenclature;

Chappell X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis, computer data storage,

tabulation programming;

Arculus electron-microprobe analysis, tabulation of mineral

compositions;

Perfit spark-source mass spectrographic (SSMS) analysis of trace

elements, mass spectrometric analysis of Sr-isotopes, and

tabulation of results from both methods;

Crick geological mapping, rock-sample collection, descriptions

of thermal areas on Lihir and Feni Islands.

Rock-sample numbering system and. locality identification.

Major-e lement ch,emical analyses of ) 16 Tabar-to-Feni rocks are

listed in ten Tables labelled TB) to FN2. The coding of these Tables allows

identification of each analysed sample. The island group of anyone sample

is identified by a two-letter abbreviation (TB, LH, TG, FN), followed by a

number that corresponds to one of the individual islands listed in Table I,



followad by a slash and the -number of the rock analysis in the appropriate
\

Table. Analyses in each Table are listed in order of decreasing MgO content,

so, for example: TB2/12 refers to a sample fl'om Tatau Island in the Tabar

Islar...is (1'ab:.e I) that is tt·,elfth in order of decreasingMgO c,Pntentin"
." , \

Table TH2; FNI/2 is a sample from Ambitle Island that has ,the second nighest

MgO content of all the analysed :i:'ocks from this island listed in Table}:i'NJ.

Rock names an;:: gi·.ren in an index at the bottom of each Table page,

and these are followed by an eight-digit BMR registered sample number. The

particular survey during which the sample was collected may be identified by

using the first two C:igits of the BMR sample numher in conjunction wit!? Table I.

Some samples from the Wallace-and-Crick surveys b~ve two BMR registered numbers

one prefixed 74, the other by 73.

Grid references and locality descriptions for each~ample follow

the BMR registered sample number in Tables TBI to FN2. The grid references

refer to the following se'ries of I: 100 OOO-scale topographic maps of the

Tabfir-to-Feni Islands published in 1975 by the Royal Australian Survey Corps

(Series T601): Tabar Islands - Tatau 9292, Tabar, 9392; Lihir Group - Lihir,

949 I; Tanga Is lands - Tanga, 9591; Feni Islands - :l"eni, '9639, The topographic

maps have also been used as bases for the geological maps given in Figures

4-6, 9, 12, and 15. A legend for the geological mAps is given in Figure 2.

The 1975 maps became available after the geological surveys had

been completed, so there v·~~e problems in accurately relocating sample sites 

particularly those of rocks collected by Tay1or. However, most other samples

are probably reasonably well located to within lOOm or so. We have also used

the 1975 maps as our source for place names and spellings, even though these

may not necessarily conform to local usage.

A palaeomagnetic survey of the Bismarck Archipelago, including the

Tabar-to-Feni Islandc, was undertaken in 1979 and ISl80 by D.A. Falvey then of

the Department of Geology and Geophysics, University' of Sydney (now BMR).

Sampling sites in the Tabar-to-Fer.i Islands are also plotted on the geological

maps (Figs 4-6,9,12,15), by courtesy of Dr Falvey (personal communication, IS82).

Rock nomenclature

The rock names used in Tables TBI to FN2 derive from the CIPW

normative system of rock nomenclature adopted by Johnson & others (1976; see

also Johnson, Mackenzie, & Smith, 1978). Thia system is based on a plot of

nifferentiatio~ Index (Thornton & Tuttle, 1960) against normative nepheline

or normative quartz plus the silica of normative hypersthene (Fig. 3), and the
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fields are broken into arbitrarily defined areas ~hich are assigned

familiar rock names. Two kinds of prefixes are given to most of th.~ rock

names: (J) Q, hy~ or ne, depending on whether the rock is quartz-. hy?ersthene- ,l

or nepheline-normative, respectively; (2) potassic or sodic, depending on

whether K20/Na20 values are, respectively, greater or less than 0.5.

The system is dependent on the CIPW norm, which, in turn, is

sensitive to the oxidation state of iron. Johnson & others (J976) recalculated

all their analyses and standardised Fe20
3

values according to the method of

Irvine & Baragar (197)). Here, howc:ver, we have reverted to U.Be of the 'r~wr

major-p.lement analyses, and have neither recalculated analyses volatile~free

nor standardised the oxidation state, on the grounds that the relatively high

Fe203/FeO values and high volatile contents of Tabar-to-Feni rocks may at l~ast

in part be intrinsic features of the magmas, and that transforming the data

by the above criteria may be an overcompensation. The result of using raw

analyse~ rather than transformed ones is that Jata points in Figure 3

correspond to slightly lower degrees of silica-undersatur.ation? and that two

analysed rocks formerly called nephelinites (because they were leucite

normative} are now classified as tephrites (albite normative); no analysed

Tabar-to-Feni rocks are now termed nephelinites. The numbers of the different

analysed rock types are listed in Table 2.

Analytical techniques

The samples collected between 1969 and J974 were analysed for

major elements by the Australian Mineral Development Laboratories (Amdel)w

Adelaide, between 1971 and 1978, on contract to BMR and GSPNG. Amdel

analytical techniques are a combination of atomic-absorption spectroscopy

and conventional gravimetri~ and colourimetric reethods, and levels of precision

for many elements wer~ probably not the same throughout the entire seven-year

period of analysis. This contrasts with the 1976-series rocks, which were all

analysed during the same period in late 1977 mainly by X-ray fluorescence

spec~rometry. Consequently, the 1976-series values are probably the most

reliable of all the major-element data. XRF analyses were done on rock-powder

pellets, following the methods of Norrish & ChappelJ. (1977) on the automated

Phi lips PWI220 epectrometer at the Department of Geology, Australian National

University (ANU). XRF techniques were' also used for the determination of all

trace-element values listed in Tables TBI to FN2.
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Abundances for 21 trace elements, includingtherare...e£irth

elements (REE), in 27 rocks have been determined. These were obtained

by spark-source mass spectrography, using techniques described by Taylor &
Gorton (19,7), and (with one exception) usi.ng samples from the sam~ powd~rs

used fo~ the ro~jor-element and XRF analyses. Chondrite-normalisedREE
. • . .". " . ',' .. i .,

patterns for the 26 samples are shown for each island group in Figures 8, U,

14, 17 and 18.

Strontium-isotope ratios (Table 3) were measured using the Nuclide

Analysis Associates (NAA) machine (30.5 c:tn radius, 60osector) at the Research

School of Earth Scienc,es (ANU; Ree also P~ge & Johnson, 1974). Rhenium

triple-filament sources were used, and the samples were loaded as chloride~

with water. The NAA m,liSS spectrometer uses 6 kV accelerating voltage,a

Faraday cup collector, and a Cary electrometer (model 31),and is operated

on-line by an HP-2116B computer, which also controls the magnetic-field peak

switching. One or two sets of twelve 87sr/86sr values were measured between

sets of 88~~/86Sr measurements and normalised to a value of 8.3752 for

88Sr/8~Sr. 85 Rb was measured repeqf' '~dly to correct for87Rb in 87Sr, but

correction~ were mostly negligible. No runs required tail corrections.
87 86The SrI Sr value measured by Page & Johnson (1974) for the EimerandAmend

standard was 0.70813 ! 0.00004, an.d the mean value for standard NBS 987

measured during the new runs was 0.71032 + 0.00006.

About 2500 mineral analyse,S fo', analysed lava samples were carried

out on the TPD ele~tron microprobe at the Research School of Earth Sciences.

Analytical procedures used were those of Reed & Ware (1973, 1975) and Ware

(1981). Samples of cumulate rocks whose bulk-rock compositions were not

determined have also been studied with the electron microprobe; a list of

these additional ~~mpl?s is given in Table 4. The mineral analyses have been

comviled in an unpl'bliohed data catalogue (Arcu1us, 1982) two copies of which

. have been made. On~ :opy has been lodged in the BMR Library, and the other

in the Library of the Research School of Earth Sciences.

Data presentation

The Sr-isotope data for Tabar-to-Feni samples are presented in

Table 3, but all other analytical data are listed in groups of tables after

the geological descriptions and illustrations for each island group. The

first table in each group is from the TBI-to-FN2 series of tables» and is

followed by tables of SSMS analyses and mineral compositions.



Table 1. Rock~sample codes and numbers of analysed samRles

on an isl~nd:2X-i!land and survey-by-surveybasis

-.... . First two'numbers'of
. '-<,.'

Island
groups and Individual islands BMR registered sample no.* Totals

abbreviations and numbers
6~, 71 74(73) 76

"

-,.

Ta.bar 1• Simberi .2 3 .. - 5
Islands 2. Tatau 5 3 6 14

TB 3. Tabar' 3 6 2 11
I

1:30

Lihir Group 1• Lihir 11 - 12 7 1:30
LH ,('

1 Malendok 6 ! 4 nI • i

Ta~ga 2. Lif 3 1 .'I 5
Islands 3. Tefa 3 - 1 4

TG 4. Bitlik & Bitbok 3 1 - 4
!..~ E24

-
Feni Islands 1• Ambitle 7 11 10 2~

FN 2. Babase J 1 - 4__r

E32
...

Totals 46 39 31 116

*Collectors: 69, 71

74(73)

76

- Taylor (1969 & 1971 surveys, respectively).

- Wallace & Crick (1972 and 1973 ~urveys).

- Wallace & Johnson (1974 survey).
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Table 2. Numbers of
.-:: -

Ankaramite & cumulates

Transitional basalt

Alkali ba.salt

Tephrite

Basanite

Hy-trachybaEialt

Ne-trachybas~lt,

Phonolitictephrite

Hy-trachyandesite

Ne-trachyandesite

Tephritic phonolite

Q-trachyte

Ne....trachyte

{Phonolite}

Total

..
30 30 24
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87 "'86 .
Table 3. Sr/ .... Sr values for 28

Tabar-to~Ferif'Rocks

<J/
______, --._;-'.-----~-- ---.-_-Li.------...,--.>....._'r,'-!'L-

Oa041 0.70392 7
0.056 ' 0.70410 3
0.038 0.70438 6

0.037 0.70392 5 ..
0.036 0.70402 5
C.043 0.70422 •...
0.033 0.70403, 5
0.028 0.70384 4

aNew results :

TB2/3
TB2/9
TB2/12
TB2114
TB3/4
TB3/10

L~I/3

LHI/9
LHI/IO
LHI/22
LI1 1/23 '

~

TGI/I
'rGl/2
TGI/8

FNI/9
", FNI/IO

FNI/13
FNl/22
FNI/27

Page and Johnson

TB2/12
TB3/7
LHI/12
374
TGl/6
TGI/7
TG2/3
TG3/1
FNI/19
~"'N I/23

Rb/Sr.

0.020
0~029

0.031
O~039

0.028
0.075

0.010
0.039
0.042
0.052
0.036

b( 1974 ) results :

0.031
0.039
0.090
0.038
0.010
0.030
0.077
0.059

.... 0 ~030

0.028

Q.70400;
0.70405.

"'0.70436'
0,,70433

'0.70365
0.7';(12

0.70452
0~70435

0.70398
0.70397
0~70387

0.7044
0.704 I
0.7042
0.7040
0.7041
0.7042
0.7040
0.704
0.704 J
0.704 J

.+20'
,:)._.

3
'y
3
4
5
5

4
5
5

14
7

a Measured values for NBS 987 = 0.71032; 0.71026, 0.71029 •
.AIl values quoted to 2 standard errors of the mean (~2cr).

b Rb/Sr values are new. Measured value for E and A SrC03standard = 0.70813 + .00004.
Sample 374 not analysed for major elements and hence not
listed in Tables TBI to FN2 (BMR registered number is
69,400374)

I



Grid reference .and lbcal;.!0!'.,de,,~'~·1.t'itJ<).'
I':' ,~'" ',' , "_ :- " ." ",' ,f-,,:. :". -<,r

LB8J6935.. In stranded boulder,on::ultivated.ail~viumat
'.>

Kopo Plantation~ western side of Tcitau,:Island.

LB806982. In in situ lavaflow<in:straam es.st,ofTupin@lllinda
Bay, Tatau Island:---

-'.' .",,- ,,':,'-,',_, ,>,"';::::- ,-""" , " '. :c:;~'\
Table 4. Li"d't .of· cumulate sa.mp-'les whose:.whole-rock >chem~C\"l

compositions hav~ not been 'determineci, butwho8emine~als.hive .
been analysed ~~_the electro.n mic,roprobe •.

TB2/16

,TB2/IS

!!mple No.

TH2/17

T.82/18

TB2/19

TB2/20

;", ' ,:,' ~" ' ..

L:3863968. I'Q, loose .boulder in stY'eam sotith!:.(-ee~-~of ,Pekinberiu
villa.ge.Tatau Island.

LB862967. In loose boulder in'~trea11l:::Bouthwestofpekinberiu
village, Tataul land. Same localityas;TB2/7.

LB863968. In l~ooe boulder in str~am southwe'st' of Pekinberiu
village, Tt~tatl Island. . Same locality as TB2/17.

LB362899 •. In loos~boulder on flat;lkof ri~~eacross bay w.est
of Mf~ua, Tatau Island.

I.H I /31

FNI/32

MB584604 • ~~ highly porphyritic lava.'f.low inst:realll on
vestern par.t of Lond~lovit Plantation, Lihirlslande Same
locality as LUI/I.

NA680480 (approxi~te). Loose block on surfaceofQ-trachyte
dome, central AmbitleIsland.

FNl/33 NA63f469. In loose boulder on beach near Tabulam village,
Ambitle Island.

FNI/34 NA655456. In in situ lav:4 flow exposed in road cut on southern
side of Nan~m Bay, Ambitle Island.

FNI/35 NA656452. In in situ lava flew (analysed sample FNI/25) In
roadcut on southern-Bide of Nanum Bay, Ambitle Island.
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Fi~~re 2. Legend to geological maps (Figs 4-6, 9, 12, 15).

For convenience this figure is repeated after each geological map.
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Figure 3 •.. Rock-nomenclature grid. Ne, Q, and Hy are the CIPW normative

components nepheline, quartz, and hypersthene, r~spectively.

Differentiation Index is the surr~ation of the CIPW normative

components nepheline, quartz, orthoclase, albite, leucite, end

kalsilite (Thornton & Tuttle, 1960). X-Y is the ar,bitrary line

used by Coombs & Wilkinson (1969) to separate mildly undersaturated

rocks from strongly undersaturated ones (X = /175, Ne 10;

y = /I25~ Ne 5). The line through W (DI = 75, Q + 8i020f Hy = 15)

and Z (DI = 35, Q + 8i02 of Hy = 5) ia also an arbitrary boundary

chosen specifically for rocks from Papua New Guinea (Johuson &

others, 1978). Basanites cont£in significant amounts of modal

olivine, whereas olivine is absent or rare (less than 1 percent

by volume) in tephrites.
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TABAR ISLANDS
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Introdu;:;t:ion

The Tabar Is lands are thenorthtn:nmoB t of· tbe four island groups,

and consist of three main islands (F~g ~. i) - SimberL tlFig .4),in tile north,

and -=~e larger T~tau and Ta~!;rIsland8, which are ,sep,arated by a narrow

str5it known as Saraware Passage (Figs. 5,6). The Tabar Islands consist
. J:".

volcanic rocks of mid~Tertiary age - the oldest exp~sed in the Tabar~to-Feni
I . ..' .'. . '.'.,

chain - to Pleistocene, and Tatau Island is still thermally activ~~,though

not as strongly as Lihir and Ambit le Islands.

Simberi: t020graphy and general geology

Simberi Is land covers about 56 km2
, anJ is more-or-lf~ss circular'

except in the south, whet'e the coastline is stritlght for about 7 km (Fig. 4).

Its maximum diameter is about 10 km from southwest to northeast~ The. highest

point, Mount Manumbur, is northeast of the cent:.r~of the island, and is 292 m

above sea-level. Simberi has four copr,a plantations, five missions, and

several coastal villages.. Except for theplan'/:ations, the island is thickly
,.

vegetated, and rock exposure is poor. COt'al r'i~ef fring~s the island for most

of its perimeter, and swamp fills an embayment east of Simberi village (Fig. 4).

Simberi consists of a raised Quaternary coral-reef platform that·

surrounds a high, steep-sided, central plateau of volcanic rocks, which is

partly capped and mantled by 10wE''l':' Miocene to Plioce7.1e reef limestone (Fig. 4).

The top of the central plateau is an area of moderatei:'~li<:f, mostly 120~290 m

above sea-level; it is incised by r&dial vallf~Ys, and has a broad dome-like

profile. The Tertiary limestone crops out mainly at the western and northern

edges of the central plateau, and is exposed in many of the steep cliffs, up

to 160 m high, that mark the contact of the Quaternary reef platform with the

older rocks of the central plateau. The contact of the Tertiary limestone with

the volcanic rocks is also marked by cliffs, a few tens of metres high, that

face towards the centre of the if3land. The middle of the volcanic plateau

is east of the centre of the island, and the widest part of tbe Quaternary

reef platform is in the west. Faulting has affected parts o~ the cen~ral area

of volcanic rocks; four faults shown in Figure 4 have a mainly northwesterly

trend. Thermal altaration of country rock is associated with the iaulting.

Simberi therefore appears to be an old volcano that has been inactive

since the Miocene, and which, following subtn~~gence during the Miocene and

Pliocene, has been raised and tilted.
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Simberi: volcanic ro~ks

The volcanic rocks of Simberi Island can be divided into two
.,'1 . ,- ".; " .. , ....:',.c

units - a younger one, consisting predominant'lyof volcanictasticdeposits,{

and an older one that appears to be made up 'lL'argely. ofmaflc-to-tntermediatk
,::". . .. . "

":! .lava flows~. The apparent increase in the reilative volume of fragmental'

rocks between the older and younger unit is probably an indicatiopthat,

its later stages, Simberi changed from a pr/edominantly effusive to

explosive type of volcanism.

The rocks of the older unit are f:lxposed in the central pa:r;t

Simberi, and its lava flows appear to dip away from the centre of the
I I' ,

This and the dome-like profile of the dissected central r1at:eau,are eviden,ce,

that Simberi was originally a central-type volcano. Fra:~ental rock~ arE:

known to be associated with the lava flows, and Simberi could, therefore"

be a stratovolcano, although more detailed fieldwork is required to confirm

this.

A distinctive volcaniclastic rock type cropf;, out in the lower·

reaches of a stream bed 2 km southeast of Napekur village. It consists of

fine-grained, grey, angular to sub-angular clasts of basalt in a yello~1'

stain\~d matrix, and forms a I-m thick horizon that tmderlies southward-

dipping volcanic rudites. The clasts are roughly er!uidimensional, mostly

about 4 cm across, and their margins have been chi"J"led against the matrix.

Differential weathering has resulted in the clasts showing higher relief

then then the matrix, giving a studded, or emboBs~d, appearance on exposed

surfaces, and the apparent fit of adjacent clasts, with one another produces

a 'j igsaw' effect. Hot lava may have come into 11:;ontact with water, producing

the rapid chilling and brecciation.

Thermal alteration of the rocks of thlil older unit to white,

pyri tised clay at least two localitiee, one of "flhich coincides with a :fault

showing evidence of shearing~ In addition, th~! condition of boulders in a

stream west of Pigibut Plantation may be indic,ative of a third area of thermal

alteration.

The younger unit of volcanic rocks consists of rudites made up of

sub-angular to rounded clasts of dark lava, from a few centimetres up to 40 cm

in diameter, in a weathered fine-grained matJrlx. The rudi.tes are exposed

along the sOllthern edge of the central plateau and on the upper parts of high
oridges in the south. They are crudely bedded, and dip at 30-40 away from



the centre of the is land ,cl~ariyove,rlyiIl,g , ','"

to the north. The longaxea oflarge;elongEite,~lastsare,,..~ughlypat'iill~l

to the direction of dip. Lava flows' andbedsoJvolqanic a~eriite;~nd
. '. '.<.' , " '" ,.' '" ,,:",.- ,_.. _' '." ,f,'.'. _:_ '," .,. -'-.- '_.)' "",.:-" '0', ",'

scoriae in some partf,cfthe unit areint"ercalated with therudit'es.
- . . ;':."

dykes cutrudites in the southe,ast, one of which i~ intenselYsheare·(h.At

the southftlest edge of the cen~ral plateau, where the older uniFcroPs~Ar
as a prominent tongue flanked by outcrops 0.£ .th~younger unit·,<horizon.sYbf

.- .- .- , .-.- .- " .- ,'- .- : ".'- :: to -.~ , _.- '" '. • ," '. >

volcanic aren'ite, dipping a feVl ~egree8to the northeast, are e~po7~~d,Li11.'a
··.'i~'::'

stream section. These appear to be the youngest volcanic deposits oh
Simberi. Their age is uncertain, but they may beMio.ce~e.

Five volcanic rocks' from Simberi haveb~en ~~hemically analYfltad

(Table TB I, Table 5, Figs 7, 8). They range from a ql1ite mafic biasanite,

to alkali basalt and trachybasalt, to trachyandesite~

Simberi: raised-reef limestones

The older reef limestone on Simberi forms a semi-circular line 'of

outcrop around the western, northern e and - to a lesser extent - eastern

edges of the central plateau of ,vo.lcanic rocks, only' part of which is higher

than the limestone cappings. Tbe limestone has a ...-:.::..imum elevation of

about 180 m above sea level in the north, and must have been raised by at

least this amount to its present position. The limestone is not present at

the southern edge of the central platform (Fig. 4). This Nay be due to a

southward tilt of the reef, which, seen on the aerial photographs and in the

field, dips beneath the Quaternary reef platform in the south. Other islands

of the Tabar-Feni chain also have a similar southward tilt of a few degrees

(see below).

The microfaunas Qf four limestone samples collected by G.A.M. Tay10r

in 1969 were identified by D.J. Belford, whose report is given in Appendix 1.

The faunas of the three oldest samples, considered together, are c0usist-

ent with an early to late Miocene age, and the fourth sali1ple is P1iocene or

younger. The limestone is, therefore, stratigraphica11y equivalent to other

limestones that are widespread throughout the Bismarck Archipelago (for

example, the Lelet Limestone of New Ireland - Hohnen, 1978; and the Ya1am

Limestone of New Britain - Davies, 1973) and which seem to mark a major

cessation of volcanic activity throughout the region.

Samples of the limestone examined in the field are typically

massive, containing limestone clasts a~d remains of corals, algae, and

molluscs, most of which are fragmented. Some corals are Been in their
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original growth positions, but much of thelime.stolleappears to be detrital.

Primary volcanic :"ocks do not se/am. to· be present within the ·lime~tone;\and

no volcanisDi, ther.t:'fore, appea:c~ to have taken place af~er thEaearlY:Mioceri~.

Rudimentary wave-cut notche;s in f:oral about: l.5 m above grouridlevei east; of l-1aragon
" . ,_ " . "," '. " ·'i.,' '._,'" .....,.. , -i-'\',,".

village, on the west coast, may indicatethatupliftcontinue4 up to the
'./'

Holocene ~ The 11iocene reef may, thel'efore, have been uplifted. in stages,

rather than in one period ofraJHd uplift •.

The Quaternary coral platform surrounding the older rocks of

Simberi represents a period of uplift that seems to have been. distinct frOh\

t~at which raised the Miocene limestone. Because the. pl~tform is wide-atin

the southwest (1.5 km) and narrowest in the northeast (less than 500 m) , .

the tilting was probably to the northeast, but this w~sinsufficient to

drastically alter the older southward tilt of'the Miocene reef.

Tatau: topography

Tatau is the central island of the Tabar group (Fig~ 1). It is

about 5 km south of Simberi Island and is separated from Tabar Island to

the south by Satawere Passage which, in parts, is .only a few tens of metres

wide. Tatau is shaped like an inverted comma, and covers about 120 km2

(iig. 5). Apart from low-lying coastal platforms in the north and east, the

island is mountainous and has rugged relief; many parts of the island arc

more than 200 m above sea-level. The northeastern half of the island contains

the two highest points, Mount Panalia (about 360 m above sea-level) and Mount

Sokosung (320 m). The two highest points in the lower, southwestern part are

Mount Letam (283 m), in the west, and M0~Qt Tiro (about 28Om) , in the extreme

south..

The drainage of Tatau is con~rolLed by an axial watershed that

follows a sinuous course northwards from Mount Tiro, west of the centre of

the island, to a point northwest of Mount Panalia, where it swings abruptly

northwestwards, passing through Mount Sokosung towa~ds Cape Tiwi •. A series

of prominent, steep-sided spurs falls steeply westward~ from the watershed

to the coast between Maragat and Sambuari villagesw

Apart from three coastal plantations and small cultivated village

gardens, the island is densely covered by thick primary vegetation. A wide,

almost unbroken, belt of mangrove swampc extends from Tupinaminda B4j on the

northwest coast, around the south coast, to Mabua village in the east. Tatau
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Tatau: geologz

ia surrounded almost entirely by fringing and offshore reef, whic~;e~~~nds

up to 2 km from the shore a B:.-eaches in the reef al1owacc~~as to mcinyof>
//

the small bays and inlets around the island, whic~ provide an~h.oragesfor··
l~ ..' ,

small vessel;..

r:

Tatau Island is a volcanic complex that has been so extensively

modified by erosion and tectonism that its original form has been largely

destroyed. The age of the volcanism is also uncertain, although by comparison

with the volcanic area of Simberi Island~ much of.the central ares could be

pre-Miocene (Fig. 5).

Lava flows and volcaniclastic rocks, together with afewd:yk~s,\,

form the bulk of the isl&nd. The watershed in the north lies close to.a

major boundary between two major rock units~ ~hich are broadly co~parable

with the two volcanic units identified on Simberi Island: (I) northward

dipping~ volcaniclastic deposits, which crop out in the north (Fig. 5);

(2) older flows and less common associated rocks, making up the centre of

the island. Mount Tiro appears to be the remnant flank of a younger volcanic

centre that has been modified by faultin3'

The older effusive rocks are svb~erial in origin, and range widely

in grain-size. Some rocks have prominent phenocrysts of green pyroxepe and

crystals of plagioclase up to 3 mm leng. Nodules of pyroxenite, up to 4 cm

in diameter, are present as inclusions in many lava flows~ particularly on

the western side of the island, between Sambuari and Maragat villages.

Spheroidal weathering is developed in jointed, fine-grained rocks that cover

much of the central part of the island. An outcrop of tough, compacted,

brecciated lava, similar to that described from Simberi Island, is found at

20 m above sea-level, 2 km north of Tugitug village.

The younger volcaniclastic succession in the northern part of the

island is about 300 m thick, and consists of northward-dipping, interbedded

volcanic rudites, arenites, and argillites. Good exposures are in the middle

reaches of the stream draining into Tupinaminda Bay and cutting through the

succession parallel to the strike. There, massive blocks up to 20 m across

have been dislodgej from a steep escarpment to the north, and are distributed

chaotically in the stream bed. The clastic succession, which can be

recognised as the northern part of a large composite volcano, is downfaulted
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in the west along ana'rcuatefracture.

Most of the -younger~()lc-anicl~s t icstlccess icm> is
'. . ,",':- C".:',". ',,(l ;'~-~--',.:;'.,. ,. ':';,.".' ',~- :-"1»:"":':'"

and consists of north-dipping, bedd~d,ang~laF·~q,~ub~&I1gular,~fi~:Cl,~st~,

up to 50 cm across ~ These are subordinate tpa mat~lxoiunliQrt'~(:i'.asb~~d
.' . " ,- -".,.''',' ,~.:..~-,." .,>,~'IC"_' , . ' :'·"-;,:'.<',/i ... ;.,' .. --',....:':". :\',.' \.';':~.,',;

breccia, containing fragm~1)t,s of pumice ,an~ l'Yrp~e1}i~eI1()dl1l~sa!,ftfW'

centimetres wide. The structure of the' succ~sBion; is geneicl1lychaot~c, ,

apart from some concentrations ofrudace()us c las~s tba~iformdill6J~tiIlu()us
bands sub-parallel to the dip. -ThegenerallYllnsort~d:'~hat'act~r~-'fir tli~ l1PP~:C
JOO m is replaced by progressively thinner, bedsoflapi:tlJ,tuffs~welded••" '.'

scoriae, and interlamin~ted ashb~ds a few centimetres ·thi~k./· SOft,. c:reaIllY7",

yellow, tuffaceousblocksare found in some streams • Dips of up to 700 can ' ",
. ." .',.

be seen in the western part of the, succession, and they tend to decrease'
. .' .' .... ' ',' "

eastwards. These dips are high~r than would' be expected f{}r the fl~Ilk.sof

a stratovolcano (about 30-400 )"and ~aybe evidence that tilting has taken
, '.,' ,.r:-

place towards the north and west, at least in the western downfaulte'dsector.

Highly weathered and brecciated lava flows underlie the '/olcaniclastic

succession.

Raised reef limestone is lexposed on the northern and eastern

sides of the island, reaching a maximum height o~ 20 m above sea~level along

parts of the coast between Mabua and Pekinberiu villages, whe~~ it forms

prominent headlands. Raised reef in the north forms a low-lying coastal

platform that broadens westwards to w1cths of more than 2 km at Cape Tiwi.

Palaeontological investigation of limeatoLa samples yielded no conclusive

ages. The general disposition of the raised reefs, and the presence of

swampy ground around the west and south coasts, is indicative that Tatau

Island may have been tilted a few degrees towards the southwest. Alternatively,

the entire island may have been raised, except for the southern and western

parts, which were downfaulted along a fault running west of the axial

watershed (Fig. 5).

The island is strongly faulted. The two most prominent faults r~n

north-south on either side of the watershed (Fig. 5). The western one curves

northwestwards at its northern end, displaces the contact between the

volcaniclastic unit and the lava flows, and is downthrown to the west. In

general, other faults are less well defitled, but on the aerial photographs

most of them appear to have a northwesterly trend. A northwest-trending

fault zone appears to mark the boundary between the higher northeastern part
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of the island and the

cuts Mount· Tiro.

The manager of Tomalabat~ Planblti()ll~eported
small earth· tre~or·whichl~sted~b()ut ~wd:riliI1utes.. . , '. ' ,'. .,.' .. " ',,' .,. ';' ",. "

welling-up o~ water in· Sarawere Passage,.

still taking place, possibly aloriga northea~t:..t.rendi!tgfault
I .' ,_ •. '. ',:' _ t' " . ,'_ -", " '"

the line of the,. Passage.

Fifteen r~.ck samples from Ta~auI~land have been <;hemically

analysed (Table TB2, Table 5, Figs 7,8), and all but one .. an alkal(basalt
. ',". r". 1.':-.;, _'tf. 2 '; .,"

have relatively fractionated compositions-tra~hybasa1t;phonolitic.tep1ir~te,

and trachyandesite.

Tatau: thermal activity and alteration

Several areas/of thermal alteration areP:resent on tlle island.

Each of these (marked 'tar in Fig. 5) appears to be. limited in area, but they

are widespread throughout the island. Thermal altet'ation in the southeast of

the island, within a lObe.of volcanic ~oCkS, appears to lbe~s80ciated with a

series of northwest-trend1ng faults (F1g. 5).

The most obvious e£fect of thermal alteration is the gradual change

in colour from originally dark rock, to sh~des of grey incl, finally, almost
.,(/

to white. In addition, the rocks become much more tou&h imd compact~ and"

develop a rr':."it:tle fracture. Phenocrysts become less discernible £.nd tend_.'
to merge with the darker groundmass minerals through recrystallisation and

propy1itisation. pyritisation is a ubiq~itous feature of the altered ro~ks.

Good examples of these gradations in thermal alteration are seen 1.5 km up

the stream flowing past Tugitug village and also near the headwaters of the

stream to the southwest p where the alteration appears to have been related to

the intrusion of a dyke. Veins of quartz are found throughout the faulted,

lobe-shaped area north of Toma1abatt Plantation (Fig. 5). Minerals disseminated

in cavities throughout the quartz ~ave been identified by X-ray diffraction

as hematite, goethite, and amorphous iron oxides ('limonite'). Local people

reported that alluvial gold is found in streams draining this area, but no

traces were revealed by panning during the field investigation of 1973.

Alluvial gold was mined on a small scale in the Tugitug stream

before the Second World War, and several adits, up to 10 m deep, are

scattered above the headwatera of the stream (Pearson s 1934). The bedrock

.........
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According to the local people,~present-daYthermal.'·~ct.~.yff:f61'l>
... ' .' ......'.'.' ',::;"('!,,,:: . ··iTatau Island is limited to doe small hot spl:'i:qgatthehead' ofthe~ay,

southeast of Sambua.ri village. In 1973, t~~,$·....s~ri.~ghaf,*-.,~eD,lp~r.a~Jf~( of~69C~ ..
Grey. unc6ns0 lida ted. all,!vial lIlud i~b..itlgd"~q,a!ite$lil~t~e/

present by streams flowing ti;rougll t~.,sw:""py.low..lr~~gi ..re~~Il~~h ~f
Tomalabat t Plantation. and reaemblestlle 1"l1d~VlC!'el1~;'i!>"in~getler ateelill
hot bubbling pools on Lihir a~dFeni Is'laIl<liS::~5eek~1\)W>:,aIlclC11ao'in$~t,ltral
New Britain (Wallace, I S16).Silliila,rtPE:17Il1alp,heno~e~a;maY th~re~o:l:~ have, " ... "., ,.' ;.' ,',' ,'. ":'" ,. , ,

existed in the re~ent past near Tomalabatt 11 pro~ably'Within then~arby~.<
low-lying swampy terrain, 't"1hich , however, is difficult to penetrate on foot •

. -,>'('

',,';'
""';" .

• _,~~'-:"'. '.":"";,',.;':', ' I,' ... ' .
.. '.. .'. ., ,". '.' . " .. " ,.'-(""":'. :"" .'" '."of th~upper· ~arts of thestre~m~froUiWllichtij~gotctw~~J>r~s~l11~plX,,' ."" ,... '.,"':. ',' ,",' :,:','",::"'" . ,,' '-'" ,',: :;>.;;' ':'.:" ,:"::",~,~{,:",{-"".>:,.,, ,..:"".,::,,::.:';:':'.';::->:'-' .. :'~'::.::,""'\'~':,"::::. '::""·:,;.',>i~~;:~ ..:,:derived, is thermallyalteredmafic lava.' /~anningthes~ream'sediment '.'

in 1973 yielded a fewspe~k~ of'goldiIleac:h~~~}':ai~hbU~1l,>{~~::!~~~"-~6~~~d'" '" ",:' . ' " ..',,'. ":'," "',' .,'" ,':. --:''-:;__,::~'' ,::'.~",(.::,',",~:: ":"':,:'" '}-;.:,'~:,,:'-..>." , '.. \>.::-' :,' ··".'.:t~.·,,:,: :, :I,'::;<:':~:',':,(:;:'-·,~t';,',. ":' ','",:' ',:i .;~~, \.' :." "":~" ",' ',;'.;;;;necessary to first' remove the uppet'.50cm ,,0f,l3u!,fCi.cE!allpyiilm.,' wllicl1' yf~lded' • "". ' .' '. ..:, ', ' .' ,.< , :.. : , ",. ,".":'-'" : ">,"'i, :'.•, ,..', '......",\" ".."::,'"no visible colour. Q\1art2crys.tals· are·qisseIJ1inated throl1g~(l:;,~the:streaiJf ".': ".',,";', -: 'c,.::, ,< ", -,.':.:;,.I-::~:" ': ::,,:.,:'::~'::'-:' '..\ .;~.:.:.,.r.,{,':,'.'·.·,::'·:>:.:.':"·, ...,,:.. :.'::'.:-:',":,:,'.'sediment':1 but no quat'tzve~ns,or other bodies'were observed\i~, th~:,c:o~mfr:i , ,:
. ,. ,,~::.rrocks ~.

Tabar: topography and gener~~log~

Tabar Island is the southernmost of the Tabar group (Figs J~ 6) .•
2It covers about liD km , and consists of two high areas connected by a

low-lying isthmus, forming an elongate, club-shaped structure about 20 km
long from northwest to southeast. The southern area is a steep-sided.

, '

volcanic cone, modified by erosion, the highest parts of which are about
600 m above sea-level (l10unts Beirari, Wanwangar, KambarU. This cone is
radially incised by steep-sided valleys. Its core is deeply dissected by
two major riv~r sys,tems: a northvlestern one (Buka River)>> which reaches
the west coast north of Tumundar village; and a larger southeasterly one
(Danolango River), which occupies the eroded remnant of an old breached
crater, and 'which reaches the southeast coast at Ba-nesa village. The
northern part of Tabar covers less than half the area of the southern part.
It is a relatively low-Iyin~ region of irregular topography, most of which
is, less than 200 m above sea., level, but part of which, in the north, rises
abruptly to a prominent peak called Mount Soraramba (526 m above sea level).

..
Tabar Island therefore seems to consist of two volcanic centres,

about 12 km apart, which partly coalesced during their later stages of growth,
forming a single unit. The composite structu~e was subsequently modified to
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Tabar Island· is th;cl<1}' vegetated" ex~ept J~rJ:I',~r'Ffg~l~t¥~'~'Il~f~J~;F
and limited cultivation around 'coastal villag~s.Ma.ng;,ovc·sw~rdpS·c1>6Fd~'i:tll~,··;j:,..

, '. ',::,." ' ,;,<\,_,.. ,i::,:,'/::;"'~ ,:-: :":.,',>. ::"":':"'::"':"'~ ;,,0:-:,:::,::':'-:;" ·':'::-'::,:,r:::':':"":·,:"',?:,',T.",,,':': ,~,.,,::

northern margin of the island - along sar~werf;passage,aItdbetweeIl~'?~a.~a~~~c.t"i~:

and Tumundar villages on the 'west coast. R~:lsecl'·frinlgi~lt."ree~f(jrmsani·,al~()st/·
unbroken belt around the c:oast, narrowing to l~ss than' 160' m.~long· parts~i,'" I',

~ " . , . ',' . . . '!:~ :,.,;' \: ' '. '.... .'. . ~ ..~;I,.:

the eastern and southern coas,tline (Fig. 6). 'I'hen~ef r~reJyextend~ ¥()'fe~;~;;:;,< ,;:'

than 500 ID inland, and reaches a maximum height ofabout;50mbet~~e~Matlik;>
: . ,.:. . . ." . . "', ., " ",.'. ""'~ . , ,'. ,..- .': ':, ."'~". '. ',.'

village and Banesa Bay. No palaeontological dateshavel)eeIl obta'ined ,buttll~> .'
; . . .::"';'-;"~-: ;:', ;,

transgressive nature of the reef ag.ain~t the aoutherncone is cOIlsist:~rtt'wij~h
. '.

a Quatermlry age. The distribution of the reef is evidence th~t T'abar

may have been tilted towards the southwest.

Tabar: geolo~ of southern co~e

, '; '. .

The louthern cone can be identified as a comp()sitevolcanic

J.n the late vplaneze-stage' of dissection (terminology of Kear,1957)

Its central part has collapsed or has been destr0}i'ed by late-stage·explosive.

activity and faulting, leaving a 3-5 km wide crater that is breached in ,the

southeast. The northwestern flank ef the cone: is an exceptionally. large

planeze. Applying the scheme of Kear (1957), by which the age of a volcano

can be determined empiricaily from its degree of dissection, and taking into

account the more rapid rates of erosion in tropical regions (Blake & McDougall,

1973), a Pleistocene age can be assigned to the southern centre.

The rocks of the southern cone consist of ro~ghly equal proportions

of mafic lava flows and volcanic rudites. Dips ar~ di.rected radially

outwards from an area at the centr~ of the cone, and generally decrease from

about 300 to zero with increasing distance from the centre of the cone.

These observations are consistent with the sOl.tthern cone being the remnant

of a central-type st~atovolcano. The lava flows also extend northwestwards

onto the narrow central part of the island, whf~re they are largely covered

by reworked volcanic rudites.

Moderately well-consolidated rudaceous deposits mantle much of the

middle and lower flanks or the southern cone. Rounded and sub-angular clasts,

ranging from 2 cm to 1 m across, are embedded in a fine-grained matrix of the

same composition. The rudites are reworked at the centre of the island, and

are horizontal or have dips of only a few degrees. About 1 km up the Buka

River, the rudites have an abrupt contact with a 6-m thick succession of finely

bedded tephra. According to :~mpier Mining (1974), these beds are as thin as

4 mm and graded from fine yeLJow clay to particles of grey~brown ash. The
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beds are horizontal.
. ,

A northwesterly trending fault runs th~ough the centre of the

southet"n cone, from Banesa in the e·asttothe west~oast north,. of

Tumundar. A bram~h of thia fault extends northwards from a point about:

2 km west of Banesa~ Bedrock in the lower 2 kilometres of the Danolangp
.,

River, adjacent to the fault zone, 1.S strongly weathered and£ractured,

up to a point whe.-e the subsidiary fault swings northwards away from 'the;

valley. There, a sm...1.1, porphyriticr. and somewhat altered in.f;J:"~s~on crops .'

out in the riv,er bed be.'.ow a waterfall. For a' further 2 km upstrea1l1 from

this point, the bedrock is thermally alt'ered to bluish-grey or white, and

is similar in aT>p£!aranc~ to the altered rocks seenou ;rata'UIsJand.~Pyrite.

is found in thin veins ~ad as crystals scattered throughout this zone of

alteration ('ta' in Fig. 6). The central position of the thermally altered

zone within the southern cone probably means it marks the position of a

former vent~

Tabar: geology of northern cone

In concrast to the southern cone o tne original form .of the

northern volcanic complex between Fotoffibar Point and Sarawere.Passage has

been largely obscured by faulting, and possibly also by-explosive volcanism

(Fig. 6). A major , north·-soath linear fault - here call~Q the: Tabar Fault 

is colinear with the west COatlt of the island. In the north, it cuts

diagonally across the island to the northern tiy , and may co~tinue (perhaps

after an cff-set in Sarawere Passage) as the eastern north··trending major

fault on Tatau Island; it re~y even continue to Simberi Island (cf. Figs 4,5).

Two other prominent faults intersect the Tabar Fault and appear to converge

westwards to a p~int west of Tiripats village, isolat~~g th~ triangclar

shaped pinnacle of Mount Sororamba (Pig. 6). The most so~~herly of these

faults also intersects a low-lying area trl the south, which appears to have

been downfaulted along an arcuat~ fracture, concave to the west, that may

represent an old crater.

Mount Sororamba is a sequence of interbedded lava flows and

volcanic rudites that dip steeply to the southeast. They contain rare

cognate xenolitns consisting mainly of clinopyroxene. Mafic dykes intrude

the sequence. The volcanic rocks are mainly lighter in colour than those

from the southern cone, and they are generally less mafic (compare analyses

in Table TB3). Four analysed samples from the southern area are mainly
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transitiona~,basalts, whereas most samples from thenortherri pa.rt of the

island (except two quartz trachytea - see below) are trachybasalts(1;,able

TB3, Table 5, PIgs 7, 8).

The crater-like area. bounded by the arcuate fault (Fig. 6)

consists of thermally altered mafic rocks in which the original minerals

have been replaced by epidote, sericite, and calcite. Thesf~ ro\,:ks are

typically pyritised, grey to white, and weathered to russet-~rbwn. Jointing

is well-developed. Mafic dykes intrude the al£ered rocks, a~~d .crop out

along the coastal track as far as Fotombar Point. Tbedykes appear to be

associated .ltlith. small northwest-trending lineations which can be:!'e,cognised

on aerial photographs (Fig. 6).

The youngest feature of the thermally altered area is aQ-t~achyte

cumulodome s about 300 m across, that crops out in the centre of the crater

like area. The contact between the trachyte and the altered rocks can be

seen near the headwaters of a small stream that starts on the northern

flanks of the cumulodome and flows past the buildings of Tiripats Plantation.

Sediments 1n this stream are distinctively cream-coloured. Chemical analyses

of t:wo Tabar trachyte samples are given in Table TB::> i and a rare-earth~

element pattern (Table 5) is given in Figure !8.

K-Ar radiometric dating of the trachyte gave a Pleistocene l.ige of

0.986 + 0.08 million years (Appendix 2). This is consistent with th,a

empirically derived Pleistocene age for the southern centre. The trachyte

is therefore thought to represent late stage volcanism in the north of the

island that was synchroqous with volcanic activity in the Gauch. The younger

age of the rocks of Tabar Isl8nd compared with the pre-middle-Miocene ages of

rocks from Simbe~i and, possibly, Tatau Islands appears to indicate a

southward migration of activity. Ibe youthful appearance of thp, southern

cone may represent a further shift of activity to the south during the middle

or late Pleistocene.

No thermal activity has been observed, or reported, from Taba~

Island. However, a 6-m thick deposit of soft blue clay o~'erlying the altered

rocks southeast of Tiripats Plantation (and overlying the trachyte cumulodome)

resembles the thermally generated muds of Lihir and Feni Islands (see below),

and may have been produced by a similar process.



1 2. 3 4
.~ ;~<r 'Se

5i02 46~6 45.0 4.8.7 48.2 . 56.2
Ti02 0.75 1.07 '0.87 0.81 ·0 .. 51

,r-

A120 3 12.9 15.1 16.8 17.1 ,19.5

Fe203 3.95 S.30 4.60 5.55 4.~

FeO 5.10 5~30 4.10 ~~75 1.• 15
MnO 0.18 0,,19 0.14 0.19 0.17
10190 11.0 6.70 5.90 5.5 1.2 .

CaO 12.3 13.5 10.8 10.2 4.25

Na20 207 2.75 3.20 3.65 4.8-
1(20 \ 1.6 0~65 1.62 2.0 4.4

P205 0.38 0.41 0.33 0.37 0.33
S 0.03 0 .. 01 0.02 0.06 0.02
H2O+ 1.79 .1.35 1.68 1.76 1.63
H2O- 0.35 1.05 1.\)0 0.32 1.05.'.
CO . 0.25 1.35 0.20 0.05 <0.052
rest 0.34

--
99.88 99.96 99.51 99.51

o-s 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 '
Total 99.87 100.07 9~.95 99.43 99.50

Trace elements

Ba 145
Rb 10.0
Sr 1550
Zr 7S

Nb 1.0
y 16

,La 18
Ce 45
Nd 24
Sc 37
V 31a
Cr 132
Co
Ni 31
Cu 101
Zn 81
Ga 17.5

1. Potassic basanite. 74400037 (also 73680045). LC879115. Boulder in stream southeast of Napekur village.

2. Sodic alkali )asalt. 74400033 (also 7~680041). LC909085. Lava at summit of small hill north of Pigibut Plantation.

3. Potassic ne-trachybasalt. 74400032 (a:do 73680038). LC842099. Lava flow in escarpment east of r4aragan village.

4. Potassic ne-trachybasalt. 69400377. LCB47098. Samplb at southeastern bonndary of Maragan Plantation.

5. Potassic hy-trachyandesite. 69400387, LC8910B5. Near head of Darum Creek west of Pigibut Plantation.



-'1'ableTB2.

1 2 3 4

51°2 46.6 43.'; 50.16 49.56 49~8 49~eD 49.37
,'-,

TiO., 0.91 0.86 0.8,0 0.74 1.44 0.78' 0.68 0.6,8
'"

A1203 15.5 15.6 17.82 17.60 16.9 16.:6 18.14 18.7S-
t' .

Fe203 6.7 7.45 5.81 4.99 5.90 5.15 5.40 4.83
FeO 3.95 3:75 2.65 3.35 3.20- 3.30 "°'3.32 3.26'

- :,.'

HnO 0.19 0.19 0.15 0.16 0.21 0.17 0.19 0.19
HgO 6.75 5.95 5.13 4.95 4.50 4.30 4.21 3.72
CaO 11.6 10.8 10.31 10.52 10.3 9.50 9.75 10.04"

Na20 2.6 L9~ 3.1~ 3.55 3.50 3.65 3.07 4.35

~.'20 2.4 3.1 2.25 2.42 2.10 2.60 2.83 2.58

P~,05 0.49 0.42 0.27 0.36 0.56 .0.39 . 0.39 0.42
5 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.13 0.02 ~.08

820+ 1.22 2.15 0.80 0.81 0.78 1.02 1.21 ),.03
H2O- 0.54 1.6 0.68 0.45 0.86 0.54 0.70 0.21.
CO2 0.05 2.45 0.06 0.26 0.05 _2.65 0.04 tJ.26

rest 0.35 0.30 0.33 0.43 0.41 0.33

~9.88 99.68 100.40 100.12 100.12 100.41 100.24- 100.13 ;,)

0-5 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.04
'otel 99.87 99.65 100.39 100.09 100.11 10.0.35 100.• 23 100.09

,,~

Trace e1eJllents

Be 240 310 I 270 315 430 330
Rb 31.5 25 .. 5 30.5 35.. 0 35.0 38.5
Sr 1580 1260 1580 2320 2067 1618
Zr 87 65 77 101 71 72
Nb 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.0 l.O 1.0
y 18 18 17 15 19 18
La 16 14 15 16 17 1.5
ee 38 2!i 36 39 36 38
Nd ~2 16 19 20 20 21
Se 31 29 25 26 18 17
V 319 276 267 259 269 253
Cr 66 56 38 51 9 16
Co 31 28 33 26
Ni 29 27 20 21 13 10
Cu 188 145 135 104 153 ,109
Zn 74 13 75 90 78 74
Gt;I 17.0 19.5 20.0 21.0 20,,0 18.5

74400027 (also 73680033). LB874945. 90ulder in stream ncrthwest of Tugitug village.

76400016. L8862967. BOUlder in stream southwest of Pekinberiu village.

1. Potassic alkalA basalt. 69400395. LB8299S~. Sample at summit of ridge east of Maragat Bay.

69400412. L5872948. Sample in stream northwest of Tugitug village.

76400008. kB8l1984. Clast in Volcanic rudite east of Tnpinaminda, Bay.

76400009. LB809982. BOUlder in stream east of Tupinaminda Bay.

74400029 (also 73680035). LB821933. Boulder in stream near eastern boundary of

2. Potassic hy-trachybasalt.

3. Potassic hy-trachybasalt.

4. Potansic ne-trachybasalt.

5. Potassic hy-tr~chybasalt.

Kopo Plantation.

6. Potassic hy-trachybasalt.

7. Potassic hy-trachrbasalt.

8. Potassic phonolitic tephrite. 76400005. LB816934. Boulder in stream near Kopo Plantation.
continued on next frame

-..
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Si02 48.59 . 50.9 ·51 .. 3 ~0.3 \58.0

'1'1°2 0.65 0.57 0.61 0.52 ' 0.59
~ ,

A1203 18.59 13.8 18.3 19.3 17.6

Fe203 4.30 4.4 3.85 3.,95 3.54
EeO 2.98 2.15 2.75 2.55 2.00;

~ .;..'

"1nO 0.19 0.17 0.21 O.~G 0~13

1"90 3.05 2.9S 2~55 2.30 ,2.04'
..:;:

CaO 8.40 6~75 7.70 7.95 5.85

N820 4.76 5.3 3.80 5.85 4.69

1(2°
I

3.45 3.25 3.55 4.05 2.32

P205 0.40 0.40 0.40 .0.37 0.23
S 0.04 <0.01 0.03 0.21 0.06

82°+ 3.73 3.1 1.43 .1.79 0.92

"20- 0•.61 0.42 1.21 0.24 0.13
CO2 D.12 0.34 2.40 0.11 . 0.95
rest 0.34 0.37 0.26

100.20 100 .. 09 100.10 99.81 100.43
O-S 0.02 0.01 0.13 0.03 0.20
Total 100.18 99.50 100.08 99.97 99.78 100.23

Trace ~lerrents

Be 350 415 495 450
Rb 47.0 57 44.5 69
Sr 1624 1870 1050 1783
Zr 76 111 144 .116
Nb 2.0 2 2'.5 2.5
y 18 19 28 22
La 19 25 16 27
Ce 42 59 32 SS
Nd 22 26 16 24
Se 12 6 14 3
V 252 195 151 119
Cr ~ 10 6 1
Co 24 7
Ni 7 4 6 4
Cu 142 131 51 42
Zn 70 64 4B 74
Ga 19.5 20 .• 5 ~0.5 22.0

9. Potassic phonolitic tephrite. 76400023. LB869939 .. Boulder in stream west of Tugitu~ village.

10. Potassic ne-trachybasalt. 69400402. LB823941. Sample from ridge east of Kopo Plan',:ation.

11. Potassic hy-trachybasalt. 74400026. LB806890. Lava flow near hot spring east of I)ambuari Bay.

12. Potassic phonolitic tephrite. 69~00404. LB823941. Sample from ridge east of Kopo Plantation.

13. Potassic hy-trachyandesite. 69400424. LB822874. Sample in stream north of Korumb~l village.

14. Potassic ne-trachyandesite. 76400002. LB818933. Boulder in stream east of Kopo P!antation.



Si02 48.4 47.1 49

'1'1°2 1} .. 73 Q.80 1.18 50
" ~;

A1203 11.8 1,2.3 13·.8 14.~, .

Fe203 5.3 6.05 11 •.5,1) 5,1.30

FeO. 4.5 4.75 6.15 4 •.65
MnO 0.18 0.21 0~20 0.18

MgO 9.15 8 035 1.50 5 .. 65

CaO 13.9, 13.6 11 .. 8 12.1 11..0

NaiO 2.05' 1.96 2.10 2 .. 80 3.;~O·····

K20 0.72 0.87 1010 1.38 ' 1.94 ;1,-;__ ,"; ".

P20S 0.23 0.31 0.29 0.31 0 .. 39 '.

S 0.03 0.03 '0.02 0.J)2 0.01
'; ... ~ "

820+ 1..58 1~88 1.08 0.,68 0 .. 27.. p.,SJ ~:-'~r ~;"l~~S;"

"ri69 ." ,,',°'0\4'9'" ..... ". "Y-."::·':

820- 1.16 1.38 0.80 1.50 0 .. 31 . ::-i'
.-'"',:':'...';,,'

.:':~~)~:+.

CO2 0.37 0.62 0.10 . 0.8,0 '0:20 0.10 <0.02,'

rest 0.23 0.27 0.24 0.33 0.33 i

100.33 100.48 100.22 100.31 100.1:).
·',1 '

o=s 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.. 01

Total 100.32 100.47 100.21 :i.~O.30 9.~ .. 70 100.13 100.1:2

Trace e1elflents

Ea 220 JiO 175 500 :pO
Rb 18.5 77 23.0 36.5 60 37.0
Sr 595 795 835 1360 1560 1174
~r 43 49 65 72 88 86
Nb 1.5 1.5 1 2 3 ,'2.5
y 14 13 28 18 1'1 19
La 6 8 12 13 18 12
Ce 14 20 28 31 37 29
Nd 9 12 16 15 19 16
Se 38 33 30 15 19 25
V 254 270 261 239 230 249
Cr 287 200 125 J, 62 72 44
Co 32
Ni 47 43 ,19 14 30 16
Cu 119 110 145 156 95 95
Zn 71 78 81 71 76 73
Ga 13.0 13.5 15.5 16.0 18.0 18.0

1. Sodic transitional basalt. 69400446. LB899710. Sample at shore of inlet at village on Dataru Plantation.

2. Sodic transitional basalt. 69400439. LB899710. Sample at shore of inlet at villv,ge on Dataru Plantation.

3. Potassic transitional basalt. 74400028 (also 73680034). LB90:~732 •. Lava flow south of Datava village.

4. Sodic transitional basalt. 74400030 (also 73680036). LB855792 .. Lava flow on traf:k near Fotombar Point.

S. Potassic ne-trachybasalt. 74400034 (also 73680042). LB842840. Boulder in Cigarenare Plantation on
northwestern flank of Mount Sororamba.

6. Potassic hy-trachybasalt. 74400036 (also 73680044). 1,~937733. Boulder near head ~f Danolango River.

7. Potassic ne-trachybasalt. 69400434. LB850810. Sample from southeastern bbse of crater wall southeast
of Tiripats Plantation.

8.. Potassic ne-tr&chybasalt. 76400029. LB839843. Boulder in Cigaregare Plantation on northwestern flank
of Mount Sororamba.

continued on next frame
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.., '(;':'?Table ~~53

9 10 .. .if,

Si02 50.4 67.95 68.$

'rH>2 O~9!i 0.23 Oo!~O. - -', - .

A1203 1600 17.20 16.~

~~203 .. 8.60 1.44 1. 116
:)

FeO 1.94 0.40 0.,16 ..
. ' . ' I,

MnO 0.18 0;.04 0.ID4
MgO 4.40 0.44 !).,i2

CaO 9.90 0.74 0.'55

Na20 3.20 6.76 5,,:'95
K.,<) '2.20 4.18 4.:85..
P20S 0.39 0.':'1 0.01

.. ~ G.D2 0003 0.02...
n20+ 0.64 0.57 0.29

H2O- 1.14 0.15 0.33

CO2 0.05 0.01 0.10

rest 0.26 0.20

100.21 100.35 99.58

o-s 0.01 0001 0 .. 01

Total 100.20 100.34 99.57

Trace elelt'ents

Ea 295 340
Pb 37.5 68
SI 930 910
Zr 79 164
Nb 1.5 7.5
y 2~ 8

La 13 7
Ce 30 12
No IR 9
Sc 2~ 3
V 262 70
Cr 67 8
Co 4
Ni 22 5
Cu 109 12
Zn 75 20
GB 19.5 24.0

9. Potassic hy-trachybasalt.
Fotombar Point.

74400035 (also 73680043). LB880794. Lava flow in stream northeast of
It:

10. Potassic Q-trachyte. 764000:Z8. LB845815. Boulder from stl'''~~am east of Tiripats Plantatir)n.

11. Potassic Q-trachyte. 74400031 (also 73680037). LB845815. L3va from cumulodome east of Tiripats Plantation.
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TableS .Addi.ti~¥l.t;'ace-ele~~t data';;~;~rod~,'. ,';',,';., ..

from Tabar Islands determined bl spark-source, 1D!"ss spectrosraphy , '.','
, - ' , ~ , , ' ,(11 :'>' -, . " ',"",,l:.~r

Cs

Pb

La

Ce

Pr

Nd

Tb

U

Hf

Sn

Mo

a. Sample OIl from Tatau Island not analysed for major elements by
conventional m~thods, and hence not listed in Tables TBl to FN2.
Collected downstream from sampleTB2/3. Grid reference: '.I.B807982.
BMR registered number: 764.00011.. Electron-microprobe analysis of
fused sample gave following results: ' Si02 50.6%, Ti02 0.72%,
Al203 17.8%, FeOt 8.43%, MgO 5.50%, CaO 11.0%, Na20 3.35%, K20 2.34%,
P205 0.20%. Sample is therefore slightly more mafic than TB2/3.

b. n.d.: not determined.

c. Interpolated value.
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Sample

Lavas: 
TBIII
_TB2/J-host
TB2/3 incl.
TB2/9 '
TB313
TB3/IO
TB3ll1

Cumulates:
TB2/IS bost

incl.
TB2116
TB2117
TB2/18
TB2/19
TB2/20

diop8ide/Al~salite/salite

salitelaugite - -
salitelaugi~e
AI-salit.elsalite
salite/augite -

salite
s~lite _ __
AI-salite/ealite

-salite\
AI-s~lite/salite
diopsidelsalite
AI-salite/salite

r:'.'·

<' '.- ~/

magn,E!l?~ol!as~ingsite
magnesiohasting~ite

magnesiop.as.~;p:gf;ite
magnesiobastingsite
magnesio~as tingsit,e
~agnesio~as~i~g~ite
magnesiohastingsi~e- -(I

Lavas:
TBI/i
TB2/3 host
TB2/3 incl.
TB2/9
TB3/3
TB3/10
TB3/11

Cumulates:
TB2/IS host
TB2/IS incl.
TB2/16
TB2/17
TB2/IS
TB2/19
TB2/20

Biotite

Mg77-S0

Mg 74- 64

Mg60
MgS8

MgSO- 77
Mgao-77

Mg77- 7S
Mg70- 67

Oxide

chromite/mt I

mt
chromian-mt/mt
mt
mt
exsolved mt
exsolvedmt

mt
mt
mt
spinel/mt
mt
chromian-mt/mt
mt

,

Feldspar

An75-0rSI-
AnS9.;.orS3
An2S-orSS
An82-0r62
An91~4S ~Or4 J '~60
Ab9S-o:r91
Ab87-Ol:43 --

Ab60-Or76
AnSS-orS7
An86-or SS
An92-88
An92-88

AnS6- S6 -

-Faldspath~id

baiiyne -

Other

zeolit~

opx ~Mg77-66l,. zeglite .
apat1te, analc1te, zeol1te

-~e9~i;te _
silica mineral
silica mineral

apatite

apatite, sulphide (po)
calcite, sulphide (po)
apatite, calcite, zeolite
apatite, 8,nalcite, zeolite

Abbreviations. incl.: inclusion; Fa: forsterite; mt: magnetite; An: anorthite; Ab: a~bitej

Or: orthoclase; opx: orthopyroxene; po: pyrrhotite. -
Slash between two mineral names refers to composi~ional continuity (solid solution) between the minerals.
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LIHIR GROUP

Introduction·

'I'he Lihir Group of islands (.IS·2
0
40'E, 30 10'S)

the main island of Lihir, therie~rbyislarids ofl>f~lian4·Sanam'b~et:;

the smaller islands of Masahet and. Mahurto the.oo;tth(Fig./9).
-,' '.',~ '. . '.' :,.", . -'" '. ",' , .

group is almost midway between the Tabar and':rangs, groups ~····and·
. ,.... '.' ,'. . . ,; -' ~ , , '. ~ . - "", - ...;

50 km east of New Ireland. Lihir is the largest islapd in
... 2

Feni chain, covering about 190 km , and also has the hig~es,~

(~lbout 5000).

Lihir is triangular-shaped,and its high and vat;iedrelief is

a reflection of ),outhful and ~ompl'?'xvolcanic lan,dforms. Annual rainfall

is high (over 2500 mm), and the island is incised by a dense, mainly

consequent, drainage network. Drainage is controlled bya.sinuous ncrtb

south watershed that divides the island into fOUL main catchment areas,

the largest covering most of the western half. The average height of the

watershed above sea level is about 400 rn, and the two highest peaks on the

island rise to just over 700 m.

Lihir is mostly covered in dense, primary, tropical vegetation,

except along the low-lying cultivated coastal margin, where Ir.ost of the

population lives. In addition to indigenous subsis~ence agriculture, there

are several cocoa and coconut planfations, the largest of which is

Londolovit Plantation in the northeast There is a serviceable airstrip

suitable for light aircraft about 3 km orth of Londolovit. Masahet and

Mahur, 7 and 22 km, respectively, north f Lihir, are small dome-shaped

islands, each covering about 8 km2 and about 20C m high. These islands,

as well as Sanambiet and Mali, are almost fully used for the cultivation

of subsistence crops.

General geology

Lihir Island is a Pli0~ene to Holocene volcanic ~omplex built

up from several volcanoes, the oldest of which were partly destroyed by

faulting and partly burie~ under extrusives from younger volcanoes.

Coralgal reef accreted to the margins of the complex during the Quaternary.

Low-temperature (less than 100
0 C) fumarolic activity still takes place in

small, scattered solfataras that have developed around the base of a

volcanic plug inside the caldera of the youngest volcano, Luise. Masahet



":". t.,'·

; ,

';, "-,' '>,':r.;:':·

and 11ahur Islands are· the sunnnits of raised vOlcan,oe~<i~af;:ire'rlo;~y()#,~~e~.}i':,::,

than PIe istocene. and which are ent ireIyoverlaicihy ~~;;acedi~?3a.f~a~)~~fi ...

limestone. Sanambiet and Mali iSlandsareraised,,;Quaternar; ..r~ef:iiatf6~trisL:· 'cY
, ': :,' ""'.: ;",: (':':~""_"~''''''':'''::'';:''~:':''';':::_':'''''::''',:.;"'·::,-:.:'\.;~i,>:~">.;:

Five volca~ic morphological. units .. can.·•.. b.e. recognised on.'iiL.ihir:, the: ,

Londolovit block, the Wurtol'wedge', and three,YOunger:volcano.es-1{u~ihO,
Kinami. and Luise. The oldest of the upits is theLon~"loVi~i{1>l()~I<.Whi.cW
is the faulted, strongly dissected, northern segment of a ia.:rg~,.'~~inlY ,., '-

.. :'-':, ",",',','" ":,.:-'

Pliocene stratovolcano. The Wurtol wedge is the,block-faut'ted'westerrt
. ' .' -; ,. "

remnant of a Plio-Pleistocene volcano, and the Huniho, Kinanii s and,L1.1ise
.', ,''', '.

volcanoes are recognisable Pleistocene cones with wholly or partly preserv,ed

sunnnit craters.

The analysed rocks are mainly lrachybasalt and alkalibasalF,

and rocks richer in normative nepheline and of more felsicc~~po~ltiqns
. ,"":,' '""""-,, " .-

are rare or apparently absent (Table LH I , Fig. 10', Table 7).Q":trachyte

samples have not been analysed, but quartz trachytc may have originally,

made up the altered volcanic plug at the centre of Luise volcano. Most of

the analysed samples have less than 50 weight percent Si0
2

,'and more than

5 percent MgO ..

Londolovit block

The Londolovit block is a faulted, Pliocene (possibly ~s old as

Upper Miocene) volcanic unit covering about 20 km2 in the north of Lihir

Island (Fig. 9)., The block consists of the oldest exposed strata on the

island, and is unconformably bounded to the southwest and south by Huniho

volcano and the Wurtol 'wedge', respectively, and tp the north by a narrow

fringing belt of raised Quaternary coralgal limestone.

The block is a 350-m thick sequence of northerly dipping mafic

lavas and volcaniclastic rocks, overlying a poorly exposed ankaramitic

basement. The block is an immaturely eroded volcanic landform, whose four

main river systenls have cut back deeply almost to its southern boundary, so

creating a rugged, highly dissected terrain of broad headwall valleys and

subsequent drainage. Several northwest-trending faults intersect the block~

and a larger easterly striking fault, mostly concealed under Pleistocene

volcanic rocks, defines its southeastern margin.

The upper to middle lithologies of the block are mafic lava flows,

averaging about 10 m in thickness, that alternate with lithic-tuff breccias,

volcarenites, lahars, and conglomerates. Primary volcanic horizons thin out

northwards where they give way to a thick basal pile of laharic deposits,



bedded tuff, and conglomerate .Lah~r depo!3it'sand ~uff bedsarebe~t

exposed within a I-km belt of low relief between the rai'~ed Qriater.na~y.
limestone and the elevated rugged terrain ~t the no~thern margi~ of the

block. The upper parts of the Londolovit pile are transgressive to

sub-littoral LowerPliocene foraminiferal limestones. Londolovit lavas

are weathered, zeolitised a.nd, in places, lateritiRed, reflec:ting their

Tertiary age P Steep waterfalls'··are developed in stream courses where lava

flows crop out and overlie less resistant; undercut rocks.

The lahar deposits are typically an·unsorted, structureless

melange of volcanolithic blocks and clasts within a highly ~,e~~h~I'ed clayey-e
. ." '..',' -.-. . -",

matrix. In contrast, the tuff deposits 'are well sorted, lami,nated begs.,

consisting of winnowed, fine-grained aggregates of airfall crystal and

volcanolithic particles. Some ashfall and laharic strata along the

northern base of the Londolovit block underlie coralgal limestone ~nQ

back-reef sediments. Calcareous volcarenites and tuffs, expo8~d in natural

caves developed under Pleistocene limestone about 2 km east of the airstrip,

include abundant Pliocene planktonic foraminiferal assemblages that provide

the only positive evidence for the age of the Londolovit block (Gallasch,

]974; Appendix ]).

The ankaramitic basement of the Londolovit block is partly exposed

in a stream near the wester.n boundary of Londolovit Plantation. It consists

of massive, jointed, and weathered lava, which, near the plantation boundary

at least, is partly overlaid by thin, grey, pyritised, hydrothermally

derived clays. Pyritised clay is also rresent along major joint planes,

striking 2400 and 320°, in the basement.

Wurtol wedge

Wurtol wedge is a collective term for three contiguous fault blocks

that form a narrow arcuate unit extending obliquely for about ]2 km across

the centre of the island (Fig. 9). These blocks are lithologically related,

and have morphological characteristics by which they can be identified as

segments of the western flanks of ~ large Plio-Pleistocene volcano. This

volcano was largely destroyed by faulting, and its remnant partially buried

under products from the younger Luise, Kinami, and Huniho volcanoes. The

Wurtol 'wedge' in the north unconformably overlies tbe mid-Tertiary

I
I



" ' ,

Londolovit block aloI~g a boundary roughly

River.

The wedge is a 500-mthick,'westerlydippingsequence()firlt:er-'
' . .- ", ',', :,' .,' ':,",':: '. ' ';', > : -:./., .:~~?~';:>.:"<:':

bedded mafic lava flows, t:ephr.;iJand~iihars, typicalpf a ~tratovol~anoeP ,"""
, -',. ,"':" :~ .. ",',' :r',: ':: :"~;"), '.:<~. .' ":. :'::<:',-.,::-:::,,: .

The bulk of the original strt.~cture appears tohavefounderedCilong a Dlajor,

north-nortJ:u~ast-trending fault, wllose 'east-faciI1g scarp forImJ 'theeatJ~er~
boundary of the Wurtol 'wedge'. 'This fault was later cut "and thes'carp

. " '. :".'" ,"". -.' ," ",

discontinously offsetjl by two east-northeast-trendirigfaults,thatsegmented

the wedge into the three blocks , downthrown to thei~~th (Fig. 9).'"'>-C'

, ,.." .,',f .'.-.,' ':

Although deeply dissected, the present topogr~phy~~(tp.~,"~§~8e

retains an overall fan-shaped symmetry whos~ 'late-:residual~',~tageof
erosion (Kear, 1957) may be evidence tha.t the volcano is<noo'tcier<than

Pliocene. Taking into account the cii~ of the strata, the area covered

by the flank remnant, and assuming a symmetrical cone shape, we judge the,

original structure to have beens well-developed, mature strato;V'olcano~

Its basal diameter would have been about 15 km, and its vent would haVe been

close to that of Luise volcano.

Kinami volcano

Ki.nami volcano cov(;!rs about 25 km2 in the south of Lihir, and is

a strongly faulted stratovolcano that disconformably bounds the Wurtol

wedge to the west and the older part of Luise volcano to the north. Kinami

is cut by both north-south and east-west striking faults, which have

disrupted most of original structure, except for the ncr.thern flanks and part

of a summit crater. A major north-trending, east-facing fault scarp,

coincident with the present-day coastline, represents the foundering of part

of the eastern flank of Kinami volcano. Further north, between Libuko and

Luise Harbour, this fault trace appears to be partly concealed under the

eastern flank of Luise volcano, but it may continue below sea level parallel

to the coastline north of Luise Harbour.

The volcano consists mainly of lava flows, tuff breccias, and

agglomerates, togethey with minor unconsolidated tephra and derived detrital

deposits. Sampled lavas include phonolitic tephrite, which, in ~ommon with

many of the I.ihir Island samples, is markedly rich in clinopyroxene

phenocrysts, some in large: cumulated aggregates. Tuff breccias and

agglomerates are found most commonly as thick valley-fill deposits from which
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large detached erraticshaveac,cumti~at:~~·ii.h~ti~aJJl··~·ci~'!.<". ,::' .. ,>' "',\':,':~~;;T}i~};!;/::~:;;'f~;
. ..•. . . •...... ....,' .. " ....,n"~c/,.;,·.·.,." .....•..}'".'.<.(,:

.~he dominaJ:lt· landform·wi.t l1 in t:fi~·•.·· s,~J()ilgfY:f~u:lte~.··~:r.e~>,ili~ll~"H.(:··,·:r(:
. '., . '.' .••.•.. ,......• ". . " .•'. ..... . .. ," ...........•..•.• ',,:< ,..>" ,.., ...~.';,'.<' .. ;'. ';";"}\"i"

.south and southeast is .a'.' sheer~sidedspine,/overi700;mhigh';·';which:·extends·.· ....•....•. ;';;'

:~:n::O::d t:: :::C:i:n:::-¥~:~:~lY~:~~~!f~~~i~l~~i~t~*-{It ••~~~~~~i~~~li',,;,;;;~
with cl volcano ()fPleistoceIleage. . :. "f "',:,',.

• . ., :'1, '. ;", ':; -; ,. ;L~.:,~;;;;-,:,I

~he f~ult scarp'on ~heeastern side<of 't:heWurtol, ~wedg:~'~l)~:ears··'·':t;;
,. ''', " . ,,' " " "",,--' - ,',', ;' ':"

.to have' acted as a b,arrier towest';'flowil1gKin~II1Itavaflows,caus:i1lS'.tJiefu':,:0
;,.' ,,:-.~ ~ .. " :,':",".':"",,<":'.::;>',~' ..>.,' ">\:"""':.. '), . ':";"'.",: ':~""''.' j,'''~:''.:,.;.~.,.< ..:,:,,:'.'~}:'.,':><''. ',:<~, -:.'

to bui~d up againstthescarpwall·aI1ddiverting:~lletn,nor~ftaIld~9~l:h_.'fh~'i/.

s'Juthern part of Luise volcano was also'a barrie:r,alld the"tw~v~lcanoes" .

coalesced, forming a prominent 450-mhigh s'ad4~e .at~heir bO\1ndary~' .....

Huniho volcano

Huniho volcano makes up the northwestern corner of Lihir. '. It is

a 700-m high stratovolcano containing twin summit craters. A sma~,ler

adventive cone, 450 m high, rests on the flank of the main cone, 3 km

southeast of the summit. Huniho volcano is similar in size to Kinami

volcano, but is more completely preserved. fhe volcano partly oveLlies

the Londolovit block to the northeast, and overlaps the Wurtol wedge along

a boundary marked by the Londolovit and Kunidolam Rivers. The outer margins

of the volcano to the north and west are overlaid by the narrow belt of

Quaternary coralgal limestone that extends round the coastline of the island.

In contrast to Luise and Kinami volcanoes, which are predominantly.
made up of lava flo~lS and tuffs, Huniho volcano is built up to a greater

extent from poorly consolidated volcanoclastic deposits. These are laid

down as a thick heterogeneous cover of tephra and lahars on the outer flanks

of the cone, overlying a relatively smaller inner core of mafic lavas,

indicating that the later stages of activity were primarily explosive and

accompanied by little or'h", effusion of lava flows.

.. A lO-m thick semi-consolidated ash sequence at GosIDqium on the

western flank of Huniho is built Ill' frOlfi ;; ~mb=horizontcil series' of

laminated beds, ranging from several centimetres to about one metre thick.

The overall fine grain size throughout the sequence is consistent with

derivation from a distant volcanic centre. Minerals identified microscop

ic~lly from ash beds are feldspar, c~inopyroxene9 opaque oxides, green
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amphib()le, andbiotite.The pl:eseIlc~·:,:o'(:aInP~ipOle:arid;pi6tite,~a.yb~'Of.;:" "i;';

significance, in thatthesemin~t"a1s'~re,c:ommori'\:tI{i~ocks,of:r,ui~;:"Arpi~clri6~''":''C\;'''

. :~,~ :;; ~>~I".,; . . :' \::_c- '·-·~-';:':~--';·':;:~e_<~i'~~.:.:~t

The flanks of the yolc,anoaredeepiy iIlci$ed::by:'¥pseUdo-ra4iaf\ '",,' :c.,_,:;'

~rainage sys tern, Wherehead~ard ~rQsipria"d sh1>~eq~eft~treSDISiJ~".i"ut' .': .'. . '
back ~asi1y' thro)lgh the thickV01~aniclasti~co<e•• 'E~osionoftb~cope ' . ,

has also beenacc~leratedbYSIU~PingOfthe~ns~ableppperslope~"D~s.pite
its strong dissection, the youthfulne~s of the conai~indicat,~d by the

presence of small localised p1anezes and by" the two W'~li~d~fin,ed.
, f " .' .'~, . _.. ,.. ' '. • .• ' '1- .•

craters, both of which retain101e11-preservedscarps. The large~ c,rater ,ls>

breached to the west, and is partiallyinfilledby deppsits from a smaller

explosive centre, whose crater straddles the northern limb of the largPwr

crater. The volcano is probably P1eistocene, judging by its:IDorpho1ogy.

Luise volcano

Luise is a Quaterna~y stratovo1cano. It has au elliptical

breached caldera, 5.5 km across its long axis and 3.5 km across its short

axis, and is open to the sea in the northeas t atL\dse Harbour. The caldera

is the most prominent topographic feature on Lihir~ and js the youngest

and most distinctive volcanic structure. The immature 1andform of Luise

volcano is also clearly empbasised by a youthful consequent drainage system

in the early planeze stage of development.

Luise volcano rests within the remains of an older volcano that

was mostly destroyed, either by faulting or collapse, and partially buried

beneath products from the Luise and Kinami centres. A remnant of this older

structure, including part of a crater or caldera scarp, is preserved as a

prominent landform on the southern flank of Luise volcano.

The tuise caldera has~a uniformly steep-sided wall that rises to

700 m above sea level, the highest point on the volcano, and gives way to an

inclined floor sloping towards Luise Harbour. The caldera is uniformly

elliptical, and does not have the cuspate outline of calderas thought to

have formed by a series of collapses. By extrapolating the dip slope of ,the

flanks, and assuming the former existence of a symmetrical cone, we estimate

the height of the original volcano before cauldron subsidence

to have been greater than 1000 m above present sealevel.

Luise volcano has undergone only minor post-caldera degradation,

judging by its present landform. The flanks radiate from the calders rim,

are only moderately dissected, and form a distinct disconformable boundary

along the Wurtol wedge fault scarp to the west. Like the flows of Kinanii,
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River, where

the southern

:~ " "-. :.:, .',

those from the Luise ce'ntre' have ponded:;',~gains~. the .fatiltsscar~of'th~".:.:

Wurtol wedge near the middle of th"'i~landand l1avebe:ncl~\,~r£~<lc~oi;;ill~ ';;"

north and south • The co~tinuat:i.on of· the fault trace~or~hCf'~h~'scark;, ~.. ,'.' ::.
, , ~., :.,:' ,l" "'.,' ", -:- : ',:' ' ',.,'.. "' ....: ....,' ,~~."·~':"_';:,:.:,.'i:",.':(:'".; __..:,'~:.;,;::-'j.~:; ::.:'.. _.:'?:.",,'.:',,:,.:~'>:'<:

is concealed under. Luise extru3ives as far aa, 'the Londolovit River ,north,
of which it ,reappears about lkm upstream fro~>~he:":t:~~\7er~~uth. ". ,'....'.,~::,) <~:.;;"

The volcano is Irtadeup of lllva flows ranging between 5 and ~Oi:Il' .'(" .
1 . • : ,', ' '. '; ~:,:;; ,;' • :" ', .. ,' ",;':~'.

thick, together with interbedded ash breccia and'tuffa~eou~·<hor.i~on~'. ,'<
-: ~::. .,': :': "

Much of the sequence is well exposed in the inner caldera waIt; t6'~a%1~ssei

extent along the coast, but also along the . lower reache~of; the Londol:;i:t,
" .". ..",;.". . ". :. '." .. ., ," ....

mass ive jointed lavae crop out as sheai\·sided escarpments~long.•..•.. ,;':rt

bank. The 1avas rang~ from dark and pyroXene';'Phyric~'t()'iigh1:;'
.';' ' ;,'. " :,' ,;. ;;'.,"'1"" , ,,'.-

,,': "."-':'"

and feldapclr-rich, but virtually all of the chemically analysed' rocks are

trachybasalt (Figs. 9, 10).

Near the centre of th~ caldera, a massive telsic volcanic

extends about 200 m inland from the shore of the harbour, wl1ere it terminates'

in a precipitous bluff. Thermal activity takes place along the margins of. - ",:

the plug within a series of small, patchily developed solfataras, fromwhi~p.

heated water is discharged into Luise Harbour at scattered points along the

strandline. 7he plug is massive, 120 m high, and fractured, and covers about

2 km2• It haE not been examined in detail, but it appears to be extensively,

if not completely, hydrothermally altered to such an extent that its original

chemicaJ composition and mineralogy are obscure. Its 'felsic' composition

is not clearly established, but, originally, it could have been quartz

tr~chyt~, similar to that on Tabar Island. The light-grey rock is fine

grained and highly indurated, and has a brittle fracture. Minerals identified.

by X-ray diffraction are alunite, pot&ssium feldspar (possibly sanidine),

py,,:ite, marcasite, and galena; Pb and Mo are present in trace amounts, and

eu is between. 2000 and 3000 ppm (D. :BaInes~ personal communication 1 1976).

The central position of the plug within the caldera, together with high, but

localised, heat flow concentrated along peripheral solfataras, :learly

indicates that the plug fills a volcanic vent that still channels residual

heat to the surface. Thermal emanations from an underlying magma body or

cooling intrusive presumably heat up groundwater that reaches the surface by

convection.
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Smallqilantities of hydrothermally derivedmuds are-:~ing
. '~-' "/

deposited in the solfataras, and.olde~·vegetated deposits up eto J m·,
thick aL'e also found over a limited area ...: . These lightg;-ey. -::g-ener,al1y

" ",,_ - ;',' _,0",;,._,,-'

pyritised muds - locally called ·'simbawan f generated by the

degradation of country rDck withboilillg,· acidic,sulphate~at:~r~ Where

~urface discharge is limited, pools are formed and a.conveetive.system
, .,. ~ .. --' - ": ~'. '" -, '; ....:.".,.. ,,;/ . '

establishad wherein the soli4 material is broken down~b6t:!t mechanically

and by chemica:~ reacticn,l)v~ntuallyform_- ..s a glutinous suspen8i~n~

A substantial amountcf native sulphur is, in. places, incorpaiatecf: in the

IIncls, as well as pyrite. Fn.'L"ther details on the thermal areas and their

water chemistry are given below~

The lalldform of Luise volcano and the therDlal activity are

co~sist~Dt with a Qtlaternary age fc~ the volcano whose last stage8 of

activity may h~v~ tak~n place well within the Holocene. There are no

records of eruption o~B~rvatio.ds !J:,j~ l.oca.!1. l~gei1de consistent with modern

activity, but there al~ ~o valid reasons to assu@e that volcanic activity

could riot take place again in the future.

Quaternary li~estone and alluvium

Lihir is almost entirely bounded 'by a narrow belt of,raised,

Quaternary coralgal reef limestone. This belt is best developed on the

north coast, between Huniho and Londolovit,wh,ere it fo~ a ~ontinuous

50-m high platform with prominent cliffs and headlands. The islands of

Sanambiet and Mal~ interconnected by shallow present-day reaf, but

separated from Lihir by 3 km of open sea, are a discontinuous easterrr

extension of this belt. Between the raised reef and the highvolca~ic

interior is a narrow iow-relief zone of Ulixed littoral arenaceou~to

rudaceous alluvial deposits. The raised reef is more discontinuous on

the southwestern and northeastern sides of the island, cropping out

mainly as headlands, and isolated stacks standing less than 40 m above

sea level. These discontinuous areas cO:t"rl~spond with major drainage

outlets and the Luise Harbour thermal acti~ity.

The ra.ised-reef limestone consists of recrystallised, fore

reef bioherm and back-reef facies, which extend up to 3 km inland. Back~

reef-facies deposits exposed at Gosmaium village are a chaotic assemblage

of coralgal debris, molluscan fragments, anc.' organic casts. The assemblage

also includes lenses of littoral calcareou~ sediments and volcaniclastic



Identified benthonic microfostdls are O,Percuiin.a",A~enrUti.na'.:c:,"
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material.

and fI'agmentsoff.~rpentar·ia (App~fidixO.
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Beds of littoral sedilllents ,transgres!fHve toback-reef,.fa~i.es{r.•

are rarely exposed. On~ sUch3~ thick unit: sotithofLuiseHalbour

horizontal strdtiform sequence of unconsolidatedcalcilutit~s,'made ,up,

mainly of fresh clinopyroxene anc10paque oxides, and milloramdtlnteof

weathered clast~ and carbonaceous material, including plane" fragmeri:ts

spores.

Thermal areas of Lihir Island

Thermal activity on Lihir Island is restricted to the "area

near the eastern coaGtline at'Lu.ise Harbour, iThere .thermal pools, coastal'
oseepages, and fumaroles - whose temperatures do not exceed 100 C- are

found in two br.oadly defined fiE!lds about "l,km apart (Fig. 9).' Descriptions,

of the thermal areas were given by Reynolds (1956)an<1 Fisher (1957),

based mainly on information supplied by Mr. Sciortino, formerly of Londolovit

Plantation; and from September 1954 to August 1955? temperatures of ~he more

active fumaroles uere included in the monthly reports of the Rabaul Volcano

logical Observatory. The t.hermal areas were againvHlited in February '913

(Wallace and Crick) and October 1914 (Wallace). Notation used here for the

thermal areas is the same as that adopted by Reynolds and. Fisher. Thermal

area 'E I ,of Fisher (195 7) is difficult to loc~te on aerial photographs,' but

may be the area s0uthwest of area B. ,

Thermal Area A, adjacent to the beach, is about 25 m in diameter

and contains a nu~ber of small bubbling hot pools. The most active pool

(called the ~Roaring Spring' by Reynol,js, 19~6), on the northern margin of

this area, is usually covered with stones by local people who use them in

cooking shell-fish. Water from this spring has a temperature of 990 C, and

froths up between the stones about every 30 seconds before subsiding again.

No water was observed discharging from this pool in 1913-14. A slight smell

of H2S permeates the area, and is more noticeable around this particular

spring. Temperatures of the nearby springs range from 81 to 95 0 C. Water is

discharged from this area onto the beach, and, in Occober 1974, had a

temperacure of 39°C and a rate of discharge of about 0.5 l/sec. Sublimate~

of native :sulphur encrust fragmented blocks of lava, which are extensively

altered hydrothermally. Anar~ ~~om the frothing pool, all the other pools

were dry in 1974, and only wisps of vapour rose from small fissures inside



the area. Thermal W2.ters seep into ~the' bay belo~lthehigh-tidemark,alld
. "',.'; ", .... ' I' ',:,' " . ,,',' .:" ...... _",,',. -',"." ":-

along se~eral small water courses. either side of area A.' on7str~eam,
to the south of'A' had; in 1974",.a'rate of.discbargeof_O. 75'"Ol/~:~'~,a
'. o. . ..' '.'"".. '. ',i .... . ••... ···.5 '.

temperature of 37.5 e, <and a pH()f 3.4. Thermal..'luick-~~ndsmaybe

in this aree., as a 'local ~u~de reliounted an' incident in which, a man lost. -...: .: , . " ) '. .. '~ .

his life when he leaped from a canoe into shallow water and waa sucked into

hot sand. Thermal activityalRo takes place along and adjacent to' small

warm streams just inland fro~A.

Thermal area B is about .800 m southwe\'tt of· A and is the largest.

thermal area. It consists of numerous small spr/lngs, mud pools ,clndsulphttr

encrusted fumaroles. Fumarolic emission is,W'eak:minorgas,e.bullit'ion ~akes
place in the mud pools, and there is a smell of ~2S.TemperaturefJof the

springs and poola range from 83 to 96
0
C, and fuma~olete.*peratures from 95

to 99°C. No springs or hot pools of water were visible when this area was

again visited in October 1974. although water could be heardbubb~ing

beneath dried-up mud crusts in depressions where hot bubbiing,pools had

been visible in 1973. Occasional wisps of vapour were escaping from small

fissures and holes at temperatures of about 900 C. The smell ofH2S was

pervasive and hydrothermal alteration of rock debris was extensive; sublimates

and nathre sulphur were abundant, but: no siliceous sint.er was seen.

A small ridge separates area B from another thermal area about

200 m to the northeast, where the activity is confined to numerous small pools
. . 0

that have temperatures ranging from 45 to 80 C. Minor gas ebuliition takes

place in several of these pools~

~.

Thermal areas C and D are about J km south of area B (Fig. 9).

Area C is divided in two by a small stream. Thermal activity is similarly

divided: the area to the northeast of the stream contains only hot pools,

whereas the area to the southeast contains only small sulphur-encrusted
o .

fumaroles. The pools have temperatures ranging from 50 to 80 C, and are

arranged linearly in a depression 50 m long by 20 ID wide. The pools are

placid and there is no gas ebullition. The fumaroles have temperatures

ranging from 93 to 98°C, and errit minor quantities 9f vapour, which has a

definit~ H
2

S smell. Area D was not visited in 1973-74, but Reynolds (1956)

reported that a temperature of 101°C had been measured froUl a fumarole there,

and that the gas emitted had a faint H~S smell.
t.

Chemica.l analyses of thermal waters from areas A, B, and Care

listed in Table 9 (see also Appendix 3). All samples have a low pH, but

"
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have wide ranges of ionic concentrations. Therole

these samples is probably considerable, as more than 2500 mm of rain. falls •

on the island each year (Hart,· 1970).

The two samples from area A (035) and B (036) are of the ?"cid-
':. ,-

sulphate-chloride type of White (1957). The Na/Cl value of the sample.

from area A (Table 10) is similar tosea~waterbut concentrations are low,

apart from S04. Sea-water,.possibly from seepage or spray from the,~cf.r:;by

shore, may therefore have contributed to the chemical composition, andothe
. . .

high S04 and low pH may have been produced through the action of H2S'

oxidising to form oxy-sulphur acids. The low overall ionic concentrations

in this sample are consistent with superficial meteoric water being a.major

component. Sample 036.from area B, on the other hand, has higherconcentra

tions of Na, Cl, and S04. Ionic ratios (Table 10) are different from those

of sea-water, and the composition of this sample has probably been determined

mainly by deep circulating meteroic waters that have become enriched in

NaCI (possibly through wall-rock interactions) and acidified and enriched.with

S04 through near-surface oxidation of H2S.

Thermal water flowing onto the beach from area A (sample 11) is

similar in composition t.o the sample collected from a~ea B,but,ionic

concentrations are l~ssc Icnic ratios are different from those of sea-water,

and have probably been formed in much the Slime way as the' sample fj:.om areaB,

but diluted by superficial meteoric water. The Si02 content of thermal waters,

that have circulated within a geothermal system can give an indication of

subsurface temperatures (Fournier & Rowe, 1966), but in the case of sample LI

only a minimum subsurface temperature'of J300 C can be given, because of

probable dilution of its Si02 content by superficial meteoric water.

Sample 034, collected from a stagnant thermal pool in a mud-

lined crater in thermal area C, is typical of the acid-sulphate type described

by White (1957), ccaracterised by a low pH and high S04 content. The low

overall ionic concentrations of this sample, apart from S04' and the lack of

disturbance or any apparent outflow from this pool, may be evidence that the

water is almost entirely accumulated rainfall that has been acidified and

enhanced in S04 by oxidised H2S.
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5i02 45.6 47.8 45.94 '46.3 47.2 47 .. 7
Ti02 0.48 0.67 0~73 0.89 0.86 ·'r 0.94"

A1203 7.10 9.15 12.11 12.0 . 13.6 12.7 ....'...

Fe203 4.85 5.40 5.19 6.05 4.70 4~1~

FeO 4.25 3.45· 5.72 4.55 5.65 6~40'

MnO 0.17 "0.15 0.21 0.19 0.20 0.20('

~lg0 13 .. 8 11.3 9.05 8.80 8~70 7.65
I , '.

CaO 17.4 17.2 14.65 15.2 12.9 13.3

Na20 0.80 1.7.3 2.79 1.39 1.67. 2.15
K20 0.49 0.40 0.44 Lse 1~51 '2.25

P20S 0.19 0.23 0.35 0 .. 37 0 .. 28 0.43
5 0~07 0 •.02 . <0.02 0.04 0.05 0.02
H2O+ 2.30 1.58 2.09 1.82 1'-95 1.21
H2O- 1.36 0.62 0.37 1.02 0.87 0.45

CO2 0.90 0.15 0.18 <OcOS ,0 .. 20 0.25

rest 0.30 0.29 0.31'

100.06 100.05 100.12 lOO.34 100.66 100.,73 100.41

O=S 0.Cl3 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01'

'total lO{} .. O3 :i.CiJ.04 100.11 100.10 100 .. 3~! 1UO.65 100.70 100.40

'II'!l ce ~l\!rr.ents

Ba 85 195 180 145 190
Fh 16.0 12.0 41.-5 36.5 45.0
5r 640 1175 1110 1050 1153
Zr 34 45 70 70 57
Nb 2.0 1.5 1.5 0.5 1.5
y 9 15 17 18 18
La 6 13 12 12 14
Ce 18 28 31 27 32
N~ 9 16 18 17 18
Se 58 .7 39 35. 36
V 229 ~O8

".- 313 287 306
Cr 1800 jU~ 200 107 147
Co 45 46
Ni 158 40 40 27 39
Cu 75 106 161 130 144
Zn 52 82 89 76 87
Ga 9.5 13.5 15.0 15.5 14.5

1. Ankaramite. 74400D25 (also 73680030). MB584604. Lava flow ill stream near western boundary of Londolovit
Plantation .

. 2. Sodic alkali basalt. 69400361. MB477582. Sample near ridge east of Banam village.

3. Sodic basanite. 76400035. NB582599. Boulder in stream on wc~stern part of Londolovit Plantation.

4. Potassic alkali basalt. 69400363. MB47·i582. Sample near ridge east of Banam village.

5. Potassic transitional basalt. 744~0022 (also 73680027). MB559503. Boulder in stream northeast of
Wurtol village.

6. Potassic alkali basalt. 74400024 (also 73680029). MB579595. Lava flow in Londolovit River.

7. Soclic alkali basalt. 74400020 (also 73680024). MB59259D. Boulder in stream south of Londolovit village.

8. Sodicalkali basalt. 76400037. MB581593. Block below lava flow in Londolovit River •
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'l'ab1eLH1 cont.

9 10

51°2 45.7 4.6.55 48.9 46.7 47.9 .46.6 >.• 50.1····

Ti02 'i'.95
"-',:,' ;~~

1.08 0.9.0 0~82 1.0,4 0.87 0.96
"

15'.4
~ ~'i' ,I

'"
A120 3 15.6 14.50 15.2 16.1 15.2 15.,8.· .

Fe203 5.85 5 .. 45 5.40 5.40 5.70 6~'30 5~45

FeO 4.75 6.38 5.05 5.50. 5 .. 00 5.40 '~j35'
MnO· 0.23 '0.23 0.19 0.21 0.~2 0.2-2:: 0.18
MgO . 6.65 6.14 6.00 5.85 5.85' . i5 •S0"· 5.75
CaO 12.2 12 •.49 11.5 12.1 12.0 lLS .9.85

Na20 2.55 3.11 2.65 3.05 3.40 3.60 2.80 ,

1(2° 1.51 2.90 2.15 1.87 2.90 1.7S:";\ :),.45/

P205 0.41 0.55 0.35 . 0 .. 54 0.53 0.60 0.36
S 0.03 <0.02 0~02 <0.01 O.'OZ I· 0 .. 02,

'.
0.02

/
"20+ 2.35 0.57 1.36 1.19 0.12 1.30 9·91

"20- 0.95 0.19 0.70 .0;32 ().20 0.36 0.75
CO2 0.15 0.03 0.10 <0.05 0.10 0.05 G.. 10
rest 0.28 0.33 0 .. 32 O~33 0038 0.• 2~ ... ,~

100.29 100.39 100.34 100.53 9'9.83 100.56
0=5 0.01 0.01 0,,01 0.01 0.01 OeOl
Total 100.28 100,,32 100.38 100.19 100.33 100.52 99.82 100.55

Trace e1err.ents

Ba 230 2fiS 265 270 390 175
Rb 44.5 57 128 59 59 40.0
fir 1130 1360 1430 1440 1780 1140"
Zr 93 57 74 67 65 82
Nb 2 1.5 2 2 2 ,1.5
y 27 19 21 19 19 19
La 13 14 )5 16 19 12

:

Ce 32 34 37 40 43 32
Nd 17 20 Ii' 20 22 16
Se 25 31 21 24 15 30
V 245 347 251 275 264 284
Cr 72 31 2~ 94 18 4.7
Co S6
Ni 11 25 14 20 14 16
Cu 134 167 160 175 219 131
Zn 90 91 74 72 77 78
Ca 16.0 16.5 17.5 16.5 17.0 16.5

9. Potassic alkali basalt. 74400018 (also 73680022). MB518548. Lava flow in stream northeast of Lamboa village.

10. Potassic tephrite. 76400039. MB601536. Boulder in stream south of Putput No. 1 village.

il. Potassic ne-trachybasalt. 74400016 (also 73680020). MB582535. Lava at base of western wall of Luise caldera.

12. Potassic alkali basalt. 69400338. MB559462. Sample near Palie Mission.

13. Potassic phcnolitic tephrite. 74400017 (also 73680021). MB589477. Lava flow in stream near base of
escarpment west of Kinami village.~

14 ~dic phonolitic tephrite. 74400042. MB582535. Boulder in stream at base of western wall of Luise
~aldera. This rock is classified as a sodic tephrite using the CIPW norm calculated volatile-free and
standardising the oxidation state of iron according to the equation of Irvine &Baragar (1971) - see
Johnson &others (1976, Tp-ble 1).

15. Potassic hy-trachybasa1t. 6940~371. MB586551. Sample near base of northwestern wall of Luise ca1dera.

16. Pq~assic transitional basalt. 74400021 (also 73680025). MB476570. Lava flm/ in stream south of Goslllaiu.lJI
village. continued on next frame
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Si-°2 51~3 48.2 ' 48i5

T:i°2 0.89 1.27 1,,()2

[-\12°3 15.£ 16~2 ,16.8

Fe203 4.95, 6~00 .5.70

IleO 3.• 90 5.10 4.95
MoO 0.17 0.20 0.20
MgO 5.60 5.55 5.50.···
CaO 9.,85 .11.0 11.1

Na20 3.15 3.1)0 3.1,0 .

K20 2.6(J 1.69 . 1.22

P205 0.35 0.39' O~43

S 0.02 0.03 0.04
H2O+ 0.99 1.00 O~98

H2O- 0.69 .0.60 '0.58

CO2 0.10 <0.05 <0.05
rest· 0.24

100.40 100.23 100.12 99.57

o=s 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01

Total 100.39 100.22 100.10 99.56

Trace elements

Ba 225
Fb 46.0
Sr 905
Zr 79
Nb 2.0
y 19
La 11
t:e 26
.Id 14
Se 19
V 196
CI~ lOa
.CCI
Ni 32
Cu 87
Zn 66
Ga 16.0

225
49.0 .

I

950
66
1.5
20
11
23

., 14

22
224
113

33
32

105
68

16.5

265
39.0

1085
60 .

LO
20
11
24
13
21

266
14
37
16 .

139
78

17,,0

--,---------------------------,-------------
17. Potassic hy-trachybasalt. 694003658. MB594566. Sample near northern shore of Luise Harbour.

18. Potassic ne-trachyblisalt. 69400356. MB477582. S2lllple near ridg«l east of Banam village.

19. Sodic transitional basalt. 69400343. MB559462.Sample near Palie Mission.

20.

2lo.

22.

23.

Potassic hy-trachybasalt. 71400512. MB574541. Sample at southwestern wall of Luise caldera.

Potassic hy-trachybasslt. 69400369. MB594566. Sample near northern shore of Luise Harbo~r.

Potassic hy-trachybasslt. '6400045. MB594572 . Boulder at northern shore of Luise Harbour.

Potassic ne-trachybasllt. 76400041A. MB601536. Boulder in streiaID south of Putput No. 1 village.

24. Sodic ne-trachybasal t. 69400348. MB55946:'. Sample' near Palie Mis~ioil.

continued on next frame
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Ti02
A1203
Fe203
FeO

HnO

MgO

CaO

Na20

R2"
P20s
S

8 2°+
H20-

CO2
rest

O-S

Total

Ba 220 260
Rb 40.0 36.5
Sr 1021 1039
Zx 70 60
Nb 1.0 1.5
y 24 20
La 10 10

Ce 28 27
Md 17 14
Se 22 25
V 285 297
er 11 18
Co 37 38
Ni 14 19
Cu 170 151
Zn 93 83
Ga 17.5 17.0

25. Potassic hy-trachybasalt. 76400038. MB60l536. Boulder in stream south of Putput No. 1 village.

26. Potassic ne-trachybasalt. 764000418. MB601536. Boulder in stream south of Putput No. 1 village.

27. Potassic hy-trachybasal t. 74400019 (also 73680023)'. MB585447. Lava flow in stream north of Limnel
village.

4

28. Potassic transitional basalt. 71400514. MBS74541, Sample at southwestern wall of Luise caldera.

29. Potassic hy-trachybasalt. 74400023 (also 73680028). MB6l65l8. Boulder from small rise northwest
of Libuko village.

30. Potassic hy~trachybasalt. 74400~15 (also 73680019). MB58553l. Lava flow at base of southwestern
wall Qf Luise caldera.



LH1/9
> ,'- .. ,.

t','.,.:

cs····
Pb 7.1

La 15.4
'.

. -',

Ce "'41.' ~6.0"./ t·?·...
Pr' 3.1.4 4.71

Nd 15.5 21..4

Sm 4.18 5.4~

Eu 1.37 '. 1.73"

Gd 4.76 5.40

Tb 0.71 .o~76

Dy 4.17 4.26

Ho 0.93 0.83

Er 2.40 2.18.

Tma 0.31 0.3'0

Yb 2.17 2.06

Lua 0.34 0.32'

Tb 0.79 1.37

U 0.56 0.83

Hi 1.98 1.87

Sn 1.0 I • I

:Ho 0.64 1.0

./

a. Interpolated value.
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~ '. . .:, " 'J', ':,>:.~*.
0.76/,:

. ", ~ ;/r

45'·"·

17.1

42.4"
c' 4t~4<'~'

".:':-",.0./

24.)',· •

5.22

1.6,6
. 5.20

0.68

3~3~

0.64
1.55 .

0.26

1.68

0.24

1.35

0.94.

1.63

1.3

1.3
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Table 8.

Sample

Lavas:
LHI/3
LHII !O
LHl/14
LHI/23

Cumulate:
LHI/31

Summary of mineral

Clinopyroxene'

diopside/Al-salitelsalitE!
Al-salite/aalite
Al-salite/salite
diopside/Al-salite/salite

diopside/Al-salite/salite

.:." ,

F09" "':'8"'-,!--: r

Lavas:
L~1/3

LHI/IO
LHI/14
LHI/23

Cumulate:
LHl/31

Oxide

mt
mt
mt
mt

chromite/mt

Feldspar Feldspathog, ,
"'"

haiiyne, leticite '
p~iiyne, sOdalite

- - .,,- ,_ ...------

Other

analcite
apatite,sulph~de (po)
apatite, sulphide (cpo)
apatite,:l:eolite

calcite
'.'

to compositional continu1ty (solid solution)

Abbreviations. Fo~ forsterite; mt:
~""""'--';"'"""'-1'"' , , '.' ." " ,po: pyrrhot~te ;cpo:' chalcopyr1te.
Slash between two mineral names refers
between the minerals.

. "' -.' ~~

magnetite; An: anorthite; Or: orthoclase



Sample no.

Collection. date
o .

Temp. C

pH (20oC)

E.C. (Micro-s/cm)

Total dissolved
solids (mg/l)

Al

Cu

Fe

Mn

Zn

As

Hg

Sr

Rb"

Ca

Mg

Na

K

Li

B

F

Cl

Br

S04
N03
C03
HC0 3
Si02

2.8

3388

1698

6.7
0.01

8.33

Oa41 .

'q.29

o. I

0.0005

0.35

0.43

31

14

495

63

0.35

2.7

0.15

398

<.2

695

2

110

-
34.~

19

~o

6.5

J77.3

840

I,

..
36.1

12. t

2075·

250

1489

1050

-
8.8

9".5
18~9

17.0
r

10.9

3220

,ooOL
'l< >-).' ... '

0~'003'i.'.. ., .';, .:~; :r~ :

,J.• ~"
.~ 0:60,2

0.01

0.003
';3' x' 10~5'

8

0.12

400'

1272

10600

380'.

0.17

4,6

r~3

18980

65

2649

140

6.4

n.d.: not detected.
Analyses by Mines Division Laboratory (:port Moresby),
except for sample LI which was analysed by Amdel.

I



Table 10•.·

,", .-:

3.2 '

-'

0.3

"·O.lf

.O~Q17

0.120

0.6

. 4.74

0.381

.' 0.072

p~ol .
.20'riJ. ...

. ·iriland·:·
- ',' ...,

Ionic rat:ios"for

. . .

.outflow .
ISm

inland

Ll·

i .244

0.0068

1.75

0.063

0.127

71 x 10-5

0.5

: I

Location

Sample No.

Na/Cl

B/Cl

S?'4/Cl

GaINs
'K/N&

Li/Na

. Mg/Ca
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TANGA ISLANDS

Introduction

The Tanga Islands are midway between the Lihir and' Feniisland,

groups (Fig. 1), and are thesmalles tofthe fO\1rgroups in' the Tab,ar-to';'

Feni chain (Fig. 12). The Tangagroapis made up offour:F.nhabit~aislarids~
-

Malendok, Lif, Tefa, and Boang - and two uninhabited ,L81et~I,'Bitl.:i.1c and

Bitbok. Malendok and Boang are 6 km apa:rt~cover30and25km2, respectJ'Vely,

and are the two largest islands in the group, supportiIlg moist of thepopula.tion.

Lif and Tefa each cover about 2 knl,and extend in an~rc southwards from

Malendok. Lif is separated from Malendok by a deep I-km widecha~nel,and is

connected to Tefa by a shallow neck of coral reef that can be cros~ed on foot

at low tide. Bitlik and Bitbok are midway between Tefa and Malendok, and

are also connected by shallow coral reef.

Apart from small cultivated areas around scatter,ed coastal villages,

and two large plantations at Put and Nono, Malendok - the main volcani.c island

is covered in dense primary rain forest. A coastal track skirts the island,

but access to the interior can be gained l.,y following stream courses and

hunting tracks. The terrain in the centre and south of M~lendok is deeply

dissected. Peaks and ridges r~slng to over 400 m above sea level are bounded

in the south by i1 steep fault escarpment" and on the west by a series of steep

spurs and deep intervening stream valleys. Country towards the north and

east is deeply incised, but relief decr~ases towards the coast.

Structure and general geology

The Tanga Islands represent the eroded remnant of a Plio-Pleistocene
t

stratovolcano, Tanga volcano, the summit of which was largely destroyed by

caldera collapse during the Lower Pleis tocene, and by later \~ omplex ::~!.llt'ing.

Bitlik and Bitbok are the remains of a trachtye cumulodom(~ built up on the

caldera floor during a post-caldera phase of volcanism. Fringing coralgal

limestone, which may have 0nce girdled the original volcano, is in part

preserved as a raised peripheral belt around the northern and eastern margins

of Malendok. Boang Island consists entirely of limestone.

Tanga caldera is mainly below sea-level, but its arcuate outline

can be partially traced as sheer fault escarpments bordering Put Bay/on the

south/coast of Malendok, and on Lif and Tefa Islands (Fig~ 12). No bathy

metric data are,available, but the sense of curvature of the fault scarps is



--
consistent with an elliptical form fora",.

Bitlik. The distance across the widest part o,f thec~lderabet,jeenTefa.'"

and Put village is 6 km. The .caldet'awallon Madendokis'represellted

two concentric arcuate fractures, both concave to the south, and, the '

outermost ring fault truncates the belt of raised,fringingcoralgal

limestone near Kiam.

The structure of Tanga volcano has been modified by complex

faulting, and the volc:Clnic rocks are commonly strongly jointed. A major

north-trending fault crosses Malendok, intersecting the caldera scarp a

few hundred metres west of Put village, wherre the fault trace can be

recognised by a narrow zone of indurated hydrothermallyaltered'breccia

projecting out from the scarp face. A break in continuity ofl itholo~ies

in the west of Malendok may be evidence that another major fault passing

through the caldera is part of a fault zone between Li£ and Haiendok,
~. ..' .'.-

rQnning roughly parallel to the west coast.

The volcanic rocks of Tanga volcano fall into three compos it-
"ionally sepCl,rate groups (Fig" 13): (a) a dominantly intermediate group

consisting mainly of trachybasalt and phonolitic tephrite, which are

confined to Malendok, Lif, and Tefa; (b) ne-trachyte, which is restricted

to Malendok: and (c) Q-trachyte, confined to Bitbok and Bitlik in the centre
, J

r

of the caldera (Tables TGI-4, Tables 2, 11, Figs. 13, 14).

The intermediate lavas are invariably fine-grain~~, dark blue to

grey, and typically studded with tiny pyroxenes, which are the only type of

phenocryst. In addition co vertical j ..~iri.ts, many individual lava flows

throughout the sequence have a prominent sub-horizontal cleavage that gives

the impression of an undulose pile of closely fitting slabs, each about 20 cm

thick. The slab-like effect is thought to be a cooling feature of the lava

flows, that was accentuated by later faulting. Spheroidal weathering is also

seen in 1avas cropping out along the southern coast of Malendok and in high
\

ground near the centre of the island.

Malendok Island

Ma1endok is the largest subaerial remnant of the original Tanga

volcano, and consists of a thick succession of lava flows and inter

stratified vo1caniclastic deposits. The most complete section is between Put

and Salkangkis villages (Fig. 12), where a 200-m thick series of lav~s in the

,.

,,-'



calderawall dips northwards towards sea...level.lith,ology,of the

volcanic pile changes progressively northW'ards: thelavaflowsthinout:;

and interbedded tuffsaild volcanic rudites ~~comem.orepromillent~'The

northerly depositional dipso! the clastic depositsorangefromlD. to30CJ{

Volcanic rocks at the coast, including deposits o.ffine gr~ytuff, ar;e

uriconformably overlaid bya peripheral belt of raised coral limes tOI1;e,?
. " ..~.

which forms an BD-m high escarpment.

The raised reef limestone partially encircles 11alendok along

a belt extending around the northern and eastern margin of the island fl~om

Fangwel tc Kiam (Fig. 12). The limestone between Fangweland NonuPlantation'

forms an BD-m high plateau, which, at its widest , extends just ov,er 1 kl1'l

south of Balanwaransau village and rises inland to about 120m above -se~~level.
_. rom Nonu plflntation to Kiam the limestone is eroded along a sloping wave-cut

platform, and has a scarp that extends up to 500 m inland, but which is

discontinuous because of breachit;lg by easterly flowing streams. Lenses of

light-grey material exposed high in the cliff ft. '.e near Gargaris village

c:ontrast with yellow-to-white limestone. These IC!nses are possibly volcanic
i)

ash deposited at the same time as the limestone, possibly towards the,end of

eruptive activity of Tanga volcano.

A thin cover of unconsolidated trachyte tephra on Malendok in

places overlies more mafic rocks. The tephra is best exposed in a narrow

zone between the two arcuate fault scarps on the south side o~the isl~nd,

where it crops out as a poorly sort,~d mbtture of ':ine, cre~my colour~d, lu~ite

and coarser fragments of trachyte ranging up to angular blocks of cobble size.

Welded trachyte tuff is exposed near Salkangis village, for about lOO m along
\

the strandline, as a chaotic broken assemblage of large blocks. The ~eds
I

consist of numerous layers of welded scoriae of differing sizes that form a

compact, indurated unit about 4 m thick. Etching of the unit by diff~rential

weathering has hig!"t~ighted individual beds that range in thickness from less

than 1 cm ~p to several c6ntimetres. Disruption of the unit into chaotic

blocks may have resulted from faulting within the caldera p but also from

subsequent wave and tidal action.

Present-day thermal activity in the Tanga Islands is minimal and

confined to the south coast of Malcndok. A hot spring about I km west of

Kiam village trickles from ~mall hole in a lava outcrop and ferms a pool
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lava outcrop within the tidal ma,rgin •.,These'botsprings/pr()bably'derive

from residual heat (possibly fr6m a cooling' intrusive)A)eing,;gh~nri~1.1.e'd··.
. ;

through the caldera ring fault.s.

Lif, .!..efa, 'Bi.tlik, and Bitbok Isle~

Lif and Tefa Islands each cover about 3 km2 and represent small

remnants of Tang?y.Q_lc.,an~..-fo~m-i-ag-~ofit1nuou.s arc so~thC--'of'Malendok•..
-

The eastern s:i.de of Lif and the northern side'of Tefa are curved, steep

;- escarpments that'mar!!: the trend of the caldera fault.

Both Lif and Tefa are made up of V(;~icuJ.3r intermediate lavas

similar in composi';ion to those of MalenQok•. The lava pile on Lifis over
:.

280 m thick. Vesi.cles tend to form elongate flow-orientated cavities up ,to

12 cm long in sonua 1avas, suggesting tbatthe flows were more viscous than,

say, those of tholeiitic c'mposition. The orientation of the vesicles is

westerly, indicating that the lavas may have flowed in this direction.
. .

Basal lavas on Tefa 9.re overlain by poorly cc)Osidated trachybasaltvolcani~

clastic deposits dipping about ISO south, and these are covered by weathered

trachyte tephra.

Raised limestone is present on both islands as flat, eroded

platforms which form apical spits up to a metre above sea-level. Younger

raised beach dep1osits: of rounded volcanic pebbles, coral fragments, and

layered shelly material, unconformably overlie volcanic rocks along parts of

the southern side of Tefa. Black beach sands on the south coast of Tefa

contain high concentrations of ferromagnesian minerals and some magnetite,

but not in economically exploitable quantities.'

Bitlik and Bitbok are sparsely vegetated r0~k pinnacles. Bitbok

is the larger - about 90 m above sea-level and about 600 m long. The Q-trachyte

exposed on the islets is porphyritic and pale grey, weathering to creamy white;

small, rare, angu1armafic xenoliths are also found which, viewed in thin
•

section, appear to have undergone rec~ystallisation•. Feldspar, mostly

anorthoclase, up to 6 mm long, is the main phenocryst type, together with small

flakes of biotite. The groundmass in thin section is flow-banded.
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Boang Island

Boang is arcuate, ,10 km long, 4 km wide , ktnnorth~~~t.·,"!C·
of l1alendok. It is a flat;.;toppedbroken plateau ofraised~9ral}.J~~"', ',r.<

limeston.. , title<! .". Ie" degrees to th" ·south. and i~~samaxi;"'~'~;i~~tqff'i
140 m above sea-level. Boangis less' densely fores.t:1:dthanMale~ciok,an~',."j.J

.-__~.. '- - ' . '- -_" : ,.'.:,1'.;". '. ,-':;,:,".', .',' ' • r:~' ,'. '." .:~, ' ",:, ..:." '. .:,' ,',": i

:' ',. " . ' " '';.-', " ';' , '", ': ': :,( .,,:,- "",.: ."'< ./
most of it is.cov~redbycoconutplantatJ.ons. The.permeablenature;of:';he: /

',.,' " _ ." _"''','-,:,,. , -,:" " ""':",)'?",:"::,_.,, ... ~ ..,:: -.<,';':, _,,:,·(_·;'.·I:'~ ;/

limestone terrain is reflected by immaturedoline development.and'by.tbe' /.

rarity of surface drainage, which is limited to twosmall'st:rea~9:flo~ii.ng
" . .' " ' -" '" '. . ..',' '. ':', " , " '-.-- .. " --, .": .- ,~,

into the large bay on thesolith coast. Apart from a ,loW-lyihg ··flatstrip

up to 600 m broad, e~ter~dingaround·the southern and.westernmargin, the

coastline gem~rally -rises abruptly as a series of steep terraces ~nd.sheet

cliffs. Tl,'e terraces are best developed on thenortb.coast" and mayrep~e~ent,.

stages of uplift or eustatic changes in sea-level during the Pleis~oc~n~.

Geological hi~tory

'Malendok, Lif, and Tefa Islands are the remnants of the summit

of a stratovolcano of dominantly intermediate composition. If the original

subaerial cone before cauldron subsidence was symmetrical and had a circular '

base and a radius of 8.5 km (th~,~dis.tance between Bitbok andBalanw-arani::ia:u-'~'·'--~-';·

village - see Fig. 12), then it would -have coverecl about 230 km
i ~ 'i'he

latest stage of volcanism from this cone was ma!.nly ne-trachytic in composition,

and may have taken place at the time the caldera, or calderas formed. More

than one stage of subsidence.is indicated by the double caldera ring fault

on Malendok Island. The final stages of activity were the formation of

Bitbok and Bitlik Q-trachytes, presumably as a post-caldera cumulodome.

K/Ar dating of two biotite extracts from Bitbok trachyte samples

(Appendix 2) yielded ages of J.08 and 1.14 ! 0.08 m.y. These ages establish

the time of the latest volcaniem as early Plei.stocene. Whole-rock K/Ar dating

of a Lif trachybasalt gave a younger age of 0.187 :!: 0.02 m.y., but this

determination is considered to be in error (the .sample is vesicular, and

there may have been argon loss). Sampl~s of limestone from the Tanga Islands

submitted for palaeontological age determination were found to be either

barren of fauna or to have non-diagnostic faunal assemblages. The early

Plcistocene age for the Q-trachyte volc~nism requires that the older,

intermediate stage of volcanism for the main part of the volcano must have

been Pliocene or older. However~ the freshness of the lava and the immature

weathering profile are indicative of an age not older than Pliocene.
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1S/92 15,~7
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O.2~

5.10',. ,"

'9~SO

3.80

3.1C

0.63

. 0.01

100~39

0.01

100.38100.44

1

51°2 48.73 48.32
Ti02 0~75 0.82
A1203 14.86 ~5.6l

Fe203 5001 . 4.62

FeO ~.64 5.38
MnO 0 .. 22 0.22
MgO 6.18 5.24
CaO . 11. C7 10.18

Na20 3.55 3.63

K20 3.53 3. 7~

PZ05 0.58 0.64

5 <0.02 <0.02

H20+ 0.57 0.53
tJ20- 0.19 0.20

CO2 0.17 0.40

rest 0.39 0.39

Trace elements

0-5
Total

Ba 310 32! 345 340
'. '., ,

530. '3,8.5
pb 70 97 88 17.2 . 57 .. 59
Sr 1725 1720 1785 1780 1890 1534

,'S
'.

Zr 71 74 72 88 147
Nb 2.5 3.5 2.0 2 3 6.5
y 18 20 19 18 15 1,1, .
La 18 19 19 19 19 15
Ce 42 44 45 43 44 33
Nd 23 23 23 23 la 14
Se 26 23 "22 15 12 6
V 284 307 2,1 261 203 134
C, 107 33 47 54 12 1
Co 043 39 39 9
Ni 24 13 17 17 10 3
Cu 190 20~ 195 1.58 155 14
Zn 89 95 85 88 73 47
Ga lS.5 16.5 16.5 16.0 18.5 22.0

.._----_..-_--------------
1. Potassic phonolitic tephrite, 76400048. NB239145. Lava flow half way up fault scarp near Put village,

2. Po~assic phonolitic tephrite. 76400051. NB242142. Block on track from faUlt-scarp rim to shore.

3. Potassic phono1itic tephrite. 76400049. NB242142. Boulder on track from fa~lt-sca~p rin! to shore.

4. Potassic ne~trachybasa1t. 71400488. NB234145. Sample et b2S~ of fault scarp near Put village.

5. Sodic ne-trachybAsalt. '69400295. /;IB225200. Samole in stream near Fang village.. ~:

6. Potassic ~honolitic tephTite. 69400286. NB2~5134. Sample near track on south coast west of Kiam village.

7. Potassic l'honoHtic 'Lephrit~. 69400292, NB208162. Sample on ridge near coast south of Sinaudo village,
"

8. SodicQ-·:4~hyte. 76400050. NB242142. BOUlder on rim of fault scarp ne~r Put vi~lage.

continued OTI next frame



Trace elerr.ents

Ea
Rh
Sr
Zr
Nb
y

La
Ce
Nd
Sc
V

Cl'
Co
Ni
Cu

Zn
Ga

.'.

'.

2
7ft

94
20.5

465
114

2080
113

~.
17
23
48
19

2

123
25

·100.0.6

. 0.07

.99.99

99~. 65- .

0.02

99.6399,,74

.'55.0
.. O~.41

21.1·
.... 2~85

1~36 .

.0.17
l.()?·

3.55
4.85

" "' f

6.35

·0.22

0.01·

2.1S

0.65
·<0.05

0-5

Total·

SiO·2
Ti0

2
·

.1\12°3

Fe203
.FeO

MnO

·MqO .

. CaO

Na20

K ..O
~.

P20S

S·

H 0+2
H20-

CO2
rest

9. Potassic ne-trachyte.

10. Potas5ic ne-trachyte.

71400490. NB~40146.

714005~2. NB260167.

I

Sample at fault scarp near Put village.
\

Sample near coast at Nonu Plantation.

11. Potassic ne-trachyte. 74400012 (also 73680013). NB234151. Lava flow at summit of fault
scarp north of Put village.
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49.0 48~0

0.79- 0.80.
15.0 15.0'

5.10 4.95

5.25 5,,10

0.21 0.21 .

5.55
. .

5.45.
10.9 10.1

3.G5 3.85

3.35 3.95

0.54 0.51

0.02 0.02
, ,'C

,~, ~0/

0.13 1.37
0.15 0.40 '. i ~68

0.10 0.02 0'•.4 .

0.36

99.94 100.09 99.80
0.01 0.01 0.02

99.93 100.08 100.13 99.78

1

48.5

0.71

13.1
6.• 05'

4.30

0.18

6.80

11.6

3.30

1. 70

0.44

0.01

1.93

0.55

0.1

99.87

Si02
Ti02
A120 3
Fe2C3
",'eO·

MnO

MgO

CaO

Na20

K20

P20S
S

H20+

H20

CO2
rest

o-s
Total

Tr~ee elements

Ba '350 325
Rb 127 63
Sr 1650 1552
Zr 74 69
Nb 2 2.0
~ 17 le
La 19 18.
Ce 43 39
Nd 22 21
Se 19 2S
V 275 297
-:r 28 :23
Co 37
Ni 17 17
CU 178 211
Zn 82 91
t:;a 17.0 16.5

1. Potassic ne-trachybasalt. 71400479. NB202117. Sample on ridge northwest of Lubun village.

2. Potassic phonolitic tephrite. .74400014. NB204126. Boulder below cliff on northern coast .

3. Potassic phono.litic tephrite. C9400267. NB201127. Sample at cliff on northern coast.

4. Potassic phonolitic tephrite. 76400056, NB204126. Boulder below cliff on northern coast.,

5. Potassic transitional basalt. 71400486. NB206119. Sample on eastern coast.
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1 2 ,_:~J

47.2
: .......,;\} ...

51°2 47.7 . 4& .211;, .

0.73'
" ,c: , ·O~9~,'; ,.Ti02 O~74 , '/'p.. ~.; ,.,.' ,

1\1293 14.2 15.3 15:6'4

Fe203 5.30. 5~85 5'·~03 .
',;:;" '

FeO 3'.20 3 .. 5,5·· 5.67
:', :

0:.24 'HnO 0,,20 0.15
MgO 6~25, 5.45 5.07

':' ~ . .. ...
; ,."

CaO 11.1 9.60 10.55

Na20 3.35 3.90 3.63

1<2° 3 .. 50· 2.45 2046

P.2US 0.45 0.58 0.e9
S 0.C1 0.03 (O.O~

H2O+ 1.28 3.05 1.~3

"2°- 0 .. 41 1.33 0.36
CO2 0.02 ~.37 0039.
rest 0.36 0.39

...

100 017 99.55 99,.66
OaS 0.01 0.01 Q.01
Total 100.16 99.54 100.36 99.65

'l'ra"1:e elements

Ba 365 325.... 94 ·20.5.. 0

Sr 1600 1829
Zr 61 76
Nb 2 2.5
y 16 22
La 18 19
Ce 40 47
Nd 20 26
Se 25 21
V 258 326
Cr 66 213
Co 41
Ni 21 14
Cu 190 214
Zn 85 95
Ga 16.0 17.5

1. Potassic ~honolitic tephrite. 69400271. NB219091. Sample at or near fault scarp on northern coast.

2. Potassic ne-trachybasalt. 69400275. NB219091. Sample at or near faUlt scarp on northern coast.
. c

3. Potassic ne-trachyba3slt. 76400054. NB216085. Lava flow at southwestern coast.

4. Potassic ne-trachybasalt. 71400475, :.J8219091. Sample at or near faUlt scarp on northern coast.
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Trace elements

B"a
Rb
SI
Zr

-,

Nb....
.....
La
Ce
Nd
Sc
V
Cr
Co
Ni
Cu ~'-

Zn
Ga •

1. Sodic Q-traehyte. 74400013 (also 73680017). NB232121. Lava on north eoast of Bitbok Island.

2. Sod~e Q-traehyte. 71400503. ~~B233123. Lava making up Bitlik Island.

3. Sod.le Q-traehy~e-. 71400501. N13233123. Lava making 'Jp Bitlik Island.

4. Sodic Q-traehyte. 71400496. NE23311B. Lava at eastern end of Bitbok Island.
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. Table J J.

TGl/l TGl 1t6 . rol/7 TellS :1'Gfll J TG2/3···.
,'"fIi.

Cs 0.91 1.0 1.6 0.32 3.8 0.83.··· J ~;1

Fh 9.8 7~9 8.9 6.6 2it 6.3 6i6,·:

2l6.S.
.,

La 18.2 17.0 23 ..3 '14.0 17.J 17.9
-

Ce 4 1.9 39.7 52.8 27.8 4l~.3 38.0 45.7

Pr 4.78 4.95 6.89 3.72 EI.,14 4.16 5.05

Nd 20.7 22.9 30.7 15.0 23.8 ·17.7 22. i
Sm 4.77 5.94 6.22 3.07 5 .. 05 4.62 '5.58

Eu 1.43 1.82 1.96 0.89 1,.63 'J .41 ::;. 1.80

Gd 4.48 4.45 5.33 2.60 4 ..45 4.15 4.88

Tb 0.61 0.70 0.70 0.42 0;,60 0.S9 0.65 r

.,;

Dy 3.42 4.01 3.. 83 2.40 3.,29 3.20 3.26

Ho 0.60 0.71 0.60 0.36 0.,6 I 0.55 0.62

Er ] .50 ] .90 ] .30 0.94 1.70 1.33 1.55

Tm 0.21 0.27a O.2J a 0.13 O.28a O.20a a0.23 .
Yb ].43 1.86 1.42 0.91 1.92 1.42 1.62

'"Lu.~ 0.~2 0.29 0..22 0.14 0.31 f: .. 22 0.25

Tb ].75 1.79 2.04· 1.83 3... 80 1.67 1r56 .

U 0.98 0.85 1.42 1.12 2 .. 30 0.97 J.02

Hf 1.9 2. 19 2.17 3.9 2.46 1~66 1.6~

Sn 0.91 1.3 1. 1 0.92 2.6 0.95 1.2

Mo n .. d.b 1.4 2.5 n.d .. 1.5 1.6 1..4

a. Interpolated value.

b. n.d.-; not dete~ lined.

.-1"



Table 12. Summary'.ofmineral.compQsitional

TGI71 TGI/8

Clinopyroxene

Amphibole

Olivi:ne

Biotite

Oxide

Feldspa.r

Feldspathoid

Others

Al-saliteJsali~e

F075-47

mt

diopside/salite

magnesiohastingsite

Mg74 . t

exsolvedmt

An29-or3S

opx (Mg83)

Abbreviations. Fo: forsterite; mt: magnetite;
An: anorthite; Or: orthoclase; QPX: orthopyroxene •.
Slash b(.,tween two mineral uames refers to cumpositional .
continuity (solid solution) between the minerals.

• •.1"

."
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Figure 12a. Geology of the Tanga Islanrhs (see legend in Fig. 2).
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FENI ISLANDS

Introduction

The Peni Islands is a collective name for two.adjaceIlt isla.n.ds,

Ambitle and Ba-base, separated by Cl shallow. 400-mwide passage':,~rl0W'rlc;as"

Salat Strait (Fig. 15). The islands are at the southeastern endOf:the

Tabar-to-Feni chain, about 70 km from the TangaISlandsand60k~'\eas;~
of New Ireland (Fig. I). Both islands are dissected La.te Terti~ryto

Quaternary volcanoes whose vestigial, but topogra',lJhically recognisable,.

volr.a~~~ landforms include traces of small satellite centres and the

remains of an eroded central caldera and crater. Active thermal a~eas

on Ambitle are probably an indication that volcanic activity continued

well into the Quaternary and that the volcano may not· be extinct. Ambitl,>J,

the larger isl.iimd (also known as Allir or Feni Island), covers about 87km2 •

Babase covers about 23 km2•

Ambitle is mantled by thick rain forest, and apart trom some', .

exploitation of cleared ground along the lower reaches of the three main
,.

rivet'S - the Nanum, Olu, and Niffin - cultivation is confined to the

narrow alluvial coastal margin. Cultivation on Babase is more general,

except on the upper slopes of a volcano in the east .of the island and in

its swampy interior. The Feni Islands support a population of just over

1000, who live by subsistence agriculture, supplement,ed by fishing and

cash cropping of cocoa and copra. There are several large cocoa and

coconut plantations throughout the islands, and a wsll-maintained airstrip

at Malekolen on the western tip of Babase is suitable for light aircraft.

Geology of Ambitle Island

Ambitle is a truncated Plio-Pleistocene stratovolcano built

on a poorly exposed tilted basement of middle-to-upper Oligocene marine

limestone (Fig. 15). The volcano is a typical, comBosite, central-vent

structure consisting of athiok succession of interbedded lava~, lahar

deposits, tuffs and scoriae. The volcano inctudes the remnant of a small

eroded caldera, about 3 km in diameter, that lies west of the centre of the
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island and whose waIf isbreach,,,d inthewest'andsi~~hwes~>0Thefia~~~.f:::/~.:;.,:,;'
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th~ caldercl is almost whollycoveredbyaYoung~~,16\'1..arigle,Qit*achyt~:+:·:" .
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cumulodome, capped by a .,shallow summit· crater.::Raised>,Lower~leiBt:()cen~:~" ,",

fdnging coralgal reef crops outa.t the nor;~l\erntip Ofth~iflj'~da~.'~1!( '......•.
isolated circular massif, 20 m high', and lS99ma~~p.~~:Jts .bas·e:'."·Wesf6·iithi's< 'y

massif, almost to Fatkarson, andeastwardstoB'~lenk()iert,the reef limestone

is found as a narrow, poorly exposodpl~tform,··ero~;ed~6wn·t:6se~-level'r/
" ~,I . ,',':' ,', ::' " " "', ':',"',',':. _,"»;':,'. >' .','." ,;"',I,·,',"'::",-J'.,;::'~~:"'.··:';:,,;.:<,·,,·,, '~: :,,:.

and mostly covered by alluvium. A narrow continuous 'belt of present-day .

fringing reef girdles the island, exteri~ing locally in the: north~ndSouth
up to 500 m offshore.

.,' ," , '.:', ," ,,1

gases - perhaps from a cooling intrusive - are being channelled to the sur,fa.ce

through the conduit system of the volcano. These therm~lphenomenaconsist of.

a small solfatara field on the weaternrim of the' caldera ,boiling .c;prings

within the caldera, and further scattered boiling spring~alldmud'p()Ol~'along
the shoTe and on low-lying ground betweenWaramungaz:td Danlam{see·belo~T)•.

Scattered, low-temperature (less than 100oC) thermal areas .in
-: .- "', ,,'

caldera and on the western flank of the volcano are evidence .• that heat and

The island has rugged relief, resultingifrom collapse 'of. the

central part of the structure!' breaching of the centr<7lcaldera,and radial ..

dissection of the flanks of the volcano by a well~developed consequent

dra~nage network. The maturit)OOof the drainage system is particularly evident

on the northern and eastern flanks of the volcano 1;'1here several of the larger

rivers have cut to depths of over 200 m. The extent to which the centre of

the structure has been modified, leaving a truncated residual profile, is

illustrated by the cross section in Figure 15. Overall relief decreases

uniformly from the central caldera towards the coast~l margin, and the volcano

is best preserved north of a line between Fatkarson ana Nalula villages.

The highest peaks on the island rise to almost 500 m and are mostly adjacent

to the caldera and to two fault scarps bounding the Niffin River catchment

area. These two scarps d~fine the limits of a northwest-southeast, 2-km wide

graben on the southeastern flank of the volcano. Another fault, trending

northeast from Nanum Bay, intersects the crater in the south.
I

The volcano of Ambitle consists of an older succ~ssion of mainly

mafic and intermediate lava flows and pyroclastic deposits, overlaid by a

younger, relatively thin mantle of trachyte tephra, and by the trachyte

cumulodome. The mafic and intermediate lava flows crop out along the coast

.'

.-
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in many places throughout the island,
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western coastbetweenTana~biaand:Matoff

best:" e~pos~da~ol'lgi:the<:(

BaY6"I~1~Ild'lava>;fio~s'~ii~-:·, ,',; ,,'.< " '
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invariably concealed under thick tephraand, are be~t~xpds~d:;,as·be:dr'ock.:"

in streams. Be tlreen Tanambiaand Da~lam severalit~infi'l~i:g~;f~~dl:C;
the foreshore , but bet:weenwa,rangu~pikandNanumBaycomposite'lava

crop out as massive steep bl.uffsrising to, ~e;\Teralhund~ed'lJletr~'~~'

The analysed volcanic-rock samples:frlomAmbitle cover a wider
'. ..' ; .. ; ':: J " . . ' '\ -. -:;' _.}.::. '~.' - \ .'

compositional range tharl tho~efrom any <~~'.•• the o,ther ~sland groups. Most '

of the samples are strongly undersaturated and int~.rmediiite incomposit:ion;

(phonolitic tephrite and, tephritic phonoliteJ, but aU~alibasal,t,:te~hri,t:~,
i' . ',.", .- ,',"":," '.':, J.,._.',',<:

andbasanite are a~so represented, as well as trachybasaltandt:racllyand':"

esite (Table FNl, ~ables 13, 14, Figs 16-18). ;H~ming (19,79),pr~se:lltJ~lO .

Ambitle rock analyses, one of which was of .aQ-trachyt~• The oth~r 'nine were

said to be tephrite and basanite, but, Ci5 bhown in Figure ~t;,none of Homing's
" I

samples are tephr:,ite and basanite ill the sense used i:h=l'\lIeh()~Jtthis re~prt.'

Rather, they are trachybasalt, phonolitic tephrite, and tephritic phonolite.

The strongly silica-undersaturated character of Ambitle Island rocks was

first recognised by Glaessner (1915), and prominent, strikingly blue. ·r ,', ',,' , '.

phenocrysts, of the feldspathoid hauyne are seen in the thin sections of

many Ambitle samples.

The lavas in the field range in texture from fine-grained to

porphyritic and from light grey through to dark blue and dark green. Many

lavas are zeolitised. In common with rocks from the other islands, pyroxene

phyric lavas are ubiquitous throughout Ambitle, although some, believed to
,

be generally older than the rest, include a larger amount of olivine.

Clinopyroxene phenocrysts are found both as large crystals, up to 2 cm in

length, and as cognate cumulate clots; some pyroxenes have a bright irri

descence in hand specimen. Inclusions made up almost entirely of clinopyroxene,

as distinct from the cognate glomerr'porphyritic pyroxenes, are cnmmon to

several lavas cropping out along the west coast between Fatkarson and Waramung •.,

These pyrox~nite samples are rare in some of the lavas, but they can make up
I'

to 10 percent of some r9c~ outcrops. One collected pyroxenite sample weighed

ove'r 30 kg. The pyroxe\~ite& are dense cumulates incorporating only a small

f~action of intercumulus plagioclase which, in the larger nodules, imparts

a faint pseudolayering to the' rock.,

Beds partly filling the Nanum and Niffin fault valleys consist of

trachyte tephra. They unconformably overlie intermediate lavas, and were
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There may, therefore, have~eena, ~igri:ificanttime...b'r~·~k",betYl~enthe'peri.ods .
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of intermediate and trachytic volcanisinonAmbitle.The. Niffi.Il River .
{, " ' , . ': ,:' ' .. :"~;, , ;;:,"; ': ..,' ,.":'.' ":,:,, ,0 " ;,":':-:"":"')'::J~:', ':',:', t.,., ":::,':', '.';': ,.,; .. ,':':': ,-:':'" ·..·:1(:: ; ,': ..;',:,"'.',:,;,;~,',: ,:~~:~:<

trachyte tephra croPs···outCls.aSheer,2~-m,hlgh,esc.arpmentabput2km'up...

river from Niffin Bay. The ?edis~· c~el11ll}'· COloured.gr;lded•. ;renac~eu~ •..

tuff.breccia" containing a~mal1.fractionofmaficclas;ts~' . Near the base
'..' ~' ',' ,,','" ,',i"', '. ,\'f":. ,''-',,>;,,' , ,::' ',' .,:", ::', ::'" " , <''''~','::':' /i".'·~':':(" ,

of the tuff bed~Le two thin beds,a50-c:mt~icklayerof-weathered,red clay

(thought to be a former soil.~orizo~). andalCH,;'thick layerofgTI.er

muds tone aimilar in texture and cOmpOSit1onto~hemjidacurJ:e.l1t}y,~~i~g
generated in the thErmal' area behind waramungplantation.onthe;e~':t;~!oast.,
The Nanam River tephra is an ext~nsive, valley-fill melange oft~achytetuff

, • ",'" ,I ", ,. ,', • "

breccia similar in composition and thickness to th,~Niffin Riverbreccia.

The unit underlies Nis' Nis plantation, where it i5600 m. wide a~d "1.5 km

long, and where it slopes towards the present riv.ar bed ina SeriefJ of

terraces, probably resulting from,westward migration of the river course by, '

lateral corrasion.

The oldest exposed lithologica1 unit in the Feni group - ,also the

oldest datable strata found in any part of the Tabar-to-Feniisland chain -

fs a small inlier of bedded Oligocene calcilutites cropping out at 'the base

of volcano on the northwestern part of Ambitle. The inlier is overlaid by

reworked tephra and lahar depos its, and is· exposed along a 50-m s,tream s,ectio'n

about I km east of Kurkur village (see sample site on Fig. IS). ,The calcilu

tites are an unconsolidated, banded series of planktonic marine'oozes, each
, ' .

. band distinctively coloured in shades of green, brown, or yellow. The beds

are tilted towards the n6rth and have an aver4ge dip of 2So .'Examination of

the abundant microfaunal assemblage by D.J. Belfo~d (Appendix ]) yielded a

middle-lat~ Oligocene age (planktonic zone Nl-N3). The limestone appears to

be limited to this particular. locality; no further exposures were found either

in adjacent steams or elsewhere on the island.

The youngest rock type on Ambitle i~ a discontinuous, horizontal

bed of < Holocene beach conglomerate that is' exposed along the foreshore between

Nanum Bay and Waramung. The conglomerate is about I ID 'thick, and consists of

a' moderate to poorly sorted graded assembl.age of trachyte pebbles, a small

proportion of mafic-Iava pebbles, and mix~d coral and molluscan fragments, all,

cem?r.ted by micrite. Slabs of coralline limestone are i incorporated in its

upper part. Most voids in fossil tests are incompletely filled by sparry,
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calcite. Interstitial minerals ,jerived :fromtrachyte~notably'o~igoclase".i; .. ;,':

anorthoct'ase', a.nd biotite - are mostlyfresh"andunalte~e4. TheCOn~~C>I~era'~e
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a post~trachyte strandline sediment that was "raised

sea level in the Holoctme.

is thought to represent

about i m above present

Most thermal areas onAmbitl~'Island are near the western coast
" : ':," :'.'. . " ':. . " , '

and on the western part of the r.aldera floor near the breachesinthe~aldera

wall, and nea:: the western edge of the centr.al trachytecumulo;~~ome:<Fig. 15).

The areas on the outer slopes are close to streams in 'i:wode~1ply .:f.rtcised

valleys. Thermal activity consists mainly of hot to boi.ling mud poolscmd;

springs, and a few small low-temperature fumaroles. Reynolds (1956; see also

Fisher, 1957) identified and described three thermal areas and referred to

them as areas A, Band C (Fig. 15). Reynoldswas also aware of a discharge

of hot water into the Nanum River, but was ul:1J.ble to locate the source ~rea,

which is in the headwaters of the rive.r and labell'J D in Figure, IS • The

thermal areas were investigated again in January 1973 ali.d in October 1974.

Thermal areas of Ambitle Island

Thermal area A is partly within Waramung Plantation and extends

from the COclst inland for about 1.6 km, in a narr.ow belt adjacent to a small

stream. Thermal activity consists mainly of warm to hot springs and mUd, pools,

which have temperatures ranging from 67 to 99 0 C, scattered in patches along

almost the entire length of,the stream that runs along the northwestern edge of

the plantati0n. Minor geyser activity is present in one of two,adjacent,

clear-water poois, 2m in diameter, abo'lt 200 m from the coast. Water

(temperature of 1000C) is ejected spasmodically about O.5m above its surface.

Two nearby mud pools are inactive, but have temperatures of 84°C and B70 C.

A crust of siliceous sinter covers most of this area~ indicating that the pools

can overflow. No overflow was observed at the time l of both investigations in
.'

1973 and 1974, but the springs may discharge underground at a nearby beach,

where minor ebullition was observed fl:om small fissures in a lava flow

cropping out below the high-tide mark. Some of the mud pools farther inland

are within craters up to 5 m across and 3 m deep. One area near the south

eastern boundary of the plantation contains three mud pools that had

temperatures ranging from 67 to 99°C. The area. is about 40 m in diameter, and

is devoid of vegetation apart from clumps of grass, bracken, and bamboo. Minor

gas ebuIJ~ition takes p4 lce in one of the pools, and a small mud-spatter cone
"hac been-developed on the edge of another, through which water vapour at a

temperature of 980C and having a slight H2S smell, was being emitted. Another

area nearby in a swampy region contains numerous ~~~ll, hot to boiling mud pools.



Thermal are'aB is ana.~jacent

hot to boiling mud pools and springs are anareaJ2hIDin'dia~eter,

which is mostly covered w~th thick <bracken , apartfromsmalltirareas'c6~ered
by s inter. Water temperai:~res rang~d from 95 to 99°C. An~2Sf;~~tf is.

noticeable, especially near.a boiling springirLasmall cavernousopen.ing,
, '.' 0 ' . ' . " ....•. ,'CI,":>':: "'0 ,',

which has a temperature of 99 C• ,One large pool has.atempera\tu~E:!0r'9?G,

is sur:-:ounded by sinter, and wells up aner oT,rerflowsinto a near~:y,s~r~4'flm

every five to ten minutes.

ASnle-\llboiling spring ah~igp.t

30 se(.~onds ,and discharges at less. . litre-~er

stream. A slight smell of H2Swas C!vident inthfs

Thermal area C is the largest on the island, and is 2 km inla.nd

east of area B. It consists of one, large, irregularly shaped area denuded

of vegetation and straddli~g a saddle in the caldera wall. Isolated peripheral

smaller areas are found mainly to the eastwitbin the caldera. A large

elongated .crater about 20 m wide and 40 m long is present on the,sunnnit of the

saddle. Several small thermal pools are on the northern boundary (their.
, ~ ' 0

temperatures range from 46 to 96 C), and minor gas ebullition takes place in

one of them. The northwestern secti~n of the large thermal area is inaccess

ible without the aid of ropes or ladders. Seve~al hot to boiling pools, and

springs and fumaroles, are within the large thermal area and give rise to a

warm minera:ised streanl that has a temperature of 45°C 200 m downstream from

this area. A small stream that joins the Nanum River drains the southern

part of the main therma.l area, and several small springs and mud pools

(temperatures ranging from 77 to 87°C) are found near its banks. Several

other isolafed, steep-sided craters containing hot mud pools (surrounded by

thick rain forest) are present to the west and southwest of the main area.

The largest one observed had a diameter of about 25 m. A temperature of 96°C
,

was measured from one such mud pool which was vigorously bubbling, on the

northern edge of a sinter-covered area about 30 m in diameter. Nearby, a

small mud-spatter cone shaped like a tree trunk emitted minor but variable

amounts of vapour smelling of H2S at a temperature of 980C.
,

Thermal area D is on the upper n.aches 0:.. the Namum River, and

consists of numerous, small, hot springs with temperatures ranging up to 99°C.

One such spring ldischarged water with a temperature of ggOC at" less than

"
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1 litre per second from a fissure at the base of the trachyte cumulodome.

The rocks over which it flows are stained red and brown, and a smell of

H2S is weak but noticeable.

The compositions of the thermal ~vaters on Ambitle Island

(Tables 15, 16; see also Appendix 3) fall into two distinct groups: (I)

those having pH values ranging from ~.I to 9.1, and enriched ~n NaCl; (2)

those having low pH values between 1.9 and 3.0, and having low! overall,

ionic concentrations, but relatively high 504 concentrations. Sample FJ,

collected from a small thermal spring issuing from a fissure in the central

trachyte cumulodo~, and sample F2, from another small thermal spring about

1 km inland in area A, are in the first group and are similar in composition

to the NaCI-t)~e thermal waters discussed by White (1957). Some NaCl-type

waters have been analysed for stable isotopes, and have been shown to derive

from cold, local, meteoric water modified by wall-rock interactions (White,

Barnes, & Of Ne ill, 1973). Ionic ratios of the two samples from Ambitle Island

are different from those of seawater, suggesting that the compositions ef these

waters too have been derived from meteoric waters th~t have interacted with

subsurface wall rocks.

Two samples (F3,029) collected from the same spring near the beach

in area A, but at d':'fferent times, and sample 031 from area B, 0.9 km inland,

COL:ld be classifi:j ad NaCJ-type waters. However, their concentrations of

Na, K, and Cl r _ ~gh, and although their ionic ratios are dissimilar to

seawater, some ~ontamination by seawater, which may have been modiCed by

wall-rock interactions, is suspected. Minimum subsurface temperatures of

1400 C are indicated by the SiO
Z

contents of some of these samples.

Samples in the low-pH group are of the acid-sul~hate type. Three

of these samples came from bubbling mud pools that had no apparent out-flow

(samples 030, 031,033) and a fourth was collected from a stream flowing to

the west and draining part of area C (sample 032). One Sample from this

group (028) was collected from a bubbling mud pool in area A, within lOO m of

a small spring where sample F2, which is typically NaCI .type, ~as collected.

Sumples from the second group have low overall ionic concentrations, but

relatively high S04 values, indicating U.t the waters arc pr2dominately

. superficial and meteoric and have been acidified by oxidis2j R
2

S.
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Geology of Babase Island

Babase is & club-sn. ped i.s land , JO km long, consisting of two

Plio-Pleistocene volcanoes cr _luected by a narrow isthmus of coral reef and

alluvium (Fig. ]6). A platfoLm of fringing coral reef girdlea the entire

island. The larg~r ~f the two volcanoe~ forms most of the eastern part of

the island, and is a n,~ar-circular cone containing an eroded summit crater.

The sma~ler v'olcano, I.."ILl the western tip of the island, is a Q-trachyte

cumulodome completely ove~laid by a 20 m thick cap of coralgal li~stone.

Micropalaeontological dating of a sample from the limestDne yielded a

Pleistocene age (Appendix I).

The eastern volcano on Rabase is a relatively small, but topo

graphically well-defined, youthful Pleistocene landform, made up mainly of

basaltic and trachybasaltic lava flows and minor interbedded scoria deposits

that radiate steeply and uniformly from the centr~l crater. The flanks of

the volcano rise steeply from a narrow reef-fringed base to the crater rim,

whicb is about 200m high in sever~l places •. The steep-walled crater is

breached in the southwest along a narrow, mangrove-filled tidal inlet, and

is poorly drained, swampy, and quite thickly '''egetated. Hot springs are

reputed to exist in the crater, but these co~ld not be located, as a guide

was reluctant to enter the crater because ~i its spiritual significance to

local people (in Pidgin English, •pIe" massalai' - apirits' place). Three

analysed rocks from the eastern volcano are two trachybasalts and a trans

itional basalt (Table FN2, Fig. J6).

The Q-trachyte cumulodome in the west of Babase (sample FN2/4)

crops out as the 'core' of a raised block of coralgal limestone similar in

size to the nearby raised limestone block on Ambitle Island (Fig. J6). The

cumulodome is best expvsed in section at the base of a sheer escarpment about

40 m high, bordering the beach on the south side of the island. There, the

trachyte is layered, and di~q away on either side of a breccia-filled volcanic

vent. The nearby raised limeslone block on Ambitle is similar in size and

shapp. to the Babase trachyte and limestone cap, and possibly it may be under

laid by trachyte. HOYoTever, the trachyte is not exposed.

Samples of both the Ambitle and Babase trachytes have been dated

radiometrically (Appendix 2). Hornble~de concentrates from Babase yielded a

Pleistocene age of 1.53 ~O.15 million years and determinations on biotite
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extracted from the Ambitle trachyte gave ages of 0.68 ~ 0,10 and 0.49 + 0.10

reillion years. Paleontological exa~ination of limeetone overlying the Babase

trachyte yielded a microfaunal assemblage not older than Pleistocene (Appendix

1). On the basis of these age determinations, supplemented by age estimates

based on geomorphological charRcteristics, the Babase trachyte and the mafic

and intermediate rocks ofAmbitle~re believed to have beeu formed in the Upper

Pliocene to Lower Pl~istocene, separated by a significant time span from the

later Ambitle Q-trachyte volcanism.



Table i'Nl. Ambitle Island

1 2 3 4 .s 6 7 11

S102 43.0 45.i 4~-.g 46.2 45 .. 8 -45.9 50.19 46.33

TiO~ 1.21 0.72 fi.77 0.78 0.67 0.30 u.6~ 0.83
A1 20 3 5.35 11.0 10.4 10.7 ·10,,2 12.1 16~16 12.33

Fe203 11.5 4 .. 70 5.25 5.75 5.60 !;"BO 3.51 5.87
FeO 4.90 5.55 5.05 5.55 4.9u J: nn 3.41 5.20.... "',.,

MnO n 10 ~.20 0.17 0.18 0.20 0.20 0.16 0.20v. __

MgO 12.~ 12.0 9.10 9.10 9.05 8.30 1 .. 73 i.50
CaO 18.5 12.3 15.4 14.6 14.7 14.4 6 ..85 13.50-

Na20 0.80 2.80 2.75 2 .. 65 2.85 3.65 5.66 3:8.2

K20 0.13 1.16 0.75 0.90 ?.15 2.15 3.36 2.94

P205 0.07 0~47 0.51 0.53 0.58 0.53 0.29 0.62
S <0.01 0.01 0.03 0.05 <0.01 0.01 O.lS <0.02
H2O+ 0.71 2.75 2.00 2.25 1.54 1.29 0.42 0.41
H2O- 0.23 0.71 C.37 0.41 1. 70 0.03 0.13 0,,10

cO2 0.15 0.25 0.45 '0.15 0.05 0.05 0.24 0.;]8

rest 0.19 0.32 0.35 0.40 0.35

99.80 99.80 100.00

o-s 0.01 0 .. 02 0.09

Total 100.23 99.72 99.79 99.78 100.31 100.56 99.91 100.16

Trace elements

Ba 35 155 215 360 180
Fb 1.8 30.5 56 53 58
Sr 329 128~ 1570 1439 1413
Zr 51 76 €i6 76 69
Nb <0.5 2.0 2 4.5 2.5
y :'1 12 :/.5 13 16
La 3 ]9 22 14 18
Ce 13 41 51 29 43
Wd 13 24 26 14 26
Sc 67 34 24 12 34
V C54 281 289 227 345
Cr 90 147 84 342 80
Co 36 48
Ni !'5 54 45 220 54
Cu 92 161 164 165 170
Zn 62 87 84 69 91
Ga 15.0 .15.0 15.5 21.5 17.5

1. Clinopyroxene-rich cumulate. 74400006 (also 73680006). NA640498. Inclusion in lava flow (represented
by sample FNI-6) north of Waramumg Bay.

2. Sodic basanite. 74400001 (also 73680001). NA699499. LaV8 flow in strean southwest of Balankolon village.

3. Sadic alkali basalt. 71400547. NA647464. Sample on or near roadside east of Waranguspik village.

4. Sodic alkali basalt. 7!40054l. NA647464. Sample on (Ir near r~adside ~a~t of Waranguspik village.

5. Potassic tephrite. 74400007 (also 73680007). NA643461. Lava flow in road cutting east of Waranguspik
village. This rock is classified as all olivine nephelinite (normative leucite) using the CIPW norm
calculated Volatile-free and stan~jrdising the oxidation of iron according to the equation of I~~ine

and Baragar (1971) - see Johnson & others (1976, Table 1).

6. Potassic ~ephrit€. 74400047. NA640498. Lava flow by roadside north of Wararnung Bay. Above comment
for sample FNI-5 also applies t9 this sample.

7. Potassic phonolitic tephrite. 76400061. NA644498. Boulder in stream north of Waramung Bay.

8. Potas~ic phonolit~c tephrite. 76400085. NA647464. Bo~lder in stream near road cutting east of
W~Tanguspik villa6e.

continued on next freme



Table PN1 cant; rlmbit1e Icls.nd

9 10 11 ' . 13 14 15 16..,
5i02 51.05 45.59 51.3 4:;.6 41.~2 46.6 46.0 4~.91

Ti02 O.E4 0.92 0.63 G,9:i! i).as O~79 0.70 0.77

1\1~O3 16.63 13.96 17.0 14.0 '. ,.,. ~~ 15.3 17.4 16$83.... :'.:1.,."

Fe203 3.62 5.31 3.75 7.05 5.46 6 .. 30 5.65 5.04
FeD 3.21 6.62 3,,05 4.75 4.48 4.65 4.15 4.3~

MnO 0.15 0.23 0.16 Ow21 0.20 0.2'. <l.24 (1.20
MqO 6.95 6.16 5.70 5.55 5.24 5.00 4.40 4.26
CaO 6.65 12.;1.5 6.85 10.8 10.24 11.1 11.1 8.96

Na20 6.04 4.16 6.15 4.20 5.2.6 2.30 3.50 4.76

1<2° 3.46 3.21 3.55 3.05 3.84 2.95 3.35 3.01

P20S 0.31 0.71 0.34 0.66 0.58 0,66 0.64 0.60
S 0.20 <0.02 0.18 G.14 <0.02 <0.01 0.03 <0.02
H2O+ 0.36 0.42 0.54 2.05 0.47 1.91 2.25 1.89
H2O- 0.09 0.12 0.34 0.28 0.11 1.93 0.59 0.20
CO2 0.38 0.13 0.10 0.30 0.27 0.25 0.15 0.17
rest 0.40 0.38 0.37 0.31

100.14 99.64 99.56 IDO.15
ODS 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.01

Total ] 00.04 130.06 99.55 99.49 100.42 99.95 100.14 100.27

Tr~ce elements

Ba 405 205 290 235
Pb 56 61 70 48.0
Sr 1506 1709 1622 1555
Zr 78 7ft 78 68
Nb 5.0 2.5 3.0 2.5
y 13 19 17 17
La 15 23 20 16
Ce :n 50 47 40
Nd 14 28 23 'n4_

Se 11 26 19 16
V 225 376 327 294
Cr 292 16 21 11
Co 3F: 48 38 34

r'~ . Ni 191 31 28 21
Cu 174 209 198 11r,!
Zn 67 109 88 84
Ca 21.5 18.5 20.5 18.0

9. Potassic phonolitic tephrite. 76400063. NA644498. Boulder in stream north of Waramung Bay.

10. Potassic phonolitic tephrite. 76400077. NA647464. Boulder in stream near road cutting east of
Waranguspik Village.

11. Potass;c phonolitic tephrite. 74400011 (also 73680012). NA664513. Boulder in streron south of Fatkarson village.

12. Potassic phonolitic tephrite. 71400539. NA664477. Sample from Nanum River at northwestern edge of
Nanum Plantation.

1:. Potassic phonolitic tephrite. 76400082. ~633467. Boulder on beach near Tabulaln village.

14. Potassic ne-trachybasalt. 74400003 (also 73680003). NA666483. Lava flow in Nanum River north ~f
Nanum Plantatio'l.

15. Potassic phonolitic tephrite. 74400009 (also 73680010). NA699464. Lava flow in Niffin River.

16. Potassic phonolitic tephrite. 76400065. NA640498. Boulder in stream near roadside north of Waramung Bay.

continued on next frame



Tab1~ FNl cont. Ambitle Island

5102
Ti02
A120 3
Fe203
FeO

MnO

MgO

CaO

Na20

K20

P205
S

H20+

H20

CO2
rest

o=s
Total.

17

55.40
0.57

16.51
4.31

2.96

0.15

4.20

7.08

5.39

2.66

0.36
<o. 02

0.27

0.13

0.06

0.34

100.39

18

·0.2

0.86

17.1
5.70
3.10

0.19

3.75

8 .. 55

3.25

3.95

0.67
0.02

3.25

1.03

1. 20

99.82

0.01

99.81

19

54.0
0.68

16.8

4.50
2.20

0.11
3.20

5.65
6.25

3.55

O.:i r

0.05

1.70

0.44

0.02

0.35

99~89

0.02

99.87

20

48.8
0.69

l8.D
4.65
3.00

0.18

3.20

5.65
5.80

4 .. 95

0.45

0.05

2. :20

0.68

0.08

99.38

0.02

99.36

21

54.5
0.80

17.9
4.35

2.50
0.13

3.05

5.75

6.55
3.40

0.43

0.03

0.25

0.09

<0.05
0.36

100.09

0.01
100.08

22

49.21

0 .. 78

18 .. 63
4.35
3.0~

0.19

3.02

7.20

6 .. 79
4.48

0.64
0.29
0.55

0.15
0.09
0.45

99.87

0.14
99.73

23

53.3
0.70

18.4
3 .. 75
2.60
O.'\.4

2.70
5.45
6.85

3.95
0.44
0.10
0.59

0.43

0.05
0.37

99.82

0.05

99.77

24

55.8
0 .. 68

17.7
3.90
2.20
0.12
2.70
5 .. 30

6.85

3.35
0.40

0 .. 05

0.15
0.13
0.05

99.38

0.02
99.36

Trace e1errents

Ba
~b

Sf
Zr
N....
y

La
Ce
Nd

Se
V

Cr
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Gs

400
48.0

1635
88
3.5
14
13
32
16
14

204
47
26

31
80
63

18.5

450
54

1780
87

..
J.l
12
2~

13
10

217
15

10
1C3

42
22.0

440
fil

1830
90

4
12
14
34
15

9
217. ,

1.J.

5
131

51
22.5

365
73

2195
103

5.0
18
22
54
26

9
319

3
26

8
266
66

24.5

445

53
1920

91
4

12
14

32
15

7

224
10

6

136
51

22.0

17. St.~.fi c ne-trachybasa1 t. 76400067. NA636496. Lava flow I>y roadside north of Waramung Bay.

18. Potas5ic ne-trachybasalt. 71400545. NA647464. Sample on or near roadside east of Waranguspik village.

19. Potassic ne-trachyandesite. 69400312. NA670469. Samp~e on ridge east of Nanum Plantation.

20. Potassic phono1itic tephrite. 69400334. NA641482. Sample from near hot springs in Waramung Plantation.

21. Potassic tephritic phonolite. 74400048. NA655456. Boulder near roadside south of Nanum Bay.

22. Potsssic phono1itic tephrite. 76~00089. NA655456. Boulder near roadside south of Nanurn Bay.

23. Potassic tephritic phono1ite. 69400314. NA670469. Sample from ridge east of ~anum Plantation.

24. Sodic ne-trachyandesite. 74400010 (also 73680011). NA65fi452. Boulder in roadcut on southern side of
Nanurn Bay.

continued on next frame



TltblG r~Nl t:/ont. A!JI!,d, tIe I s1and
",",

25 26 21 2J

5i02 55.93 51.3 55.29 69.0

Ti02 0.67 0.60 0.61 0 ...17

A1203 17.95 18.2 19.26 15.9

FeZ03 3.74 5.50 3.31 0.84.
FeO 2.09 0.. 67 1.99 0.51
nnO 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.0::'
MqO 2.64 2.20 2.14 1.02
Ca') 5.14 5.35 5.22 0.30
Na'10 1.00 5.60 6.61 7.85

4·

I(2C 3.36 3.30 3.76 2.50

P20~; 0.38 0.35 0.41 0.08

5 0.09 (il.01 0.09 0.02

"20+ 0.18 0.50 0.46 1.13

"20- 0.12 0.30 0.17 0.23
CO2 0.20 <0.05 0.26 0.05

rest 0.35 0.39 0.20

99.97 100.16 99.82
0=5 0.04 0.04 0.01

Total 99.93 100.~0 100.12 99.81

Trillce eleltents

Ba 4~0 J9S 450

Rb 5'7 57 44.'5

SF: 1773 20U, 935
Zt 86 93 68
Nb 4.0 4.0 3
y 11 13 1
Lp 12 17 2

Ce 28 38 3
Nd 13 17 <:1
Se 9 e 2
V 217 202 27
Cr .. 3 55
Co 17 15
~i 9 5 16
Cu 110 163 30

ZI' 46 55 36
G.a 22.5 22.5 18.5

25. Sodic ne-tra~hY8ndesite. 76400090. NA656452. Lsvo flow in roadcut on southern side o~ Nanum Bay.

26. Potassic hy-trachyandesite.
n~rth of Waramung Bay.

27. Potassic ne-trachyandesite.

7d400008 (a150 75680008). NA644505. Lava flow near roadside
G·

76400058. NA643502. Boulder in strea~ north of Waramung Bay.

28. Sodic Q-trachyte. 74400004 (also 73680004). NA696489. Volcanic rudite on western rim
of the central crater.



Table FN2. t3~base Island

1 2 3 4

5i02 48.6 50,,3 53.4 64.7

Ti02 1.03 0.75 0.77 0.39

A1 20 3 17.9 18.7 19.0 J.8.9

Fe203 4. 75 4,.9S 4.70 1.85

FeD 5.15 3.20 2.75 0.99

r.lnO 0.19 0.26 0.20 0~O6

f.!gC 5.10 2.85 2.80 0.92

CaD 9.65 9.55 7.55 3.25

Na20 2.70 4.60 4015 5.60

K20 1.87 2.75 3.00 2,,25

P20S 0.37 0.4P. 0.38 0.13

S 0~O3 0.02 0.Cl3 0.01

H2O+ 1.48 0.67 0.73 0.87

H2O- 0.66 0.67 0.52 9.29

CO2 0.20 0.20 <o.oe; 0.05

rest

99.68 99.95 99.:)9

O."S 0.01 0.01 0.01

Total 99.67 99.94 99.98 10C.26

Trace elerrents

Ba
Rb
Sr

Zr
Nb
y

La
Ce
Nd
Se
V

Cr
Co
Ni
eu
Zn
Ga

1. Potas~ic transitional basalt. 71400517. NA776552 (approximate). Exact locality uncertain.

2. Potassic ne-trachybasalt. 74400005 (also 73680005). NA776557. Lava flow on western flank of Babase
volcano. This rock is class,ified as a potassic phonolitic tephrite using the CIPW norm calculated
\'olati,le-free and standardising the oxidation state of iron according to the equation of Irvine & Baragar
(1971) - see Johnson &Dthers (1976, Table 1).

Cl

3. Potassic hy-trachybasalt. 71400516. NA776552 (approxirnate). Exact locality uncertain.

4. Sodic Q-trachyte. 11400522. NA776S52 (approximate). Exact locality uncertain. This sanple is the
most silica-saturated ef ~11 the analysed Q-trachytes from the Tabar-to-Feni Islands, and bec~~se its
Pe203/F~~ value has not been adjusted, it plots just to the right of the field of Q-trachyte~ in F:gura 16
Strictly speaking it is an alkali-rich dacite, but for convenience it is here called a trachyte.



Table 13'. ' AddItional trace-element aata for8r.ocks from-
Feni Islands determined by spark-sour'~e mass

FN!/u FNI/IO 1NI/13 FNI/19 FNI/21 FN~/23 FN-I/27_. Fli;/?8- - ----- ..:-.

Cs 0.66 0.77 I ~43 0.89 1.0 ' 1.03 1.4 La
Pb 16 10 I/~ 12 14 14 f2 14
La 2C.6 20.3 22.9 12 .. 6 14.4 15.6 . 19.8 0.78
Ce 50.1 50.0 56. I 27.0 31 ..5 35.4 43.9 1.90
Pr 6.60 6.85 6.47 3.68 4.06 4.42 4.89 0.24
Nd 30.6 31.2 28.2 16.3 18. I 18.8 21.0 I • 11
Srn 6.65 7.26 6.17 3.61 3.70 3.91 4.34 0.34
Eu 1.. 93 2.12 1.78 ) • 15 1.13 1.19 1.29 0.12
Gd 5.60 6.34 4.82 3.30 3.40 3.32 3.60 0.30
'rb 0.65 0.80 0.66 0.42 0.41 0.46 0.51 0.05
Dy 3.26 ,:~. 16 3.44 2.40 20 17 2.57 2.86 0.30
Ho 0.57 0.68 0,.62 0.42 0.41 0.42 0.49 0.06
Er i.28 1.69 1.58 1.01 1.00 1.03 1.35 0.18
Tm a

0.19 0.18 O.IS
a 0.15a . O. 16a 0.18 0.04a0.17

Yb 1.20 1.42 1.37 1.06 0.99 1.02 J, 25 0.25
Lua 0.19 0.22 0.21 o ..... 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.04• j l

Th 1.29 L69 2.16 1.67 1.58 1.59 2.07 0.29
U 0.81 1.0 J : .28 1.46 1.24 1.22 1.33 0.53
Hf 1.74 2.3 2. 1 2.68 2.28 2.07 3.0 1.60
Sn 0.92 J .2 1.2 0.89 1.0 0.88 1.1 0.81

1.6 b n.,d. :2. I 3.5 2.6 n.d. 0.74
Mo n.d.

a. Internolated v~lue.

b. n.d.: not determined.



Table l!h Summary of minaral com~sitionaldata for the Feni Islands.
- " .. .

~ample

::~\ras ~

FN1/6
FNI/9
FN II JO
FNI/U
FNi/lS
FN 1/21
FNI/22
FN1/24

Cumulates:
FN 1/ I
FNl/32
FNl/33
FNI/34
FNI/35

Clinopyroxene

diopside/Al-salite
diopside/salite
diopside/Al-salite
diopside/salite
salite/Al·-salite
salite
salite
salite

salite
diopside
diopside/salite
diopa ide/S,'il i te
diopside

~phibole

tschermakitic hornblende

ma~nesiohastingsite

magne~ioha8tingsite

magnesiohastingsite

magnesiohastingsite

Olivine
--.::

FOS7---43
F093-74

FOg0-47

Foao
F086-84

F084-Bl

FOS5-33
F081-79
F087-8l

Biotite

Mglj6
Mg85-82

-Lavas:
FNI/6
FNI/9
FNI/IO
FNI/13
FN1/15
FN 1/2 I
FNl/22
FNI/24

mt
mt
mt
mt
mt
mt
mt
mt

Oxide Feldspar

AnS7-17
An26-0r56
Or34-42
An62-35
An88-72' Or66
AnS7-0r33
An49-21
1in42-·0t'54

!~ldspathoid

leucite, ~odalite

leucite, haiiyne/sodalite
leucite
lencite

haiiyne/sodalite
haiiyne
haiiyne, sodalite

Other

apat.ite

apatite
anal~ite, zeolite
apatite
apatite
apatite

Cumulates:
FNI/l
FN I /32
FNI/33
FNI/34
FNI/35

mt
mt

mt
chrC'mian-mt/mt

An23-0rS2

An78-0r86
An41-0r48

leucite, sodalite

haii}~e, sodalite
haiiyne

apat;te
zeolite, glass
apatite
apatite

Abbreviations. Fo: forsterite; mt: magnetitp.; An: anorthite; Or: orthoclase.
~Iash oetween two mineral names refers to compositional continuity (solid solution) between
the minerals.



Table 15. Compo~}.Eions of thermal waters f~m Atnbitle I~land

L Ar(~a A AreaB
41~~--...s

=-:0- __ ......_
.~ ~. --.:-....... ---=-'C"

Location 0.1 km 0.1 km J km I km 0~9km

inland inland inla.nd inland inland
-.. -

Sample no. F3 029 F2 028 031

Collection date 22 Oct 1974 10 Jan 1973 22 Oct 1974 10 Jan 1973 Jan 1'7.3
0 99 99 99 99 95Temp. C

pH (200
) 9. I 8.8 8.3 3.0 8.2

E.C.
micro-·s/cm 31086 2766

Total dis .. olved
solids (mg/l) 35968 1576

Al 0.04 0.22

Cu <0.01 <0.01

Fe O~255 0.045

Mn 0.025 <0.005

Zn 0.02 <0.005

As 5.9 0.6

Hg <0.0001 <0.0001

Sr 2.7 0.08

Rb 2.62 0.46

Ca 10 9.6 2 37.4 5.5

Mg n.d, 0.4 n.d. 56.0 0.,9

Na 11975 >5000 528 8. I >5000

K 1820 2025 63 8.5 152.5

Li 5.20 0.45

B 50 4.3

F 6.55 3.0

Cl 14465 14640 464 11486

Br 36 <2

S04 7501 8900 477 650 6120

N03
<1 <1

C03
118 n.d.

HC03
147 80

SiOZ 145 121

n.ci.: not detected

continued on next frame



Table 15 cont.

Locati.on
Main area

2.0 km
inland

Area C

Stream from
main area

:Mtldpool '.

Base. afd ...
dome, ",' Average

2. lkm .. Ocean
inland

]40

6.4

8.3

O.OJ

0.003

1.3

0.002

0.01

0.003
3 x ]0-5

8

o. ]2

400

1272

10600

380

O. ]7

4.6

1.3

18980

65

2649

n.d.

6454

1550

130

1.80

13.5

3.25

1769

6

782

< I

n.d.

214

13 I

4342'

0.02

< 0.01

O. !25

0.055

0.01

5.6

< 0.0001

0.75

0.49

3

F]

22 Oct ]974

99 •

8. ]

1000

31.9

L2

1.4

54.5

3.7

033

]] Jan J973

77

1.9

310

5.2

70.9

032

] I Jan 1973

45

2.S

284

1200

1.3

2.5

29.2

2.8

030

]] Jan 1973

73

I .9

I
I-<----------- ~---------------..;.-.-----

Ca

B

F

Cl

Br

3°4
N0

3
C03
HC03
Si02

Mo

Zn

As

Mg

Na

K

Li

Sample no.

Collection date
oTemp. C

pH (200
)

E.C.
micro-s/cm

Total dissolved
solids (mg/])

Al

Cu

Fe

Hg

Sr

Rb

A!ialyses by Mines Division Laboratory (Port Moresby) ~ except
for samples FI, F2, and F3 which were analysed by Amdel.



Table 16. Ionic ratios for thermal w~ers,.;.....;;f;,;;r_o.;;;.;m...;Am~b;.;;i;;.;;;t;.;;l.;;;.;e....;I;;,;;s;;.;;''l;.;;a;,;;;,n.;,;;.d~

Area A Area B

O. I km 0.1 km 1 km I km 0.9 km
Location inland inland inland inland inland

Sample no. li'3 029 F2 028 031'

Na/Cl 0.828 >0.342 j.138 >0.435

B/Cl 0.0035 0.0093

804/el 0.52 0.46 1.03 0.53

Ca/Na 0.001 <0.002 0.004 4.617 0.001

K/Na o. 152 <0.405 O. 119 ! .049 <0.305

Li/Na 43 x 10-5 85 x 10-5

MgiCa 0.042 1.5 0.2

Area C

Main Stream Base
area from Mudpool of dome
2.0 km main 2. 1 km A'tTerage

Lo~ation inland area inland Ocean

Sample no. 030 032 033 Ft

Na/Cl O. 103 0.481 i. 71 0.876 0.558

B/Cl 0.0076 0.0002

S04/C1 4.23 4.37 31.4 0.44 O. 14

Ca/Na 0.045 t.152 0.022 0.002 0.038

K/Na 0.099 0.551 0.068 0.084 0.036

Li/Na 116 x 10-5 1.6 x 10-5

Mg/Ca 1.9 1.9 1.2 3.2
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F'i,gure 15a. Geology of the Feni Islands (see legend 1n Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Legend to geological maps (Figs 4-6, 9, 12, 15).
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Figure ISb. Topography of Fe~i Islands.

Part of Sheet 9689 (Edition 1) Series T601, Papua New Guinea ):100 000

Topographic Survey, reproduced by permission of the Surveyor General,

Department of Lands and Surveys, Papua New Guineao
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Figure 16. Rock-~~T.e~=lature diagram for rocks from the Feni Islands (see Fib' 3).

Chemical analyses listed in Tables FNI-2.
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and feni Islands. Data listed in Tables 5, ]3.
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ASPECT~ OF REGIONAL GEOLOGY AND STRUCTURE

Some aspects of the regional, largely submarine geology uf

the T.abar-to-Feni chain are especially pertinent in evaluating the

significance of the subaerial geology described above. These will not

be dealt with heze in detail~ but opportunity is taken to present some

of the regional information that is not readily available to the 3eneral

reader, and to update previol,s interpret:~.tions of regional structure

(Johnson & others, 1976; Johnson, 1979).

Eathymetrr

The Ta~ar-to-Feni Islands rise from a shelf that extends· from

the northeastern coast of New Ireland northeastwards to the Lyra

Kilinailau Trough (Fig. 19). Tanga volcano and the Ambitle-Babase complex

are l.loth slightly elliptical cones whose basal diameters on the shelf

floor are about 25 km~ whereas the Tabar and Lihir complexes are less

symmetrical and are elongated roughly north-south.

Striking morphological features of the she:~ between New

Ireland and the Lyra-Kilinailau Trough are: (I) a step-like increase

in depth towards the southeast; (2) the siting of each island group on

one of the 'steps'. The Tabar and Lihir complexes rise from seafloor

about 1200m and 1600m deep, respectively, and the Tanga and Feni complexes

rise from seafloor about 2000 m and 2400m deep, respectively (Fig. ]9).

Seismicity

The New Britain, southern New Ireland, and Bougainville

Island region represents one of the most seismically active areas anywhere

in the world. In contrast, the Tabar-to-Feni chain has much less

seismicity (Fig. 20). However~ two seismological features of interest are

shown on the epicentre map for earthquakes recorded in 1960-1979: (I) a

linear zone of shallow (less than 70 km deep) earthquakes that trends

nnrth-northeastwards through Lihir, Mahur, and Masahet Islands, and which
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extends so~thwestward~ towards the Ramat Fault (Hohnen, 1978) on New·

Ireland; (2) a cluster of deep (342-476 km) earthquakes between Babase

Island (Feni Islands) and the Lyra-,Kilianailau Trough. The shallow

earthquakes of the lin~ar zone (I) are thought to represent movement

along an active fault zone, members of which crop out on Lihir Island.

The cluster of deep seismicity, on the other hand probably represents the

d~eper, more north,rly parts of the Solomon S~a 1ithospheric plate that

is being subducted northcastwards beneath Bougainvil1e Island. The Feni

Islands therefore overlie the deep parts of this downgoing slab, but not

the Tabar 1 Lihir, and Tanga Islands.

Seismic-reflection profiles

The most systematic and comprehensive marine seismic survey to date

of tIte area east and north of New Ireland, was that carried out by the Gulf oil

company as part of a wor1d-T.vide study (Gulf OiJ. Research and Development, J973;

see also, however: Murauchi, Ludwig, Den, Hotta, Asanuma, ¥oshi , Kubotesa, &

Hagiwara, 1973; Furumoto, Webb, Odegard, & Hussong, 1976; De Broin, Aubertin,

& Ravenne, 1977). The Gulf seismic-reflection data were obtained using an

Aquapu1se (oxygen-propane) multi-channel system, and seismic profiles were run

from the St Matthias Islands in the northw~st to the southern tip of ~rew Ireland,

including the shelf between New Ireland and the Lyra-Kilinaildu Trough (Figs

20, 21). A general interpretation of the zone east of New Ireland giv'en by

Gulf (page 42-43) is as follows:

fThis sector is occupiad by a deep sedimentary trough partially filled

by a layered sequence which appears subdivided into two major units. The break

between these units may be correlative with eastward tilting of New Ireland during

the lower Miocene. The l~wer unit is tentatively correlated with che lower Miocene I

massive limestones that rest on the basement. In spite of some thickening of th~

lower portions of the trough 8 this unit generally parallels the inferred gross

morphology of the basement from aide to side of the depression and perhaps

contributes to the building of the topographic high which represents the northern

shoulder of the trough. The seismic appearance of the layer is indicative of a

rather monotonous lithology possibly lacking major velocity discontinuities both

within itself and at the contact with the basement. This partially accounts for

the frequent failure of the data to resol<re the basement topography. The overall

I
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structural attitude and relatively constant thickness (up to J.S seconds or

about 10,000 feet) of tllis lower unit suggests that it was deposited on a

relatively planar surface and that thediastrophic proc~ss began towards the

end of the deposition phase~

!The building of the upper unit was evidently subsequent to the main

diastrophic episode, as sho~1Il by various diagnostic characteristics (P~ofile

NI-20 and Profile NI-22). This upper unit shows ev!dence of a number of rock

units or sedimentary aprons, that are derived largely from the uplifted New

Ireland. Each of these sub-units rest [sic] at an unconformity surface. This

upper unit is probably composed primarily of clastic rpcks which were deposited

in an environment dominated by variable sedimentological regimes, including

slumping of semi-consolidated and unstable layers'.

The Gulf survey recognised a prominent, faulted, volcanic-basement

ridge between the St Matthias Group and the Tabar Islands (Fig 20J-N), which is

presumbly the northwestern ~nd of the 'North Eastern Ridge' identified by De

Brain & others (1977). This ridge is said to extend southeastwards, according

to De Broin & oth~TS (1976), and to be offset by two or three, dextr.al, trans

current faults before breaking sea-level and following the main 8Jds of

Bougainville Island. However, the ridge southeast of the Tabar Islands is not

shown on the bathymetric map of Mammerickx, Chase, Smith & Taylor (1971; Fig.19).

Ridge-like outlines seen on many of the Gulf reflection profiles run close

to the Tabar-to-Feni Islands (Figs. 2JA-C,E,F), but these may be individual

diapir-like structures related to the Tebar-to-Feni volcanoes rather than ?~rte

of a continuous ridge.

A notablp ~p~ture of the northwest basement ridge is that the over

lying lower sedimentary cover appears to be deformed by the basement and to

conform to its topographic profile (Figs 2JI-N). Baselnent is not so clearly

recognised from the Tabar Islands to the Feni Islands (Figs. 2IA-G), but a

similar style of localised deformation of basal sediments may be indicative of

diapir-like processes. The Tabar-to-Feni volcanoes therefore appear to lie un

a narrow zone of structural weakness which, at least in the northwest, may have

a horst-like form and along which Lgneous diapirs may have been sUfficiently

forceful to breach the ocean-floor s~dimentary pile and produce magma at the

surface. Other diapirs or horsts may exist off the main structural axis (see,



for example, Fig. 21B).

Diapirically deformed sediments apparently mantling an igneouF

core are seen in Fig. 21a, a profile through the northern flank ~f the Feni

Babase complex (see also Furumoto & others, 1976, Fig. 11), and the upwarped

sedime~tary cover appearB Lv correlate with the inlier of middle Oligocene,

formainiferal calcilutite exposed in the north of Ambitle Island. However,

this age conflicts with the early Miocene age tentatively proposed by Gulf

(see above) for the lower sedimentary unit ~~hich is therefore not equivalent

to the Lelet Limestone on New Ireland (Hohnen, 1978) but older. Possibly it

is a time-stratigraphic equivalent of middle Eocene to upper Oligocene lime

stone (Hohnen, 1978) found within the acljacent Jaulu Volcanics of New Ireland.

Determining the age of the deformed sediments may in future studies, provide an

important means of dating the o~set of the Tabar-to-Feni volcanism. Tr~e onset

of volcanism was post-Oligocene in the case of the Feni Islands, and other

minimum ages could be determined elsewhere in the chain by obtaining palaeon

otological dates from other parts of the deformed-sedimentary sequence off.-shore

from the Tabar-to-Feni Islands.

The evidence for a series of dextral transcurrent faults between Lihir

and Feni (De B~oin & others, 1977) is not compelling, as these presumed faults

offset neither the Tabar-to-Feni chain nor New Ireland. Any submarine fractures

are more likely to be normal faults that have caused the apparent southeastward

downstepping of the seafloor on which the Tabar-to-Feni volcanism seems to have

taken place.

Tectonic provenanc~

Coleman & Packham (1976) suggested that a major tectonic boundary

runs between New Ireland and the Tabar-to-Feni chain - that is, between the

Bismarck Archipelago to the west and a 'Solomon Block' to the east. There is,

however, little direct support for this concepte Neither the seismic-reflection

profiles (see above) nor the deep-seismic refraction studies of the region

(Murauchi & others, 1973; Finlayson & Cull, 1973; Furumoto & others, 1976)

provide any evidence for major dislocations between New Ireland and the Tabar

to-Feni chain. The chain is parallel to and colinear with New Ireland, and t~e

available evidence, albeit incomplete, is consistent with both the volcanic

chain and New Ireland having been part of the same tectonic unit for most, if

not all, of the Cainozoic.



DISCUSSION

Geological history

The Tabar-to-Feni volcanoes werle probably created in the mid-·

Tertiary, and they continued to be active certainly until the'lateFleistoc~ne
and poss ibly into the Holocene. Middle Oligocene basal limestone unccnfo1rmaply

underl ies the volcanic rocks of Ambitle Island iti the Feni Islands, arid

volcanic rocks underlie lower-ta-upper MioceIle reef limestone on Simberilsland

(Tabar Islands), but these are the only constrai.nts on the timethatvolcaIlism

began in the i~land chain. Most of the volcanisrn may have taken place during

the Pliocene and Pleistocene, but this is based mainly on qualitative comparisons

of relative degrees of dissection, rather than on a comprehensive set of radio

metric and palaeonotological dates. There is a clear need for a sys:ematic

geochronological study of the Tabar-to-Feni IslandEl.

The duration and time of volcanic activity may be more or less the

same in each of the four island groups, and there is no evidence, so far, of

volcanism having migrated along the island chain. The oldest known suhaerial

volcanic rocks are in the Tabar and Lihir groups, but the youngest rocks in all

four island groups appear to have similar Quaternary ages. Furtherre~rep lcw

temperature (less than IOOoC) thermal activity is found in all four island groups

(especially on Lihir and Ambitle Islands), si~nifying that a high geothermal

gradient persists thrcughout the volcanic chain, and that some of the volcanoes

should be regarded as dormant.

Subsidence and uplift of the volcanoes took place throughout the Tabar

to-Feni province, as shown by raised limestone cappings and platforms on the

~l1h~",!,i.=~.•.9~ l=~'lic rocks on many of the iG ::'ai1~';; up i:;o tnree phases of uplift

are inrlicated by terraced limestone on Boang, Mahur and Masahet Islands. The

orientations of the raised limestone are consistent with a general tilting

towards the south and southwest in each of the four island groups during the

Pleistocene; there is no clear evidence for any pre-Quaternary phaees of tilting.

The southerly sense of tilt in the Tabar-to-Feni Islands is almost opposite to

that of the New Ireland horst, where northeasterly tilting accompanied uplift

after the upper Pliocene (Hohnen, 1978). This southerly tilt may relate to the

apparent step-faulting that resulted in the segmentation of the New Ireland/
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Lyra-Kilinailau shelf into fault blocks downthrown progressively to the

southeast (see previous section).

The timing of these events appears to be similar to that of. the

later tectonic history of New Ireland outlined by Hohnen (1978). Newlreland

was built up as a volcanic pile in the lower and middle Oligocene, .andthis

was followed by erosion, submergence, and ac:cretion of onlapping frInging reef

in the Miocene. The areca was then intruded by the last phases of the Lemau

Intrusive Complex, and the submerged ridge became separated by a postulated

graben. Volcanic activity took place within the graben from the upper Miocene

to the lower Pliocene, together with general sur.didence, and the pre?-ent island

was raised during the upper Pliocene and onwards as a fault-boundedhorst, and

progressively tilted to the northeast. The younger part of this hi(jtory closely

follows that thought to have taken place in the Tabar-to-Feni Islands - that

is, block faulting, graben and horst formation, volcanism (and possi~ly attendant

diapirism), and tilting of fault blocks.

The quartz trachytes of the Tabar-to-Feni Islands represent one of the

more striking igneous features of the islands as they are in marked compositional

contrast to the mainly alkaline mafic and intermediate rocks in the remainder of

the chain. Quartz trachytes from the Tabar, Tanga, and Feni Islands have been

chemically analysed, and the altered central plug of Luise caldera on Lihir

Island was probably originally quartz trachyte in composition. The quartz

trachytes appe~r to represent the youngest extrusions in each of the four island

groups, and all are probably as young as Middle to Upper Pleistocene. They may

therefore represent a dramatic and synchronous change in magma composition

throughout the island chain, possibly even marking the final stages of volcanism

throughout the Tabar-to~Feni chain.

An active Benioff zone is absent beneath the length of the Tabar-to

Feni chain, although a downgoing slab could have existed in the Tertiary. The

relationship between the composition of the 'faba;c-to-Feni magmas and this

postulated subduction system ie still uncertain, but the extensive Pliocene and

Pleistocene volcanism represented C~ the islands may have been triggered by

normal faulting related to the Pliocene opening of the Manus Basin west of New

Ireland (Johnson, Mutter & Arculus, 1979).
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Summary of geochemical results

The range of rock types in the Tabar-tu-Feni chain ise;<:ceptionally

wide - from basalt (ankaramite, tran"itional snd 81lkali basalt,· tephl.ite, and

basanite), to voluminous intermediate types (both nepheline and qU8rt2; norm~tive).

Most of the analysed rocks are nepheline normative, and some of thelI1 strongly so

(greater than 10 percent). There is a considerable overlap of rockcomposit{ons

between the four island groups, but those of the Taba~ and Lihir groups are

generally more mafic and less undersaturated than are thos,e from Tanga.and Feni

(Figs. 7, ]0,]3,16; Table 2).

Most a.nalysed rl)cks from the Tabar-to-Feni Islands hav'e high total

alkali contents (mainly 5.5-1100 weight percent») and K20!Na20 values. between

0.5 and ].]. FeO-:'Fe20~ values ~~ra less than ]2 weight percent and in most

samples Fe203 is greater than Fee. There is no trend of iron-enrichm~nt as

degrees of differentiation increas~s. Low Ti02 (less than 1.2 weight percent),

high A]203' low Th/U, and high Zr/Nb are typical island-arc features of these

rocks. Zr, Ba, Ga, AI, Na, and K correlate positively with Si02 whereas Cr~ Ni,

Se, V, Mg, Fe, Ca, Ti, Mn, Cu, Zu, and P205 correlate inversely with SiOZ.

Sulphur values are relatively high (most between 0.3 and 0.4 weight percent),

but there are no systematic differences. caO/A120
3

values decreaBe markedly as

Mg/Fe values decrease. Low abundances of Zr, Hf, and Nb, and enrichments in

some large-ion-lithophile (LIL) ~lements, relative to the light rare-earth

elements (REE), are all typical isla~d-arc features of these rocks. The

enrichments in incompatible elements are similar to those in alkaline mafic

rocks from other island arcs, but the high abundances of Sr (about ]400-2]95 ppm),

Pb (up to 45 ppm) , and KZO (greater than 4.5 weight percent) are unusual for

island-arc volcanic rocks. Tabar-to-Feni volcanic rocks have Inoderate light-

REE to heavy-REE fractionation (LaN/YbN = 2.8-1 ].6, where N represents chondrite

normalised value) which is not as extreme as in intraplate or continental-rift

alkalic suites. The degree of l~ght-REE enrichment correlates with increas~s in

the contents of P20S' Sr~ and K20.

Tebar-to-Feni rock~ can be divided into four groups on the basis of

normative mineralogy and geochemistry: (]) silica-saturated to slightly under

saturated transitional basalts and alkali basalts, together with associated

trachybasalts and trachyandesites; (2) strongly undersaturated tp-phrites, ne

trachybasalts, ne-trachytes, and phonolitic tephrites; (3) rarer basanites and
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potassic tephrites; and (4) quartz trachytes. Rocks of group I (found

on the T&bar and Lihir island groups) are characterised by lower total-alkali

c('~tents, lower LIL-element abundances, higher caO/AI 203 and higherZr/Nb

(20-70) values, and by less fractionated chondrite-normalised REE pattefns.
(Fig. 22), compared with rocks from groups 2 an.d 3. Group 2 rocks (particularly

abundant in the Tanga and Feni Islands) have higher contents ofalk~~~ andLIL

elements (especially Sr), lower CaO/AI
2

0
3

and lot-1er Zr/Nb (20-30) values,an4

more fractionated REE patterns (Fig. 22), than do the a.lkali andtrane;~tional

basalts of group I. Rocks of the third-group appear to be uncommon,' 'but'have

been found in all but the Tanga Isiandso They have total-alkali contents and

caO/A1 Z03 values similar to those of the transitional basalts (group 1), but

have more fractionated REE patterns (Fig. 22) and greater depletions iIT heavy

REE. Group 3 rocks hc.ve higher LIL-element contents~ yet lower LIL-element!

light-REE values than do rocks in the other two groups (B~/L~ values of

abolit I). The quartz trachytes are found in all four island groups and may

represent young crustal melts. They are extremely depleted in P20S and REE

(Fig. 22), and have exceptionally high LIL-element/REE values.

The results of least-squares-mixing calculations do not 6upport the

interpretation that the three alkalic rock groups are related by crystal

fractionation. However, the chemical evolution within suites 1,2 and 3 can be

modelled satisfactorily by crystal fractionation

clinopyroxene + olivine + amphihole + magnetite.- -
supported by the differences in trace-element contents.

The 87Sr/86S~ values for 28 samples range from 0.70365 to 0.70452

(Table 3). These values do not co~relate with differences in major-element

compositions, except that the quartz-trachytes have Sr-isotopic ratios in the

upper part of the range. 143Nd!144Nd values for seven samples (M.T. McCullough,

unpublished data) r.ange from ~d = 8.6 to 5.4 and roughly correspond to ir.creasing
87 86SrI Sr values. The €N~ values fall within the range (8.6-5.3) of a variety of

other volcanic rock types from west Melanc.sian island arcs (Perfit, McCullough,

& Johnson, 1982). Tabar-to-Feni isotopic data plot within, and slightly to the

right of, the 'mantle array', in common with those for other intraoceanic island

a~c suites. Samples with the least fra~tionated REE (group I) generally have the

highest ~d values, and those with more fractionated REE patterns (group 3) have

lower ~d values. One quartz-trachyte from Tabar Island has Sr and Nd ratios
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Bathymetry of Tab~r-to-Feni region (adapsed from Mammerickx &

others, 1971; isob&ths in fathoms).
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Figure 20. Epicentres of earthquakes recorded by 20 or more stations between

January 1960 and December 1979 (BMR Earthquake Data File), and

ship's tracks of seismic-reflection profiles given in Figure 21.
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region of Gulf Oil Research and Development (]973) L Ship's tracks

given in Fig. 20.
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given in Fig. 20.
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similar to those of the undersaturated volcanic rocks of the Tabar Islands,

suggesting a close genetic relationship. The volcanic rocks of the Tabar-to- .

Feni Islands were evidently derived from sources with long-term depletions of

~ight-REE and Rb relative to heavy-REE and Sr, respectively. These Bources are

not isotopically distinct from those which generstedvo1canic rocks in the

other arc provinces in Papua New Guinea and the· Solomon Islands. Slight,but.

significant, differences between isotopic .ratios, trace-e1ementratios,and

REE pattp.rns for each of the three a1kalic groups on the Tabar-to-FeniIs1ands

are evidence that different mantle sources, or a heterogeneous source, may have

been involved in their petrogenesis. Substantial enrichments of some incompatible

elements and light-REE in many of the samples may be evidence that the mantle

beneath the Tabar-~J-Feni Islands was enriched relatively recently and in

different degrees in different areas. Intra-crusta1 melting leading to the

production of quartz-trachytes, and geochemical mOdification of mafic lavas

caused by crustal contamination, are also lik~ly.

Summary of mineralogi~~! r~s~

The mineralogy of Tabar-to-Feni volca.nic rocks is diverse and is

dominated in mafic rocks by olivine, clinopyroxene, p1agioc1ase, and magnetite.

Amphibcle and biotite are abundant in some types, and there are lesser amounts

of apatite, hauyne-sodalite, analcite, leucite, nephe1ine, alkali feldspar, and

pyrrhotite-cha1coypyrite. Th~ quaLtz trachytes contain alkali feldspar,

orthopyroxene, and quartz .that co-exist with amphibole and magnetite. Groundmass

zeolites and calcite are present in a few samples. C1inopyroxene-rich and

amphibole-rich (o~ both) plutonic cumulate blocks and inclusions are also present

in the suite.

Olivine ranges widely in composition from phenocryst cores as mafic

as F093 , to FOSO , to rim and groundmass compositions of F042 • C1inopyroxene is

salitic and contains inclusions of feldspar, magnetite, and apatite. Rims are

typically enriched in Ti and AI relative to cores, and main compositional chang~s

are in the components CaTiAI206-NaFeSi206-CaAI2Si06. Feldspar compositions

range widely throughout the suite, from An92 in the plutonic cumulates, through

An
S9

in phenocryst cores, to co-existing groundmass oligoc1ase-anorthoclase/

K-rich feldspar. Sanidine phenocrysts are present in the quartz trachytes.

The most abundant spinel is a low-Ti magnetite (mostly much less than 10 weight
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. percent Ti02) which is found both in the groundmass and as .•....

However, there is an extensive overall compositional range -from chromite,

through chromian magn.etite, to magnetite. Rare,· er-poor, Al-richspin~is
are also present.

Amphibole compositions range mainly frommagnesiohastingsite,

through magnesiohastingsitic hornblende, to endenitichornblende. Phenocryst

tremolite co-exists with groundmass riebeckite in some quaitztrachytes.

Some amphiboles fall outsidp. strict compositiona! limits (less than·5.75 Si

cations per 23 oxygens). FeO contents in amphibole separates from cumulates

and lavas (E. Kiss, personal communications, ]981) have been determined, and

these correspond to relatively high oxidation states (FeD (analysed) = 0.427

FeD-total). Mica ranges from phlogopite to biotite. The felspathoidshauyne

and sodalite have complex and unuBual zoning patterns. For example,hauyne

rich cores in some phonolitic tephrites and trachyandesites are zoned through

to rims that are intermediate in composition between haiiyne and sodalite, to

groundmass S03-free sodalite. Analcite is typically present in samples with

high H
2
0+ contents and high Na

2
0/K

2
u values. They aprear to be secondary after

leucite. Hauyne is present in rocks with high Na20 contents (greater than 4.2

weight percent) and low H20+ values (less than 0.6 weight percent).'

Noteworthy mineralogical features of these rocks are the persistently

low Ti02 contents of minerals such as clinopyroxene, amphibole, biotite, and

magnetite which, in most other strongly silica-under~aturatedrocks, are rich

in Ti0
2

" The low Ti02 contents are a reflection of the low Ti0
2

content of

the host magmas which, together with the overall low Nb contents in the suite,

appears to be a feature of other island-arc volcanic rocks. The presence of

hauyne phenocrysts, high Fe3+/Fe2+ values for amphiboles (and whole rocks), and

possibly some high Mg/Fe values in minerals such as olivine and pyroxene are

consistent with high oxygen fugacities. However, more reduced groundmass

equilibration conditions are indicated by the results of thermOdynamic

calculations for the assemblage olivine+plagioclase+leucite+magnetite (about

750oC, f0
2

]0-22 bars).
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APPENDIX 1e MICROPALAEONTOLOGICAL REPORT

By D.J. Belford

Sample locations are shown on the relevant maps accompanying the

main part of this report.

Simbe.:ri Island (Fig. 4)

The first three samples from Simberi Island all have the grid

reference LC849099, and all four samples were collected by G.A.M. Taylor.

Sample 69400380. This sample is a fine-grained limestone containing

abundant planktonic foraminifera - mainly Globigerinidae, including Orbulina,

Sphaeroidinellopsis, and Globoquadrina dehiscens; rare Globorotaliidae,

including Globorotalia of the cultrata type, are also present.

The sample is regarded as middle to late Miocene in age (Zones N.]l

to r;. j8).

~ample 69400381. This detrital limestone contains foraminifera and

algae. Larger foraminifera include Lepidocyclina (Nephrolepidina) sp.,

Miogypsina (M) sp., Amphisf:egina sp., andPlanorhulinella sp. Planktonic

foraminifera are similar to those in sample 0380, but are interpreted to be in

channel infillings in an older limestone. The sample is thought to be early

Miocp-ae in age, and the infillings to be middle to late Miocene.

Sample 69400382. This sample is a detrital limestone similar to 0381,

and contains larget and planktonic foraminifera. The larger foraminifera

include Lepidocyc.Zina (N) sp., Miogypsina (M) sp., Amphistegina sp. ,Carpenteria

np., and Heterostegina sp. Planktonic foraminifera include Orbulina,

~;phaeroidinellopsis, and Globorotalia of the cultrata group.

This sample is regarded as middle to late Miocene ~n age with rewoLked

l,ilrger foraminifera.

iample 69~0453 (grid reference E385600, N9709900). This sample

ccntains foraminifera, algae, mollusca, bryozoa, corals, and echinoid spines.

Fo~aruinifera a~e Amphistegina sp. (abundant), Cycloclypeus sp., Planorbulinella

sp , Gypsina S?l' Carpenteria sp., Elphidium sp., Pulleniatina obliquiloculata,

Glcborotalia (G) tumida, and? Sphaeroidinella. The sample is regarded as
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Plioceue or younger.

Lihir Island (Fig. 9)

Samples 73680049 and 73680050 (both collected at grid reference

MB47457rl) and sample 73680066 from Mahur Island (MB609908) conta.in rare

foraminifera (OpercuIina, Acervu:'.ina, fragments of Carpenteria), but these

are insufficient for cgs determination.

Dr. B. ~·(.1rdham has forwarded a cave sample from Lihir Islt.md for

examination; ::l i:~port on t~':'·: material has been made previously (Fordham, 1974).

Free specimens ~dentified from the sample are Globorotalia (G.) tumida tumida

(Brady), G. (G) cultrata (d'Orbigny) grou~, G. (TuIborotalia) acosta~~sis

pseu~~pima Blow, Globigerinoides quadrilobatus (d'Orbigny) group, Orbulina

uT!iversa dtOrbigny, 0.7 sutu:ralis Bronnimann,. Sphaeroidinellopsissubdehiscens

subdehiscens (Blow) and Amphistegina sp. in~ thin section ex~mined contains

rare Globorotalia (G.) cultrata group, Dentoglobigerina altispi:ca altLspira

(Cushman & Jarvis), possible Sphaeroidinellopsis sp., and indeterminable

globigerinids.

This fauna is considered to be latest Miocene to Pliocene age (Zone

N.18 to Zone N.20) using the zonation of Blow (1969). However, Berggren (1973)

placed the base of the Pliocene for all practical purposes at the base of Zone

N.18, and in this scheme the fauna is early Pliocene (PLI to PL3).

Ambitle Island (Fig. 15)

Sample 73680056 (grid referpnce NA693538) cOl~tains abundant, well

preserved planktonic and benthonic smaller foraminifera. Planktonic foraminifera

are: Globigerina tripartita Koch, G. sellii (Borsetti), Gipraebulloides

praebulloides Blow, G. ouachitaensis ciperoensis Bolli, G. angustiumbilicata

Bolli, G. sp Globigerinita dissimilis (Cushman & Bermudez), G. unicava

~nicava (Bolli, Loeblich & Tappan). This sample is miedle to late Oligocene in

age (planktonic zones No. I to No. 3).

Babase Island (Fig. 15)

Sample 73680057 (grid reference NA74554·9) contains Calcarina,

Acervulina, and fragments of Carpentaria or Sporadotrema, and is not older than

Pleistocelle.
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%Atm()~pherie Radi.ogeriic

',Ar40

85.0
84 e3

67.0
69.9

% K

0.916
0.918
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5.98

6.68
6.69

MethodRock

Mafic lava Hornblende
concen
trate

Q-traehyte Biotite
extract

Q-trachyte Bioti~e

e~tract

Five samples of volcanic rocksfromthe:Tabaf·t,o;Fenf·I~lan:ds

were submitted to Amdelfor K-Ar aged~termination.

shown on the relevant maps accompanying this report.,

follows:

Sample No.
and

Locality

73680002,
Babase
Island,
grid ref.
NA742546

APpmWIX 2.

FNI/28 1'

Ambitle
Island,
grid ref.
NA696489

TG4/I,
Bitbok
Island,
grid ref.
NB232121

73680018,
Lif
Island,
grid rf!f.
NB204126

Mafic Total
lava rock

3.23
3.22

78.2 0.00001094 0.187+0.02-

TB3/ Il ,
Tabar
Island,
grid re£.
LB845815

Q-trachyte Plagio
elase

3.57
3.58

70,,1 0.00005762 Oe986+0.08
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APPENDIX 3. ANALYSES OF THERl-1AL l~ATERS
em _ c.,

COLLECTED BY G"A.M.. TAYLOR*.BY H..R. LORD-

Sam le 1 2 3 r 4 ~~m~
4S
rl . ~..•.••.•.. <- IOl···JTemp. °c 42 95 98 88 i

I '~,~

pH 6.9 6.2 6.7 2 .. 0 ! 5.5 7.0
:}430 Is.c. at 23°C 4290 4740 12f)150 17,230 7090

(micromho/cm)

T.D.S. at 3480 3450 9910 1285 12,460 5470
1800 C (ppm)

m me/It me/It me/It

Ca 337 16.8 40 2.0 80 4.0 8 0.4 232 1J .6 10 0.5

Mg 54 4.4 3 0.3 12 1.0 n.d. 300 24.6 n.d.

Na 725 31.6 1150 50.4 .307~ 134 2 0.1 3750 163 .. 0 1925 83.7

K 12 0.3 49 1.3 J36 8.6 8 0.,2 J31 3.4 154 3.9

Fe n.d. I • ~ It.d. 13.4 0.7 ti.d. n.d.

Al n.d. n.d. n.d. 4.8 0.5 n.d. n.d.

Mn n.d. n.d. 0.5 n.d. 0.6 n.d.

Zn n.d. n.d. 0.02 0.01 0.05 n.d ..

E cations 5'L 1 54.0 148 2 203 88.1

1200

123

930

33.8

2.0

19.4

1300

265

634

3607

4.4

13.2

2990

260

3080

84.5

4.3

64.1

7

nil

930

0.2 6560

460

19.4 800

185

7.6

16.7

2170

54

1260

61.2

0.9

26.2

*The analyses listed here were origiI~ally presented in an unpublished BMR Laboratory
Report (No. 98), dated 15 October 1969. No further details on the sample localities
are known. S,C. refers to specific conductance, T.D.S. to total dissolved solids,
and me/lt, to m:cro-equivalents per litre. n.d. presumably means 'not detected',
although no detection limits are given in the original report.

E anions

E ions

8i02
R203

55.2 54.4 153 19.6 210 88.3

3200 3687 12,284 1275 11,839 5767

U9 164 161 282 168 80

<12 <12 <12 26 <12 <12

continued on
next frame
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~endix3 continued

Sample localities

I. Sambuari Bay, Tatau Island, TabarIslands.

2. Nis Nis, Ambitle Island, Feni Island~.

3. Luis~ Harbour (Sample A)~ Lihir Island.

4. Luise Harbour (Sample B), Lihir I$land.

5. Malendok Isl~nd, Tanga Islands.

6. Waramung, lunbitle Island, Feni Islands.
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